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CHILD
filosstOfChristian
SOFt3r Man'
Danditer Na. Fei-
ner 'Betrayer
To Nadnilie.
••••••••
easosiss omit,
r•-
111141Meteenay Drew her iteme 
in
• ISraeler L IS. 
MelleiVer
Of hiettheR reeentiy, when h
am-
telawalese that caused hide th
• 9090 Beilisilite. Kr. Win-
rebel* a sad sem etas tatu
reanase
=Y antis.
Nsas Reekvilia."
litnabylso sea about Wynn o
f
soa. and someed mach affesited
 whoa
eaRdeg of his daughter. He d
essribed
ber as hang SS years of age sad
 bovine
Ides eyes ant light hate lb lan
guage
wee et Mese sesselle.
"If Ms was here, I joM wanted to see
NW' he seAd, looking wistfully *r
ough
the wiedew all the Medea.
The deperemoat was tumble to
 eve
him amplateamaelaa la regard 
so the
Aserlsee.
TWIRRIIETS CENTURY,
BB IBESINI-The TweetAffertalial7
Mama on ?seeder modes 
on Spa-
day. Is will brew the grimiest 
aileaber
of lempyeare possibto-tweally-t
oor. The
Int will be the Ares one, then ev-
ery ilsorti year after thee. le
 aad ia-
elladleg she per 1000 Feetter
y will
hoes See Sunday s three times. l
a 11116,
INS mad 11176.
11111111111111. INPLIDAYS-In 1901 fe
deral
ar dessixishie day, Poona of
Jelly mad Tbaakegiviag day
 will other
the Imes any (lbaseial) ef the wee
k.
Thee slier Sheathe same thing 
will hap-
pen at the relieving Worn& : 6
. 11, 11,
6,11. 11 year., sad se ea. se la 1907,
 1§16,
1181. MN, sad so ea.
In the years 1911. 1914. 19N olla 1996
Klee are tour bolidays tbas will
 fall on
Ibe ammo day of the week-see t
hree al-
ready unabated and W01111
6004'8
birthday manivareary, as also Feb
ruary
S.
lbsidiegiviag day sad Oh:Minns
 will
IMOIR the same day in the wee
k in 1906
mad Visa as semeasive Interva
l. of 11,6,
11, 11,6, 11 pays and so ; 
also in Ink
1111N, mad MK Maros 4 wil
l fad at
Semler in the Manual 
years 1917.
KO sad 197S. The same 
yearly °slen-
der liall wee used in 1111 c
an be end
sods in 1981
11111WES-The following are, i
n order
beessaAng with 1901, the dates 
of Raster
Me the SIM twenty -Ste y
ears of the °en-
emy : April 7, March $O, April 11, II
, 2S,
IS, Mane SI, April 9. 11, 
March 97,
April 16,7, Meech MCArtl 11
1, 4. 93, 8.
Mess, al. April 10.4. Marc
h 117, April
11, 1. K. 11-
SAYS-The Twentieth watery 
will
sonesin 16.616 days, which le
eks one
day of being exactly 5.118 weeks
. The
ow of week that will ass occurs. ca
m
as eedi of the others is Moodily. Fi
fteen
• af she 100 years will begin
.. Wed-
assday and she same member on F
riday
Ilitorsees will bee/ on eon of the ot
her
days of the week.
--
-
CSANKS SI CALENNIS -Several 
On-
INPlatieninente are =We of changes
 to be
iseagarned with the opening o
f the
mar esetery. The Iris of impo
rtance
is Shee Russia will adopt the 
°rogation
eakiadar. This will he done by
 omitting
Ohne= dap, tin motet a
t the error
SheS will have meumniMe
d after the
dose of February, 1900. The Rassiaas
se tomorrow, iiestead of wr
iting
Dessobd 19, 19W, put it J
anuary 1,
11100.
SWIM• SECIIIMISINI T1111-1
5pain has
imaged its methods of recko
ning time,
and beginning on January 1, 
1901, the
boars of the day will be number
ed from
ors to twenty-four wet am of 
the system
now in see. The twenty-four boa
r eye-
less was adopted several years 
ago on
lie wiellero division at the Om
eadian
Pada; railway. The geese 
meet a
shore while ago slimed a door
's teen-
Iliddeg She method of account
ing thaw
Is the Spanish kingdom
ECLIPSES -As to eclipses in the cam
-
keg century, there will be aboas K
O of
them, the number of solar being 
lash.
number of lunar in about the redo
 of
1 sot In 1901 there will be two 
eclipses
of the inn, May 18, and Nov. 
11, and
two of the mom, Key 8, and Oct. 
ST.
has name of She four will be vistbl
e in
the Unieed Stases
White is she very rare occurrence
 in a
adman year will happen in 1
936, the
SW.. since 1833, viz: Seven ecli
pses,
the largest posoble number
 that can
happen in year
There are eighe polar mamas pred
ict-
s& to mom visible in the U
nited States
There will also occur twelve ma
ned@ of
Ifferewry. A trawls of Venus,
 however
wine is of much mere importe
noe, will
use occur within We nem mase
r, The
whew dam predicted ie June 8, Mg
WENT BY
• 
CALL ISSUED.
Committee Will Likely
Order Early Primary.
Claude Clerk Withdraws--
Live ly Race For Repub-
lican Nominations.
Judge A. B. Aailesare. it
heithean if
Obrisaisa °daft Repablisaa O
da-
has hosed a mill per the WM-
M meet at Ohs own bove:taht
i
to osaidder pleas ter 
m 
oiniamitans ihrossaty *Asia.
likely that as ditty rhaery els
e.
will be smarm& •
The eocomites
Palmed the nonsionten
this will eltsiinall Rip
tarSSsaty3 sa which hs
ve Jae.
Sesaille.
pleads Mark has withdrawn from the
nee for ammo clerk, ash John 
P.
Prows* viii again gel the • nongnati
oo
without oppoidtion.
It it &Alma to pick We winner in 
the
soranthi• for the nomination for 
sheriff,
Jailer W. T. Williantem memo t
o have
Mie inside track but H H. Gol
ay and
Lem R Davie are !wrong before t
he peo-
ple. and Owego B Croft has a large
 fol-
lowing, eepecdally in North Christia
n.
Miss Kash- McDaniel is denote wed
s
to be sentineled again for Supeeintend-
en& of County Schools, but Prot F. I
t
Reeehaw and W. Z. Gray are fighting
hard for the nomination. Otbo H
derma will not have any opposition f
or
county altersey. John Boyd, Jose
ph
F. Throw. and J. Aliso want so
 be
jailer, sad Robert • Doak, Albert A11-
,4141=1* sad desphea Retiree are in
 the
nee ter the nesainaMes for islessor.
FROII DAY TO DAY.
DELLA KIX WEDS. -Della Fox, who
 th
stria emulated a few years ago 
to the
extent at West, of a very sauc
y curl in
the middle of the targeted, n
icknamed
the "Della Fox curl," was mar
ried Wed-
nesday in Baltimore so Jacob Da
vid Le-
TY, a dimmed broker of N
ew York
Miss Pox gave her age as Swe
aty eve
whoa asked by the hawse 
resordee.
XL Levy said that he was t
hirty-eve
yeses of age. Is is said that
 Miss Fox
will abandoa veudevUle and r
eturn to
sands opera.
Levy's first wife was a "livi
ng pic-
ture" as Koster & Mal's. 
She was
known to tbe profession as Helen
 Leslie
CLEYELANWS VOTE -A contr
oversy
levied arisen between two A
tlanta
newspapers over the charge by 
one of
them that former Pristdent Cle
veland
had rimed for McKinley at t
he last
election, the Atlanta, Journal 
received
In reply to a telegram, an 
autograph
letter from Mr. Cleveland in whi
ch he
aye he did not vote for Preside
nt Mo-
Kinley.
TAYLOR AT PURL --The law partner-
ship of Taylor. Moores & Miller h
as
bent formed as Indianapolis. The mem
-
bers of the Sr.. are Fugitive W. 8
.
Taylor, and R. N. MUler. former Cou
n-
ty Attorney of Breokinridge count
y,
Ky., sad Merrill Moores, Deputy A
s-
teensy General. Moores will not be
 in
Wrested in cams in which the State 
is
involved. This completes a close all
i-
ance between the Keidockiaos and t
he
bedlam' State oft:leers.
31,000 L1PERS.-An appended repor
t
so Gee, McArthur's revtew of t
he civil
affairs of the Pnillppines for the pa
st
fiscal year gives Mao rasher st
artling
hoes regarding the introdnc.ion
 and
prevalence of leprosy in the island
s.
According to the estimeta s of Fran
-
Oscan fathers, says the report, th
ere are
as Ime than 80,000 lepers in the &
relit-
pelego. the major portion of them be-
ing in the Vimayes The commis
sion
is sow swaged In We work of selec
ting
a suitable island or Islands for the p
ar-
pose at hoisting all lepers in the ar
chi-
pelsffo-
-
-
SARNI/WS CIRCUS -Glad tidings f
or
the ch:ldren and most of the g
rown ups
acmes from James A. Bailey, the
 part-
Der of the late P T Barnum. 
Ill. the
announcement that at a met of $500,000
he was going to organise a new bl
uets
for America, to be known as "Barn
um
and Haney'. New and °nand Show
on Earth."
The old Banton will mina a
gain
come to America It has pageed
 into
the hands of British stockholder
s, and
while Mr. Bailey is chief sharehold
er, it
is really a &Mob to Winston.
Kr. Bailey came to New York fro
m
Europe on Wednesday So make
 the
preliminary arrangements for the
 new
show,
Work will begin at once and the en
-
terprise will be ready to open on Marc
h
15, 1902, as Madison Square Garden
 in
this city It will require all that 
time
so get ready, collect animal. for
 tha
meneterie, build cages and chariot& f
or
the street parades and the oars for 
it.
transportalian over the country and 
so
concentrate the big tents in which
 it
will be exuibited.
Keep Your
Bla.n.kets
as soft as new, by
Washing them in
GOLD DUST
GAS ROUTE. Washing Powder
BROOKLYN, N. Y , Dec SI -An 
on
Stowe maa sad woman, both hau
drome
and we114ressed, ooninsittoci sui
cide
Nis seerang be aspby station in
 the
00110•111 hotel.
ALL DEMANDS
Of T'ha Powers Accepted
By China.
CRISIS IS REPORTED.
n Monetary Affairs Of
Philippines—Wash- 4
ingten News.
•
(inniesa. to usw sat.1
WASIONIGTON. D. O.. De
e $1.-11.
sabilegiam from Minienr Ca
ner to the
Mend Neese goventanat 
wawa*
that Oldna hanformally mate
pted all mit
diestheds of lie Power.
• aleammeessilsa from 
Pelda saps
an dalliallee bee been proclaime
d.
PKINglee essandesion repel
s a
ario sip?fl 131P.0114
Negotiations for the purrbase 
of the
Danish West Indies by the Unit
ed State
are progressing in Copenhage
n. The
United Stases has offered 1
2,000,000
trotter. Tse islands It. Jost east of
Porto Rico. They are not profi
table to
Denmark now, bat mold be m
ade so to
the United states
Caloulattona of We per mapite of 
We
trailed States, made after Jan
uary I,
will include the Hawaiian Is
lands,Alaa-
ke and the Indtan Territory. 
The prob.
able efface will be to sightly re
duce the
per capita wealth, shoes WIT w
ow.
The United Series governmen
t has
recognised the mosquito m the 
arse,
for the transmission of yellow f
ever and
malarial diseases, and in &gener
al order
by Maj. Ow. Wood to the soldiers la
Chiba be divests that MI solder
s sleep
under isomeno ban, sad thee t
hey do
stray inosqueoes by pouring pet
roleum
ea the pools where they breed,
 also di.
reusing the filling up of stegn
ans and
awned peels.
lifF-EK OF PRAYER.
As has bees tbe mama for
 maay
years, she week of payee, the
 fine week
In January, which this year i
s from
Jan. 7 Io 11, will bit observed b
y mane
services in the respective that
ches in
this oily.
In 1868 a little hand of missiona
ries,
named by the needs of a pe
rishing
world, blued a call to all Oh:1M
M= 60
unite with them in prayer du
ring the
Ant week in January fee the 
world's
conversion. Thue the observance of W
e
seek spread a all Christian l
ands. The
Evangelical alliance (formed in 1844
 of
all the toadies eroesethat de
monise,-
lion in the world) eventually ado
pted
this week, and thus for many 
years it
has been es4 aside by all Chris
tendom
as a season of special Gaited p
rayer for
the conversion of the world. 
The al-
liance sends out a program for
 these
serviess annually. At a meeting
 of the
pader's association of the city 
the fol-
lowing order was promulgated
. The
ineetings will be held daily at 7
 o'clock
p. m. sharp and will mourns a
n hour.
MONDAY N HIRT.
It. E. Churn ; Rev. 0. H Nas
h. To-
pie-Prayer 4or a bode, re
aliaadon of
spiritual truth, and a better e
stimate of
stab-heal realities; a clearer v
ision of
the redeeming Christ, and of th
e ritual
mad and the divinely intoned
 glory of
the world which he redeemed.
TUESDAY NIGHT.
9th-St Presbyterian Church; Re
v. J.
T. Rushing. Topio-Prayee far a
 church
which, through faith in Christ an
d by
the indwelling of the Holy Spir
it, shall
be wholly Christian, doing Go
d's will
and winning the world to ()Mid.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT.
Baptist Church; Rev. W. L. Ho
ene.
Topic-Prayer for snob Ohrithen te
ar-
laim and life as shall be plowed le
 Ike
home, beamed in business radios'.
welcomed in the neigbborhood, helpf
ul
in the church-pmeenal religion being
thus manifested in its rightful agr
ee-
Urania.
THURSDAY NIGHT
Christian Morels ; Rev. P. L. Go
t.
Topic-Prayer for right %wisdom in s
o-
ciety and the nation, wish the Go
lden
Rule obeyed as benne, man sod 
man,
and all social and political action glid
ed
by Janice and good-will-the Ohriett
an
idea.
FRIDAY NIGHT.
lit Presbyterian Church; Rev. H.
 D.
Smith. Topie-Prayers far all mis
sion-
erns and all missionary organiaa
tious,
that, being wholly inspired by Chy
le-
tian devotion sad wholly guid
ed
by °Mises& wisdom, they may s
peedily
and erianiphantly fulfill the Savi
our's
lass omantand.
SATURDAY NIGdT.
Cumberland Church; Rev. R. S
. Car-
ter. Topic-Prayer for all inte
rnational
relationships and all internationa
l so-
den, that they may be based o
n the
Christian principals which apply
 to the
Individual-the reign e the Prime 
of
Peace.
GOOD ADVICE.
The moss miserable beings in the
world are those suffering from 
Dyspep-
sia' and Liver Complaint. Mere alm
a
seventy-five per Gent, of the people in
the United States are afflicted with the
se
wo diseases and their affect.; such as
Sour Stomach, Slob Headache, Rabitual
Ontiveness, Palpisetion of the Heart,
Heart-burn, Waterbrash, Gnawing and
burning Pains at the Pit and Stomach,
Yellow Skin. Coided Tongue and Dis-
agreeable Taste in the Mouth, C
oming
op of Food after Eating, bow Sp
irits,
eta. Go to your druggist and get a 
bot-
tle of August Flowers for 76o.
 Two
doses will relieve you. Try it. 
GM
Green's Prise Almanac. For 
sale by
druggists Is all otvilised cou
ntries.
Ci 1111 Mt X 411
1.•
lowsso 
Tla 
ladof
Yin NSW
SPOIN
•
11011EIROPILLE, OfilUSTUR 
00IINTY KZ
New Baia. Are Purchased
Every Month.
'
•••••••111.1.111.••
Mr. Edmunds Elected
Secretary.--Other
Changes Made.
AI the arielbag of dk9 o
f the
Sophie/van Waal Alas jMrs.
R. L .Weedard resigned as •
sad Ottabietea if the Book Obi
elniteas.
Mrs. Woodard has been a most
 saleable
sissiaber of the Association and 
no ose
has done more so promote Is,
. iateresi
than she. It was with -deepest 
regrets
thai her resignationt sere a
secepted,
het realtilIng the gnat &moans o
f work
with* *been forced epos her in -We
Pai • 
amid not Mealstoaillp
voted
Dr.
behirilected to Ill the
valeiney in the directory careied there
by.
Mr. Ire L Smith was app oted chai
r-
man of the book committee and Mrs.
John Bullard a member of that com
-
mittee. by President Bassett.
The board decided to request all com-
mitter' to meet with she directors at th
e
Secretary's oafce the first Tuesday 
in
February, for the transaction of v
ery
important business
. The amsociation is now in a very p
ros
porous condition and ii being mor
e ap-
preciated by the reading public t
han
ever before. New books we purc
hased
monthly and the library kept up to 
she
very highest standard possible. The
rooms in the county building north
 of
the court house are oonvenienlly
 located
and comfortably furnished Mrs
. Vir-
ginia Dade Lipsoomb, the Libra
rian,
has the libtary open from ni
ne to
twelve and from one to half past
 four
each Tuesday and fiatgrday
TAX SUPERVISORS 
)
The supervisors will meet at the 
court
house Jan. 7, so supervise the 
&sue-
ess's books. The members of the
 board
are as follows: S. P. Fruit, J. Sp
urlin
Kays, J. R. Brame, F. H. Renshaw
, 0.
A. Breftfaer. Hiram 8 Smith.
TWO STRIKERS IN JAIL.
Charged With Destroying Delon Te
legraph
Ca.'s Property.
From nein rdarionally .
Special Deputy Sheriff Greer ar
rived
In the oily yesterday with two pris
oners
Mack Oash and Lollie Farrell, rho
 are
charged with Metro, tog property o
f the
Western Union Telegraph Compan
y as
Serlington. A warrant is on; for Al
vin
McIntosh for a shaillar offense. 
The
three men are Webers, and Cash 
was
one of the defendants in the recent f
orc-
ible detainer suits. Farrell and C
ash
are in jail.
SNOW ST owls
AND BLIZZARDS.
DENVER, Colorado, Dec. 81 -Gr
eat
snow storms and blizzards preva
il in
the Northwest
The temperature as Bandor,Wyom
ing
1118 degrees below zero
Here it is 18 degrees below.
Railroads are seriously impede
d by
MOW.
sz, CIO St X .4h..
Seam Se T
he Kled Yelikin that la.
Idasion
of
Census Of Towns
Around Us.
~VS.
The Census Bureau has just issued a
bulletin showing the population 
of the
itmorpoesteed 'pitied and towns in
 Ken.
tooky. There are in the State 8
64 in-
corporated oommunities. Tho
se in
Christian county are given the 
follow-
ing population by the Bureau;
1900 1890
Hopkinrrille • ...7,200 
5819
Pembroke  664 
466
Grimy ......... . . 142
isfayette • 199
 215
Crofton . 978
 428
The population of towns nea
r here
follows:
1900
Trenton 4 •   600
Guthrie    807
Elkton   1,123
K irlananeville  126
Fairview   es
Oadis   881
Oseulean  190
Dowses'   .
 936
Morton's Gap  e
86
Princeton 1,656
White Plains   SOO
1890
466
449
1,168
108
188
890
15,15
548
1,867
59
Feeds
the Hair
Have you ever thought 
why
your hair is falling out? It is
because you arc starving your
hair. If this starv
ation con-
tinues, your hair w
ill continue
to fall.
There is one good 
hair food.
It is Ayer's Hair Vigor. It
right to the roots of thegoes
and gives theirp just the
food they need. Th
e hair
stops falling, becomes 
healthy,
and grows thick and lo
ng.
Ayer's Hair Vigor 
does
another thing, also: it al
ways
restores color to faded or gray
hair.
Oss Heise • bottle.
It your druggist cannot eV PPIY y
ou, Mad
VS passed we will express •
 battle to yoo,
an themes prepaid. is sur
e sad glee as
rnif assysetirz pre*. olice.C. Arse Co.. Lowell, Nam
gond get set handsome book os The Rik
asked a number of prominent per
sons,
"What is the most important 
task of
the twentieth oentury ?" Here
 are
some of the answers:
Cum Paul Kruger-I hope the tw
en-
tieth century will witness the un
iversal
sdoption of arbitration. for this is 
the
only means of rightly settling quarr
els
between nations.
Andrew Carnegie-I should lik
e to
en the profession of arms, Low 
ooneid-
ered by many the most hon
orable.
held in the twentieth century to 
be of
all human occupatious the most 
dis
honorable. I atould like to see 
the
huh g of men under the name of
 war
abolished and the earth thereby fr
eed
from its foulest stain.
Susan B Anthony-If I could re
turn
so the earth at %beelines of the twen
tieth
oentury I would ltke best to s
ee this
great republic practicing the princ
ipals
embodied in the declaration "gov
ern-
ments derive their just powers from
the consent of the governe
d"-gos -
'road women as well as governed
 men
I would like to see a time when t
o be a
woman is not a crime t3 be punis
hed by
disfranohisement.
Cardinal Gibbons-Let as hope 
that
at the end of the century just dawnin
g
Ohrietianity will be establish
ed more
firmly and extensively, and it
s princi-
ples more faithfully prrotioed. 
But let
us remember that this will 
not be ac-
complished until the principle i
s hon-
esty admitted and sincerely pra
cticed,
that the moral law is binding no le
ss on
nations and corporations than on 
indi•
viduals.
Liens. Raymond Pasoan Hobs
on-
Raising the Mit dard Ms of 
the mil-
lions in Chios, for by lb' doing w
ill be
raised th^ statdard of life thro
ughout
the w hall weries..fr tne i
ndustrial
resourc, *111 sa..,
‘,..e the
value of all civilization.
Francesco Orispi- The task of 
the
twentieth century is herculean,
 slag
Europe and America in arms 
do not
make a beautiful promise for the fut
ure
of the world.
Rev, Dr. T. DeWl '"almsge
-At the
close of the twentiei.i century 
I would
have no more getheritor of al
ms for the
poor, because all the po
or will have
been enriched: no hospital
 Sunday, be.
Niue disjointed bones will have 
been
set and the-wounds 
all healed and the
incurable diseases of other
 times over-
come by a malaria m
edics and a phis-
may ands dentistry th
at have 000-
SURRENp
Robert Morris Is Behind
Pi
Feared Mob and Fled to
Clarksville P iotec-
tion.
•••••••••••
00
Robert Moniii, who shot and 
killed
Marion Henderson Chrilima
s Eve at
Ben Well's saloon near Girl, is
 in jail.
He eurreadered Saturday se a p
olice-
moo at Otariurrille. Tsui.
Local °Mom have lewd hot on 
Nor.
tie' Week 'sterol days. !Friday it 
was
learned as he was in Staub* Chri
stian
sad that he had apes the 
previous
eight as a relative's near Bell Deputy
Sheriff °timid' Berne. arrived in B
ell a
few home shy the f, LIii left. 
He
telepholled to the Olti * Podo
e at
Morrie who
was
Saturday as DDOn4 Morris walked up
to Patrolman Nat Dye on the stre
et In
Olarkaville, and surrendered to h
im
He was placed in prison and the She
riff
at Christian county communicated 
with.
Deputy Barnes left Saturday for Cla
rks
villas. Morris agreed t return he
re
without r.quisition he officer and 
his
prism -r arrived in the my Sunda
y
morning at 10 o'clock.
Morris decline i to talk about he kill-
ing of Headers-'3 Lie told Depu
ty
Barnes Sunday that be would ha
ve
given hinis-df up immediately after t
he
shooting, but that be heard of mob
threats, and had gone to Clarksvil
le
113 that he would be safe fr
oyl
violence at the hands of He er-
a friends. No date has been se f
or
the examining trial. Physically Mor-
ris is a powerful man. He is civet s
ix
feet tall and weighs about 300 pounds
• •
KENTUCKY ELOPP.RS.
Promiseal Couple Married Is Evansville
Os Christmas Day.
L. W. Pratt and Miss Queeney May
Hippel. of Madisonville, were married
in Evansville on Obristcras Day. Their
wedding was a runaway. Bott'parties
belong to prominent families, the young
man being a son of Judge Clifton J.
Pratt. attorney general during the Tay-
lor regime. They are now in St Louis
and Mrs. Pratt, who is a pretty brunette
said to a newspaper man that she h
ad
telegraphed to parents, informing them
that she had been married, but the meta-
Sage did not Lint where she and he
r
husband had gone. She said that it
would be bard to go home and facie
the music, but that she did not allow
such thoughts to interfere with her
present happiness
When you need a soothingIrd healin
g
antiseptic application for any purp
ose,
use the original DeWitt's Witch Ha
zel
Slave, • well-known cure for piles 
and
skin dimities. It heala sores with
out
leaving a soar. Beware of counter
feits
8old by R. 0. Hardwick.
iC ALSO 9L" aCIP XI. S.
Isar the Ilia KM You
 Haw Flat: Mod
irons
"Zete
ISHOT FROM
AN AMBUSH.
Agitator Kills a Guard a
Providence Mine.
[Special to the New Era.)
E A RLINGTON, Ky„ Dec. 81.-itobt
Holloman, a guard at the Providence
coal mine in Webster comity, was shot
last night.
He was fired upon from ambush
and mortally wounded.
Suspicion pointed to Newt Blivens 
as
the cowardly saustn.
He was arrested this morning an
d
confessed his crime.
Havens was formerly employed in the
mines. bat joined the strikers and lately
has been acting as an agent of the M
ine
Workers' Union.
"Ezoitement is running high
crArti OF MRS. HADOERTY.
Former Hopkiesville Lady Passes Aw
ay
At Knoxville, Tees.
From Monday's Daily.
Mrs Sabra MoGinois Haggerty.* dau-
ghter of Mrs. E. H. MoOlnnis, of th
is
city, died Sunday afternoon at bee hom
e
in Knoxville, Tenn of peritonitis. S
he
was thirty two years of stae and t
he
wife of Mr. Thomas daggeny, forme
rly
of Hopkinsville. The remains will 
be
brought hire tomorrow morning f
or
burial. and the funeral will take p
lace
from Mrs. McGinnis' residents on 13
,h
're it. hire. Haggerty was a lady of
many noble qualities of miud and he
art
and her death causes great sor
row
among her many friends here. 
She
was married to Mr. Haggerty two yea
rs
ago.
•
MR. NILES MER1WEAT1IER DEAD.
Was Bora At keeeedy Aid Had Mary
Relatives Is Christian County.
Mr. Nile* Meriweather, a prominent
civil engineer, died in Memphis '_Friday
nigtt. He was born near Kennedy, in
South Christian and had many relativ
es
in this and Todd county. A wife and
two daughters survive him. The inte
r-
ment took plats in Memphis Sunday at
ternoon,
KOMONA OF A PRINCESS
Captured At Pekin Aid
Liestesset Lips. Palma
When in July, 1900, the
soldiers scaled the walls of Pekla4 son-
*Omens for his bravery wu a ssssn
t
in the United States marines. He &each
-
tad the palaces of royalty just as their
inmates were fleeing from the "forei
gn
devils," one of she princesses in t
he
royal notwebold felt S suriani-rePladl
mons and the American soldier secur
ed
it. As a mark of esteem he presented
 it
to his commanding nillosr, Lieut. Logan
Feland, of this oily, who sent it from
the "Forbidden City" to his mother.
This interesting souvenir of the cap-
ture of the easy is on display in Sam
Frankel's show-window and is attract-
ing much attention.
I 
 
TWENTIETH CENTURY PROBLEMS.
HOW THEY MAY BE SOLVED.
NEW YORK, Dec 29 -The Jou
rnal qaered everything that afflicted ne
rve
3r lung or tooth or eye or lamb. Health
ology complete and universal. The
good Lord could do it as easily in a
hundred years as in a thousand.
F Marion Crawford -A modes vixen
di which shall vesture a just and perma-
nent distribution of wealth and divis-
ion of labor. He who solves this prob
lem will be the earth's greatest man.
Marquis Ito-I hope the growing pow-
er of civilised sentiment will enable the
coming century to witness some effect-
ive practical steps toward placing inter-
national relations upon a base more is
unison with the peaceful fulfillment of
boa an destiny.
Rear Admiral Philip Hichborn-It is
the discovery of a machine that will
suoussfully cope with the submarine
torpedo boat. The submarine torpedo
roost will be all powerful in the naval
wars of the world if its effects cannot
be neutralized. The perfection of the
airship will also be one of the wonders
of tha twentieth century. What can be
done with an airship equipped for war,
dropping dynamite on armies in the
field, on fleets and on cities is now a
matter for the Imagination, but it will
be realized within the next hundred
years.
Jules Verne-The most important
task of the twentieth century may not
be apparent to men now. I wish that
the social progress in it may surpass the
props,' ofslenoe for the happiness of
humanity.
William Jennings Bryan-During the
last quarter of a century greed for gain
his been gradually obscuring the inal-
ienable rights of the individual. I
know of no more imperative task for
the twentieth century then the restora-
tion of man in his rightful position of
paramount importance
Wu Ting Fang-Ths twentieth *sa-
lary is pregnant with greet potenti
ali-
ties If all the great powers on ear
th
will carry out the peaceful principl
es
recognised by The HIP4ine convention
end abide by the decisions of an inter-
national tribunal, then there is hope for
an era of "peace on earth and good
 will
toward men." Though the milleni
um
seems still far, indications point t
o the
conclusion that the world is makin
g
substantial progress toward the attai
n-
ment of that happy state.
John D. Long-In my opinion the
greatest achievement of the twentieth
outcry will be a patio newspaper.
VOLUME TAXI, NO, U.
WINTER CATARRH
In All Its Phases and Stages C
ured by
Peruna.
118. 3. IL HILLS, 01P NORWICII
, COIN.
Mrs.:. IC. Mills, OM Main stre
et, Norwich, Coen., in a rvent letter sa
ys:
ffl writ. ft ist yogi know wh
at Peruse has does tor n& I kart b
ees trotthild
with catarrh WOOD I W•1101111,110
11111 obi. At times my bead troulde
d ine a e that
1 be oblige/ to stay in a 
dark room. Nothing helped 
ter physi-
cian said I amid never be oare
d.
“I began taking Permit this s
priag and Had myself greatly beatif
ied by X.
I have net had an_'ack t
ime! took s y first bottle. I think
 in ties N will
awe ma. Penton has tesprovo
ti aty appetite and health in gen
eraL I here
gained tweety parade In th
ee._- I have reasesmanded 11
5 errand of
my friends, who aim fled N very be
neficial, I advise may Woolkied 
with
Isiterrh to use Peeves."
Thousands of an and women 
all over the United Stales me Pe
enna.
ENESSIBINEEEll
Holiday
Goods.
at FORBES&
BROTHER,
They do so because they have Isma
el
by experience ttha It is • Tallish's med
-
icine.
Not only Is it a valuable medicine bu
d
Me applicable to the climatic sibeenes
of winter and summer. Itztreases if
heat and mid is the United States audio
its land of oseerrit.
Nearly everybody has eaten*. TVS
Is more especially true anion the eat&
tile sad lower cleans. Ripener** 01
climate, hard work, and uirreallbeell
sleeping rooms are the Pdaftlg1111111NIL
Charitable Institution) hove denad, by
bluer experiease, thee salmidial d
ice
eases are not only the wad dasiessas
if all other diamses pat legether, but
they aro she hardest to care.
Peruse lea sped& for this class if
diseases. N. other remedy ean take M
B
Pliek Thilesends if cases 
of ohne.*
catarrh are cured by the an of dam
ply
&bottle. People who have apse N
ip
suain to be cured of eater:10nm ilumaill
to Penns as a tut resort, and bo
os
mad by the use if a single be.
14 k a sure care for neighs, soli
* le
grippe and °Wank in its many &th
em
Whether the catarrh is loaned in 
the
bead, throat, lungs, stomach, kida
rys as
pelvic organs. Perms* Is • pregame
 and
SUM
Sarah Joins, Pleasant Maya.
"I wish to asbastwlefige map.
prandial' if the bisaislita received
 beat
Perim and itsualta la the inul o
flesiet
whateras presoimeed synemlitoefeat
h.
1 took Perimeter a while mid dleselle.
tinted the me of it as I felt se emit
better. The latter part of the winks
end early spring there was se :sib
Maas= here, as egetteede el oda and
pantaloon pnioalleiL I bed eM all**
of cold in ealarrhet SinateMbeitie
velh ,
facial neuralgia sad hsallashe,
 bat sew
tinned taking Peruse mid Kaatel
ha aid
restored without being pow
tasted vi
A book wet- Dr.
 Harness ea
the different phases -j
treatment, also °Health
written erpecially for wome
n,
to any address by The Perm
s MOHAN
Oconpariy, Columbus, Ohba
Fine Lamps With Onyx
Tables,
Jardinieres and
Taborettes,
Silver Mounted Combs,
Silver Mounted Brushes,
Silver Mounted Mirror Sets,
-Many KatadCbth Brushes,
Shaving Sets,
Silver Sugar Bowls,
Silver Tea Pots,
Silver Cracker Jars,
Bronze Statuette Clocks and Candel
abra,
Rogers' 1847 Silver Knives and For
ks,
All Jeweler's Goods at Hardware
Dealers' Prices.
How are these for Beauty and Usefulness?
Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine
s,
Fine Warm Laprobes, Elegant Ca
rving Sets,
Pearl and Ebony Handled Revolve
rs,
Jas Rogers' Razors, Breec
h Loading Guns,
FORBES & BRO.
111
EINEKIVIMENSPI
GRAND OPeRA.
Mention was made recently of 
the
efforts of Manager Holland to se
cure
the International Grand Operatic
 Com-
pany. He has succeeded and the
 com-
pany will appear here Jeneuary 7.
Madame Cleopatra Alex Vicini
, the
prima donna soprano, is an artist
 who
La known in almost every metropolit
an
oily in the old world, as well as in t
he
larger cities of Mexico, Canada and th
e
United States, having appeared wi
th
the Italian Grand Opera, the Hagge
tt°
Opera and other well known org
aniza-
tions Her remarkable and b
rilliant
record is unprecedented. Since he
r de-
but, four years ago in the Masora
 The-
atre, Milan. Italy, her MOONS has b
een
phenomenal. She has sung in the l
ead-
., cities of Europe, looluding Norwa
y,
Sweden and Denmark, and ha
s sung
from three to sixty nights in San
 Fran-
cisco, Portland, Denver, St. Paul
, Min-
neapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Cle
ve-
land, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Vhil
adel-
phis and New Work.
Madame Vicini is very dramatic, a
nd
her voice is a pare, fiexile sopra
no of
wonderful strength, enduranoe
 and
sweetness, not affected by the cl
imatic
changes.
In speaking of this great artist, t
he
New York Herald says: "Signora Alex
Vicini proved herself as vivacious and
sympathetic a soprano as we have h
ad
on the operatic stage in a long tim
e.
She was simply delightful."
•
FILES DEED OF TRUST
Mr A. P. Marotta Assign His Stock
 Te
His Brother.
From gaturdayl
Mr. A. P. Harness. the Main stree
t
druggist, made an assignment toda
y for
the benefit of his creditors. His 
brother,
Mr. Chas. E Harness, of Owydon
, is
named in the deed of trust as a
ssignee,
and the stock of goods I 4 co
nveyed to
him to dispose of to the best 
advantage
of the parties whom Mr. Harness 
owes.
Mr. Harness has made a ho
st of
!deride since coming to Hopki
nsville
several years ago from Henderso
n and
they sincerely regret that his e
stablish-
ment has not proved a
ltogether
profitable and hope he will be 
able t
adjust his financial affairs in a satisfac-
tory way and continue in business
.
MARRIED AT ROCHESTER.
Dr. J. E. Stone, a prominent youn
g
physician of Herndon, and Miss Elis
a-
beth Willis, of Rochester, a former stu-
dent of South Kentucky College and
 •
daughter of Mr. William Willis, Pres
i-
dent of the Green River Bank, we
re
united in marriage Thursday afterno
on
at the Christian church in Roches
ter.
Rev. J. P. Tuck officiated. T
hey left
for Huntrville, Ala., on a b
ridal trip
and will come to Christian
 county next
week.
SEVEN MEMBERS
Of Tbe Beard el Equalisation Te Is Ifs
pointed By The Oeveraer.
When the new state board of •!!.
satins meets as Frankton sa Ilis Math
day of February next for the purpose of
equalising the ameamtent of real 'Ma
he
and personalty of the varies@ comilliele.
it will counts of semen linnlbeffi. Li ii
of four, heretofore. Gov. 13801thime OOP-
strum; the statute authorising the sp.
pointment of such officialese provide fur
that number, and his oonstruotion of it
is approved by several members ot the
man of appeals, to whom WM MAW,
was referred.
The new board of equalisatiOa Willie
a body of repreeen dye men. The go*.
senor has already selected lovaesiod
them, but their names will not he aid-
ally sanounoed until after Jimmy 1,
when the oommiesion& will be Mead.
IA well-known business man of We WOWcapital, a former Louisville beohmas
man, and ii *wryer and newspaper nalla
of Soaihweetera Kentunk-y will be saw
hers of the board.
Don't me any of the oonaterfents of
DeWitt's Witch Haul Salve. ken Of
hem are worthless or liable to cease to
jary. The original laeWitt's Witch ea-
sel Salve is a wean mire for Ohm saw
11211, cuts, scalds, burns, sores sad aids
divines. Hold by IA 0. Hardwisk.
•
•
es
THE NEW ERA
-PUSLUIAIJED•
In Era Prbting &lisk's Ca
MATER WOOS, PreeideaL
e
abreell, sew Ma,ti
o
at Ky.
IIPPICIL-Now itt r evrwatkiik 
111.00 A YEAR.
lIelletted at the pestolnee ta asettriasvtlie
es eieninlaelem mall seatear
r demor..8.
Friday, Jan. 4, 1901.
, one Mouth. ,,,,,, ,.
 
ant ittioddloill 
those IMUlh5 
, itl 'mouth.
Oise yeas
rates may
114tIfertialltj
at
11
t
110
be bad by applies-
roust be paid for in
for yearly advertisements will be
quarterly.
alliVentwinueute inserted without spec-
MOO Win tie cu...cded tor yuitll ordered
MArt ia,ies and Detente,
rma eitawidillif IT. lint, noel notices of
agewsidag positesiseu arena.
Oleattanity Auticee, kuaull./L100• tit Respect,
SiMiletaorwinuaar Inouye*, give peseta per nue.
- CltillisINS RATES:-
Wesel...I :sae a41.A. alai Wes following
Wale 31 t i•I .
• 
- IA arta/ t..uurier-Josartifig.. SI 2.5
w•v. ee&Ay z 141,4.ti• D.OpILLNIAID 1
Flit 111.101\14 4,1 
t. 
04.“0-1.ft Wm, (AA.  1
Wall 1...14...d...a.a..1 r..i.4“114 wt. ....  1 MA/1141.11-111040144 Nast.% *LAU AllAefleila  i.10
- 
1111.11111.0 I..••1•10‘,ALIc 1...ula..Illit.M1.1  AI*
. irialb 1.1.-i,) IN c.V. 11.,../.. In u•la 
LOuSaY tits Yu...  
1 co
 I Ss
- 
Illieeese abase Ifairsu  Ifs1111441,aaatcs-114.111.0h   1.6
tit:by" sunk ta ......toitabut tun  ii.
•IN seal, Nee Ilea trues.* . ......   1 IN
Tri- vs weak, nee here Actuante .. .... 1 7*
51101.2.1.111 ‘.41.11/4•LIIIii Elbidaft VI A 1.4.• way magazine
eg rem sorest lea ists•-•el u• we 1.4 mitau issaisa
tALit DIlik.‘10it .
011BOUTT 00=r-ring Monday in J one
Sad Werth Mummy us ketnetary anti bet,-
erathee.
egUasTeltLi ()OUST-Second Mondays
be dateaary, Apru. July atm tectuner.
limanaLt4ouni-k am tummy =April
Issu frctarner.
Ocaras I Lkivar-Firaillonday fa every
111.041411.
why don't Mark Hann* fo.low suit.
Gad mart a paper to point out tea bean-
Sass or ship subeidiee?
Patadoxiosi as is may evens, if Turke
bad fewer mediums she wo genii
deal poorer in pool
Harriseb-at.clUttre,atit.. ligiee on two
quentione now. They ate She • epsei et
Oeniduatioti and cinch hauling.
_
TM los Trust lakes big chances when
11 Landes Beeson. It is liable to be
beam ant if it doesn't look sharp.
If tbe Boers keep on wiuniag victories
.0eln Paul may find that irme of the
EINWIrsed hmsdrof Europe have returned
- ham and are now able to see him.
..
..., Geograpby is being thught in all the
iCels. . nowadays on probation, as it
;. Boundaries are changing their
'O&M with bewildering rapidity.
Kthwalbslogy should be the name of
tbe now gedeace, so many new things
age being learned about the bussing
nuisances now The latest is that
lbw ale oat the in wat -r but lubernate
and some forth esi.ecially 'harp set,
early in the spring.
Tbe Supreme Court January 7th will
bear the rest of the colonial cases. The
Shames are thought to be that it will
Mad five to tsar in favor of sustaining
tba oonstit utioa and turning down the
administration. Then we shall have a
Newry tune of it.
Freely nearly all she foreign papers
them to have an idea that the easel
looney was amended for the express and
Sale purpose of @venlig Great Britain
It sever Deems Streocur So them that the
Videed litake amended the Strew,' De-
ems* it didn't like it in its anamended
*OM and that Great Britain cut mighty
11101, too in the Ma! t• r
KENTUCKY CENSLIS FIGURES.
The census of Kentucky shows that
Pm population of the 8/ate to 1900 ie 3,
14;174, as compared with a populalcn
el LANAIS in 1890. This in an increase
darlag the ten years of 21.8.539, or 16-5
far Ossi. as against an inci ease of 209.-
813, at 12 7 per cent. frcm 1880 to 1890.
KoManny had a population in 179d of
11,017, sad IS. increase since then bas
beam ocashittoste, but for ee•eral decade.
lb* prows •ge of gain was comparative
16 mat The most cotable gains to
Ugrabse occurred in the decades from
ON 14;1880. and from 1890 to 1900. In
the former the increase was 027,679. or
16.8 per cleat, sod in the latter 288.689.
fir lb per cent.
The population of Kentucky in 29001s
IMO* three times as large as the pope-
es given for 1;90 by the cent us taker
9180 year. before it was admitted as a
NOS
The total land service of Kr ntucky is,
approximately, 40,0v0 proem miles, the
flearage lumber of parsons to the Square
mile at the census of 1890 and 19001144os
Mtfellows: 1890, 40.5; 19GO, 53 7.
There bea been bxt one territorial
edmawe in the oountiss of Kentucky
One 1890, namely, part of Estill annex
• to Powell.
O( the 119 mantles in the mate all
bis$ 1.8 show lucre' se la population
etnee 1890, and Ire of them show over
80 per oast increase, ne rally, Leslie, 70-
4 pa root ; Breathitt. 64.5; Knott, 6).1
pus ; Harlan, 58.8 per cent, and
WA, US per cent.
The ten 00Nuti. a showing a decrease
Is population are Anderson, Boone.
Cures
Night Colds
How will your cough be to-
night? Worse, probably.
You can stop it any time.
Then stop it tonight.. You
will cough less and sleep better,
sad by tomorrow at this time
you will be greatly improved.
Ayer 's
Cherry
Pectoral
cures night coughs, day coughs,
an kinds of coughs. Help
Nature a little and see what
she will do for you.
Thaw does; M., Mc.. Slit
Uygur dinigEhnittpewot supply 
you, mead
US We sad IPS Ws empress a large bottle
:yr au apct prepaid. Be sure and
roe aeurneesdice.
C. SIMS gum
•
Brealtea. Franklin. Hawassk• 
M"
Mum. More 3,000 inhabitants in 1P90, and
• 
!
Kam. Owen, P0611164013 and Wollas
01 the 16•1 becorporated pines., AS had
"BOBS" IS MADE AN EARL IGNATIUS IFOR LIFE
of thaw 31 bare less than 5,000; eight 
AND KNIGHT OF THE GARTER. DONNELLY' —
have more than 5,000 and lees than 10,
Dr. W. E. Clark is On
000, shape have more than 10.000 and I Trial at Dixon.
lase than 10.000; and 'tear bars mon
than 111.000, namely, Louisville with
104.711; Oovington with 44,948, New-
port wish 18,801. and Lexington with
141,863
Of Mate fear principal atlas, Louise-
lo• is the oldest and was ant enamor.
maid separately ia 1190 with 8114 lohabl•
Male. Loateville was dew enowerated
Is 11100 with 869; Newport is 1110, with
OIL sad Ootioeton in HMO wish 741.
All Of Osseo 011101 have made sellefao-
tory galas, bus for the lull len years
all have shown a diminishing netnertcal
Increase, exciept the city of Louisville,
in which the increase in number hu
been 43,602, or 27 :01 per cent showing
a total population in 1900 of 204,733.
Oovington the second city in magnitti( e
with a prt sent population of 42,938, has
inoreastd during the last decade 5,507
in number or 14 9 per oent ; Newport,
with 30,301, has increased 3,881), or 136
per cent and Lexington with 26.175, has
increased 4,802, or 22 3 per cent.
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.
The oommerrial mord of the United
States in the calendar year 1900surpass-
es that of any preceding year both in
exports and in the exoests of exports over
imports, or "faverablebalanee of trade"
as this exoees is usually termed. The
imports will he slightly below those of
one or two preceding years and when
considered is their relation to popula-
tion show • smaller importation for each
individual then at almost any other
period in many years. Basing the esti-
mate for the year upon the eleven
months' actual figures already received
by the Treasury Bureau of Statistics, it
seems probable that the exports of the
calendar year IWO will reach about $1.
et 1,000, and the imports $825.000-
000,0e0, making the noels of exports
over imports or favorable balance of
trade $1145,000,000, a sum greater by $26-
000,000 than that of any preeedieg year.
It is only since 1873 that the exports
have with any regularity exceeded the
imports or produced the favorable bal-
sams of trade which has almost °calm
comfy characterised our oononerce dur-
ing the last quarter of a century. Yet
It remained for the closing year of the
century to present not only the highest
figures of experts, but the highest rec-
ords of excess of export' over imports
or favorable balance of trade, in the his-
tory of our commerce.
Oonsidering the exports alone, it may
be said that for the calendar year 1900
they will be double the calendar year
1888, three times than of 1869. and five
times as much as in 1862. On the im-
port side the figures are less imposing
They will aggregate for the year shout
025,000,000 stalest 1840,000,000 in the
calendar year 1894, when they reached
the high-water mark of the century's
imports.
Ttere is more catarrh in this section
of the country than all other disease put
together, and until the last few years
was supposed to be incurable For a
great many years doctors pronounced it
a local awe as, sod prescribed local rem
enies, and by oosesantly fainter so mire
with lonal treatment pronounoed it in
curable Science bee proven catarrh to
be • constitutional clusea s, and there-
fore r• quires constitutional trsalineens.
Hall's Oman* 0o.. manufactured by F
J. Obeney & 0., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional our dn She market
Is is taken Internally in dopes from 10
drop. to a teaspoonful It ems directly
on the bleed and zancoons surfaces of
the system. There dreg one hundred
dealers for any oath it fails So cure.
Send for eireulare and testimonials.
F J ORKNEY & CO , Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists 750.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet
FARMERS AND MERCHANTS BANK.
The quarterly statement of the Farm-
ers and Merchants Bank of Pembroke
refill% great credit opon the Officers of
that institution. The bank is proving •
meows in every way and merits the big
husiness it is doing. The statement of
the condition of the institution is pub-
tithed in this impression of the New ERA.
TO pet the brake on the wagon going
down She bill I. a help to the horse
when the wagon is heavily loaded But
what shiver would think of applying
the brake to a loaded wavon going up
aid? If be did his sensible hones woalc
probably balk. Many a man is In the
condition of toiling • load up hill with
the brake set against him. When his
stomach is out of gear and the allieo
orgasm of digestion and nutrition im-
paired in their function., a friction t.
set up which has to be overcome in ad
damn to the daily duties. A foul stow
ach make* a foggy brain, and the man
with a disordered stomach has often to
elope his way through the, day's but.
gess like a man in a fog. He forget.
• ppot n t en to Problensiseem present-
ed to his mind "wrong end to." Trite
condition is entirely remedied by the
see of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery. It puts the stomach and digs..
live and nutritive systems into a condit-
ion cf perfect health, and gives a clear
brain, a steady bend and a light step
for the day clutters When conetipatio.
clogs the channels of the body, Dr
Pierce's Pellets will work an effectua
cure of shill diesseroes Meese&
STORE IN MADISONVILLE.
Meters. J. H. Andersen and E. A.
Oottrell will oyes a furnishing goods
store in Madbourrtlie. The store will
be easter the personal management of
Mr. Oottrell, who has been manager of
the Anderson & Waller Racket store
ethos the death of Mr. Waller, The
Racket store will tAis closed out as quick
ly as possible. The Madisonville Hust-
ler says: "Mr. Oettrell has shown him
self to he a first-class business man, and
has made many friends doting his reel-
Minos here, who Will be glad to know
that he is to reside with r s and to open
a really first class furnishing goods
store. l'he Sum expecte to be ready for
badmen at the new stand about Janu-
ary 15 "
DEATH OF DR. OIRISTIAN.
Dr R. E. Ohr titian died from pneh
wools at his home in Padocsh at eight
o'clook Tuesday morning. He was born
in Trenton, Ky., was 45 years of age
and leave@ • wife and two children.
The funeral will take place tomorrow
morning in Paducah.
WIN7 ER SHOES-Warm and nom- '
Sortable fee*. We make 'Pm to as any
feet. Thq best workmanship and WW-
I feesiciagnisreathed.
1 JEFF MORRIS,
0•19 01101r9.
COWER, Jan. 3.- (0ablegrem -Lord Roberta arrived in England today and
was given an enthusiastic welcome By royal summons, he
the Queen.
Her Majesty bestowed en Earldom on the great warrior,
a Knight of the Garter
1 rr S'gr'grulle. --71.% •4.----.r ----7.---1., 7,4l ,P, peRSONAL NOTTS. 
P KENTUCKY NEWS, 1
Immediately visited
and also made him
An epidemic of smallpox is said
raging at Murray.
-o-
A deer weighing 100 pounds was kill-
ed near Glasgow by a hunter.
-o-
Lexington bank clearings for
were V28644,264 50, an increase of
443,364 80.
1900
$3,-
-0-
The state insurance bureau hag 001-
lected $10,346 in nowise fee. in the last
six months.
-0-
W. B. Lawmen. & Co., grocers,
thianA, failed, with liabilities of abut
$3,000.
-o-
Fayette county begins the new cen-
tury without a tol.gate or a mile of toll
road.
-*-
Edwin G. Bedford, 86, a noised breed-
er of short-horn cattle. is dead at his
borne near Paris
-o-
Paul Wolf, claiming his home as Day
ton, 0., is under arrest at Lexington,
being thought to be insane.
-0-
Rev. Baker Lee. of .Colombia, Tenn..
will accept the call to the dearsbip of
Christ Church Cathedral at Leglogton
The Democrats of Garrard county
will indorse the Hon. George T. Farris
for re-election as state sentator.
-o-
Bert Bedford and a Mts. Hall, Henry
oouuty, spent their honeymoon in quar-
antine, the bride developing a case of
small pox on the wedding day.
-o-
While Dr. William Truesdell, a well'
known medical writer of Newport, was
experimenting a teak of ether exploded
causing destructien in tbe laboratory.
Dr. Truesdell escaped serious injury.
-o-
A floe trotting mare owned by John
Curtis and being kept at the rem of
John Rapdolph on the Newton pike,
near Lexington, was killed and skinned
by some unknown scoundrels.
—0—
A new bank was organised at Central
Otty with a capital stock of $15,0o0. T.
14_ R 11, • prominent farmer, was elect-
ed President, John T. May , Vice Presi-
dent, and John Allen, of Mayvvitle,
onseier. The bank will be open for
business on January 15.
-o-
The Hasel Green Herald, Beattyville
News, and other mountain papers are
advocatit g the division of the state
['hey claim that central and western
Kentucky have prospered at the ex-
pense of the eastern section of the state.
that a Jivision would mean a more
economical administration of aff etre for
their section. and that its natural wealth
of timber and minerals would soon
make it more prosperous than the wes-
tern half of the state.
BAD FREIGHT WRECK
Serious Collision Reported
Near Hay's Station,
Mississippi.
ISPIC1 XL TO NSW Ilt• J
MEMPHIS, Teen., Jan. 2.-A bad
freight wreck occurred near Hays' Ste-
Mon, Mies., on the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley Road, and it is reported that
Devon trainmen lost thsir lives.. Re-
ports from the 11013043 of the collision are
very meagre and only partial details can
be obtained.
The inothbound train, consisting of
thirty loaded grain cars and drawn by
two large engines, had the right of way.
In a deep cut a few miles below Hays it
met a northboand double-header and a
frightful smashup occurred.
It le reported that every car on both
trains suffered damage and the four lo-
comotives were badly wrecked.
Seven trainmen are unr000noted for
and it Is feared lost them lives.
A special train, carrying physicians,
was dispatched from Vicksburg, for the
wane of the wreck.
FOOD MEDICINE
Scott's emulsion of cod-liver
oil is equally food and medi-
cine.
A little of it sets the stomach
at work on some easy food—
that is medicine.
How does it *set the stomach
at work?" By making strength:
by creating strength: by turn-
ing the oil into body and life
- 
-that is food.
We'll seed you a dab Is try, 12 yenta&
SCOTT a Dowse. eve Pad 0~4 New vett
From Wedneeday's daily.
ta be Mr. Laarie Gant has returned
duoah.
to Pa
Mason Bransham, of Owensboro, In
the city.
Miss Anna Beeler, bee returned from
(Hinton.
Mr. C. S. Brown, of Crofton, was here
today.
Rev. Mr. Clark, of Osdis, is in the
city.
Mr. J. W. Tanks spent Monday in
Guthrie.
Mr. Charlet 8. Jarrett luta returned
from Louisville.
Miss Maud Oats ec is visiting friends
in Medisonvole.
Miss Jeeey Kendall, of Elkton, spent
last week in thhicity.
Mr K. M. Mow has returned from a
business trip to Si. Louis.
Mine Annie Taylor, of Springfield, is
vis.ting MIAS Maggie Hill on Ninth St.
Mrs. Victoria 'Taylor who has been
victiog relatives in Oweusboro, has re-
turned home.
Rodman McOormick, who --has been
visiting in Owersboro, returned twine
Monday
Miss Dee Anderson, who km been
visiting Miss Townsend, in Paducah,
has returned home.
Mrs Jefferson Adams, who has been
visiting her son, Mr. J. Matt Adams.
has returned to Madisonville.
Estelle Hanner returned to Hopkins-
erne yesterday after a visit to relative*
here-Madisonville Hostler.
El Young, who has been spending
She holidays at Madison•ille, has re-
turned to Eouth Kentucky College. •
Dr F M la.her got bask Saturday
night from • trip to h s brother Cl Hop.
kinaviile -Foisbn Lender.
Mrs Boulware and son returned to
their hem. in clopkirsvIlle today, after
• visit to relatives-Paducah Sun.
R. L. Wooten has returned to Lafay-
ette from Denison, Tex. He will spend
the winter with his family at Lafayttte.
Mr. Lee Adams has accepted the
sition of traveling representative with
Mertweather Snuff and Tobacco Com-
pany.
Mr. Ben Street, of Elkton, has accept
ed a position as cashier in the hardware
department of Forbes & Bros. He 1113,
rived In the city licieday evening.
Mrs. Nella Mania and Miss Maggie
Tanks returned Monday from Stirling
ton, where they had been spending sev
eral dips as the guests of Mrs. Harriet
Brownit.g.
Mr. James Lee Long returned on Mon
day to 0othrie, after spending the bon
days v.ith his mother.
Mr. Perry Newman has resigned
position et Frankel's to accept a place
with Mr. H. W. Tibbe in the Southern
Express Company's t Moe.
Mr. and Mrs J. 0 Duncan and son,
of Hopkinevilie, whet have been visiting
the family of Mr O. B. Johnson. have
returned hone.-Henderson Journal.
Mr. Len Samuels, who has le .n spend
ing the holidays with otte fend y of his
brother, Mr. 8. J Satouele, lett today
on an extended trip in the interest of
his house. He was initiated by the Elks
Last night.
BIG STRIKE
INAUGURATED.
Special to New Era.]
PIrT815URU, Ps., Jan. 2.-A thou-
sand structural workers went out on a
strike today, tying op operations on two
hundred large houses in prosiest of con-
struction.
DIED FROM SELF-
INFLICTED -WOUNDS.
(Special to New Era.)
UYNL'HIANA, Ky., Jan. 2 -Barrett
Hawk, sou of wealthy parents of this
place, who cut his throat after a drunk-
en spree at Cincinnati, died today.
GOADEO TO WED.
Why Old 1,--471 Married A
Young uirl.
(Special to the New ERA.)
PRINACION, Ky.. Jan. 2.-John
Williams, 76, of Hughey, being unable
to divide his property to the satisfaction
of himself and the heirs, who proved
jealois of each other, became angry,
!and has disappointed them all by mar-
rying a yonng
Coldest in Years.
(arsalu. NV" Etta)
TRINIDAD„ Jan. 2. -The cold-
est wert ler in aey years prevails
here.
A coal famine
cb aZook h
threatened.
perished.
COMKACT LET.
Judge Jerrd Butes, ofithe Nashville,
Florence and Southern railroad, an.J
nounoes that he has let the contract for 
I
the buildlov of that part of the line be-
tween Nashville and Gallatin. The line
will eventually be built to Leitchfield,
Ky.. to • connection with the Illinois
Central The city of Nashville has do
nated 11,000,000 to the building of the
road and other twining of Tennessee
Will oentribute.
IfLr'
Dies Of Heart Failure At
Minneapolis.
A FAIOU3 AMERICAN.
rlIMIMIMEIr .111•••
Author, Orator And Farm-
er--His Famous B..
conian Cryptogram.
5PtoIAL TO mew 114.1
MIN blEAeOLli. Minn , Jan 1 -Ig-
natius Donnelly died this morning. The
doctor pronounced the cause heart fail-
ure and stated that there was little
°benne of his recovery at any time.
From the first it was understood by his
family and friends that he bould not
live, as he was well advanced in years,
being nearly seventy years old. He died
without regaining conecionsnese.
Ignatius Donnelly, known as "The
Sage of Ninnigre," has bees oonepiou
ous in the political and literary fields for
many years. Mr. Donnelly cams to
Minnesota thtrty -five years ago and since
that time had been • member of both
houses of the state lei, islattire and nip
resenterb, Dar
ing his mituy years In tbe state tette).-
tare he was a power. He was an able
orator, always bad an answer ready and
rarely failed to turn the laugh upon his
opponent. Hs had pronounced ideas,
and during his political  had be. n
a lover of nearly every political party
known in the state
Mr. Donnelly was an able and deep
thinker and a thorough Shakesperean
scholar. His many efforts in the litera-
ry line have been well renedved, and he
Is famous for his writings all over the
country.
For the last few years he had been
bitterly opposed to the policy of the
Democratic party, and at the last feder
al election be was a candidate for vi-e-
president on the Middle-of-the-Hoed
Populist ticket. He was active during
the oampolgo, and spoke In Mtnueapoloi
and other cities of the state a number of
times.
•
Mr. Donnelly was married about three
years ago, Mtge Hanson, a daughter of
Barton Hanson, of this city.
Since his affiliation with the Populist
party he had earnestly espoused its prin
ciples. He was bitter 'towards trusts
and combinations of all kinds, and was
an ardent supporter of the political code
In es000mios and serious questions as
act forth in what is known as the Oma-
ha platform.
Mr. Donnelly was famous for his pro-
mulgation of an alleged cry_ptogram on
the works of Shakespeare, by which he
sought to prove that Francis Bacon
wrote these works.
TOOK CHILDREN.
flcCann's Dhorced Wife
Gives Him a Little
Surprise.
.ippecial to New Era.)
LEXInTON, Ky., Jan. 3-Joseph
MoOann, turfman, charges that his
two children have been taken away by
Mrs. J. Walter Peale, of Chattanooga.
Tenn., who is his divorced wife. Her
present husband handled her ease as
attorney in the divorce proceedings.
The children were awarded MoOanu
and she came here to visit them. Mc-
Clean recently married Miss Nellie
Howard. He has taken no steps to
recover the children.
SOLID COMFORT in wearing our
hand mad shoes Drop in and give n•
sour measure. You can stop tbos.
toughs and oolos this winter weather if
you will let us make your shoes
JEFF MORRTR
dtu&s,wtf. Over Clark%
EXTRA SESSION
NOT NEEDED.
(Special to the New Era)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 2.-Auditor
Coulter's statement, which will be hoot d
tomorrow, will show that theflotis no
need of an extra seell1Cin of the 'mishit.
turn as the state is in an CNC-1410Di I
naives! condition.
Out of Fuel.
(Special to New Elia
TODEDO, 0, Jan. 2.-A thousand
natural gas oon.nme,s in this cityfre
out of fuel and the temperature is d o
at zero The men controlling the gag
supply have refused to furnish any
more because the oily defaulted on the
payment.
TOOK NUPTIAL VOWS.
Mr 011ie 0. Pollard and Mille Martha
L Gilkey were united In wedlock le..t
night at the residence of the bride's t a-
rents at Bainbridge Rev N 0. Lamb
of the Methodist church, performed the
ceremony.
Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don't Know it.
How To Find Out.
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
water and let it stand twenty-four bouts; a
sediment or set-
tling indicates an
unhealthy condi-
tion of the kid-
neys; if it Mains
your linen It is
evidence of kid-
ney trouble: too
frequent desire to
pass it or pain in
the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and blad-
der are out of order.
What to Do.
There is comfort In the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's Swamp.
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills' every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects Imlibility
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
It, or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extra-
ordinary effect of Swamp-Root Is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its iron-
derful cures of the most distressing
cIf you need a medicine you should have
best. Sold by druggists In 50e. andll. sizes.
You may have a sample bottlif of this
wonderful dietovery
and a book that tells
more about it. both sent
absolutely free by mall.
Address Dr. Kilmer & nese es etemplieS
Co.. Binghamton, N. Y. When wrIth11011111.
Slog re. paws' silso tot Ws lips
..
m...1••••••101.r.
Large Crowd on Streets
But Everything is
Quiet.
A telephttne message se the Dow Bat
from Olson, stem that She Mal of Dr
W. Clan, of (Taloa county, wit be
111111 this morning, both sides announcing
ready. Judge John L Dorsey, of Hen-
derson, is presiding at the special term
of she Wetater circuit court, and the
came is being heard at Dixon on change
of veurte. The jury was impanelled this
morning without difficulty, after which
court adjourned for dinner. The taking
of testimony began this afternoon. The
areest crowd seen there in years throngs
Dixon's streets, but everything is quiet
The tragedy whiols occurred at Stur-
gis, Union county, if will be remember-
ed was one of the moss sensational in
this part et the state.
Some of the ablest lawyers of the state
are retained by the defense, among
whom are H. X. Morton, chief oounsel,
P. B. Miller, 0 .sley S•anley, of Hen-
derson, and Messrs. Howland and Hen
eon, of Dixon. Equally able are the
slid:nays for the commonwealth,
Messrs L. 0 F.unraoy,
wealth's Attorney; County
Oinnamond and Henry sad Jobs Lock
ass, Sr., of Henderson.
The crime of which Dr. Olark is ac
ousel is the alleged performing of a
criminal operation on the person of
Mei (tore Waller, under which she died
in Sturgis on the night of Sept. ft, last
Over her dead body young Tom Holt,
net affianced; oommitted suicide by
shooting himself through the heart Dr
Clark was arrested and taken to Nor-
gantlet& but for fear of a mob was re-
moved to Henderson. Owing to the
great ptoninence of the Waller family
and the ill feeling against Dr Olark on
account of his supposed agency in the
death of the 7. nag woman, he was
granted a change of venue to Webster
The tragedy occurred on Sunday night
just as people were going to church and
the lou i reports of the revolver caused
the crowd to gather About Dr. Clark'.
office, in the rear of which the two lov-
ers ley dead and bathed in blood.
Dr. Olark's stfitement is that the cou-
ple entered his office and the young wo-
man fell in a dying condition, evidently
from heart disease, shortly after sbe
came in the door.
As all the evidence of the common
esIth te mainly, but strongly, circum-
stantial, the forthcoming trial present.
many sensational and dramatio point.
Oononon
Attoreey
m Wednesday's &illy.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Long entertained
a limited number of friends last night
There is no home in Hopkins% ille where
the young people are made more wel-
come, ani as Usual, when Mr. and Mrs
Long entertain, the evening was great
ly enjoyed by all. Pretty hearts were
matched to Mid pottier') into the dining
room, where a meat course and Coffee,
toes and oaks were served. Those pres
ent were Misses Gant, Kansas City;
Bettis and Nannie Long, Mary and Pat
Flack, Belle Moore, Daisy Waller, Bea
Waller, Mary Barbour, Edith Boulware.
Willie-Kust, Alice &obey, Elisabeth
Russ ill, Ophelia Payne; Mesdames Alt
&Ales and T. 0. Underwood. Messes
Ouy Starling, Torn Fairletgh, Utah.
Kitchen, Witl Hopper, Alf &Alm Was
['doe, Bob Johnson, Howell Tandy,
Lewis Wall, Wallace Kelley, Tom Un
derwood, Allan Wallis, Jim Yonne,
I
Olifton Long, Rev. J. W. Mitchell, Liat
Howe Wallace. 0. H. Tandy, E. Hi
Barker, E. 0. Anderson
t t t
Mrs. James Burns gave a euchre pat-
ty yesterday afternoon from 8 to 3 isi
her home on the corner of 6th aid Clay
streets. Mrs Barns is an exoelleot
hostess sod the occasion moved to .
very eelightful to all who attended, ts
the close of the game refreshmeats were
served. note present were Mesdames
N. H. Nelson, T L Gant, T L. Mar
row, Joo Bullard, Jr.me• Green, Maria
Petty, 0. K. Wyly, Ashby Bemired.,
Will Ireland, Owensboro; Santa.' Tol-
liver, Salt Lake City; Mr and Moo
Fleming.
• --•
A CARD. •
I wish to thank my many friends who
have expressed their willingness to g ye
we their support for the oflioe of County
Olerk of Christian county. But in view
of the fact that my business has growl,
to such an extent that my services are
Loaded here, and also to keep down
party feeling and animosity, I have oon-
sensed to wait until some time in the
future, before aspiring to political lion
ors. In fact, I am sure, that the party
can get along without me being one of
the standard bearers, on the Republican
ticket. I shall give it my earnest sup-
port as I have always done. I dee't
want LIU MistindeTlIta0d1011; if there
are other men who feel like making this
raosothe field is open. I find that! woula
have to give up my business for politics
and haying worked for 15 years ia my
business, my ambition is to math it a
success. If in the future my party Meters
my seeeiose, I am at its coreamlind.
Words can not expo se my appreoition
to my friends, black and white, Nmo
orat• and Republicans, for their kind
wtrds and wishes for my wi.Iffir-. I
have labored ismOng you for !IS year.
and, if I lire, shall stay here in ilisOl•et
town in Kentucky, and the best onSuty, I
Iry oog the best people in the Uititod
!hates. Yours.
CL AUDE
Stories of
CRISP .mmmrimm
•
Hopkinsville
Happenings.
ri•Mor.
Items of interest Gather-
ed By Reporters
At ;The News
Centers.
..•••• .8111•1• 41•11•1.•6
Me, Wood., father of Mee It M
A ndereo.1 of this oily, died Sunday, Dee,
SO. as Beard, Ky., in the Sloth year of
flill alga. He was buried as Smithfield,
Henry tummy, Ky.
CITY COURT CASES.
Henry Goodrich,
830tenBedneyrso.rd, drunk, 85
Sam Stine:, escaped from workhouse,
Frank Farmer and Mist Rhoda
WERE MARIUED.
--
low Fowler, of Era, were jitued in
marriage Tuesday night at the home of
the bride. Rev. W. K. McOord. of the
Universalist chute ffl,iated
•
disorderly conduct.
%ILL RECOVER.
I Young Holloman, who was shot Sat-
:
Order at th, coal mine down at Provi-
dence, has had thirty-two shot taken
from his body and is in no danger what-
ever It has developed that his assail-
ant dad blasted that he could kill all of
the guardi and never be caught.
SUIT FOR DIVORCE.
Joe N. Bartlett has filed suit for d
vorce from Georgia Bart;ett, alleging
abandonment. They were married in
1897 and lived together one year A
Minder suit was brought at the last term
ef the court but, for some reason, with-
Itraw 13
PRAYER•MEETINO SERVICE.
The congregation of the First Pres-
Sytersan church will unite in prayer -
lasting service this evening with the
lortogregation of the Ninth Street Pres-
byterian church in the house of worship
on Ninth street Friends of both
churches are invited to attend.
CALL and see samples of cirri made
to-order shoes and repel!. work of all
kinds,
JEFF MORRIS
QUARTERLY REPORT
--OF;,TBE-
Planters' Bank
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS
December 31st, 1900.
RESOURCES.
Looms and Discounta.i less loans to$114.241 62
Loan. idrectors (officers
not ineldded.
OTerd rani.. unsecured
Due from National Banks $3,171 20
Due from rotate Banks
and Bankers  10121 4.1
Other Keel Estate 
Currency U. 40 00
Furniture and Fritkitrai 
Stamp Account ....... .
20" (0
&MC VS
15162 7`2
8.11U11as
16 124 46
2.16.16
num
1114‘144 114
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid in, in cash. 110,009 00
Deposits subject to !heckf on which
Interest is not paid). 118444 84
81111,1164 54
ferekex Kinn:MKT.
VOU NTT OF CIS DISTI•Pl. ea'
John B. Trice, Cashier of Planters Bank, a
bank located and doing business at No. 111
Main street, in the City of Hopkinsville in
said county, being duly sworn, says that the
foregoing report is in all respects • true
statement of the condition of mid Bank, at
Lb. close of business on the Sit day of Inn
WIC to the best o/ his knowledge and bptizif,:i
and further says that the hosineas o
Rank has been transacted at he location
named, and not elsewhere; and that the
above report is made In compliance with an
official notice received from the tlecretery
of Mtate designating the 51st day of D eem-
be.. last. as the day on which such report
shall be toads.
Joan B. TRIMS, Cashier.
4. F. (IA la DTI , Director.
F. 4. r. !WW1! Direr.
J. I. Leicolia, Director.
Su bscil bed and sworn to before me by John
B. Trice on the Slat day of December, Ian
lea elt 1TH , N. P. C C.
aty Commission expires Feb. 11, 1001.
QUARTERLY REPORT
-OP THE—
CITY BANK.
ATTRZ CLOolkoir BUSINIes ON THE
518T DAY OP' DECEMBER, limo.
RESOURCES.
and Discounts.)
Loans tol)irectorafof-
neil 
I loans t. directors)
not included. , $4186..546 62 1146,46 /2!
°veal:traits. secured 4,475 71
Crce rani., unsecured DS Di
Due min National,Banks Sa2.611111.08
DU, from State Banks and
nkers . . MOS 62 f7X7`2 Se
Ran ing House and Lot,  11,0110 at
Oth Real Estate    64E3 78
Ot stocks and Bonds 61426 uo
Specie •.•si
CurrOncy.   10.2u6 00
Excianges forClearings. e2,103t1 92
Othdr iten ear. I.d cash.  
Currant expo ses last
guarter
A eyldm warrants
HeveSue Stamps 7 el
S85,400 CU
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid in, cask on 00
sof-piss Fund
Undivided Fronts it.Slo 56
50.1.00 141
Deposits subject to c beck DIta
Ishich InWirest is
...is . 0104,794 110not paid .
Due National B,anks 
estate hauks and
Banker s 
 
On 76
Dividend No. 41 this day 5,00 01
Fund set aside to pay tassel   2117,411
Gross earnings past quarter,.
• ithi.a.c.1
STATE OF KIIIIITUCIT,
COUNTY OF CliarriAW,L111;
W. T. Tandy, caseter of thty nk, a bans
located and doing baldness at N '.2, N.Main
MLitt City of Hopkinsville In said county,be-
ing duly sworn, says , that the fore-
going report is in all respects • true
statement of the conditions of the said
Bank, at the close of business OD the 51st
day of December avoidothe beet of tits kuow-
ledge and belief; nod further says that the
business of said Rana has been trammeled
at the location named, and not elsewhere;
and that the above report is made in com-
pliance with an official notice received from
the Secretary of State designating the Slat
day of December, 18011, as the day on which
Rutz report shall he made
W. T. TANDY, Cashier.
E. B. Loma, Director.
C. A ro 44 Tee ,14 WM:AM
W. T. TANDY. Director._
Subscribed and sworn to before me Sy W.
T .Tantly d. ashler. on the hit day ofJauuary
19.0 JAS. A. Yet ste.Jr.
N. P. C. C.
My commission expires January 29, 1902.
Condensed Statement
—OF THE—
First National Bank,
FE
Special
Holiday Sale
Of Fine Old Whiskies
At The
STAG LIQUOR al,
Old Pennyrila, 10 years old,  98t, quart
Old Rlpy, 10 years old,  98o quart
Green Ribbon, 10 years old . 980 quart
Green Springs, 8 years old.. 750 quart
Fortuna Bottled in Bond 98c quart
No. 7 Lincoln Co . . 98c quart
Kent Burbon •••• 60c quart
The above goods by the gallon at the
same rate. Jugs free. Mail orders prompt-
ly attended to.
p SAMUEL CO ,Prop,
STAG LIQ401VIYOlirPANY.
E Opera Haase BTa, 108 S. Main St,
ALA AAAALJ
ILIMMintf63333Er
ka •
raf! Christmas
Presepts
fil For iviePs
fri What can I buy as aSuitable Present for a Young
Man? has been asked
us quite often. We have just
received by express
a handsome lot of GENTS'
Wit
tile SILK MUFFS,
al SILK MUFFLERN,
111 HANDKEIVHIEFS,
AND TIES,
krt
114 KID GLOVE4,
Alsa a nice line of
UMBRELLAS, ETC.
You can't make a mistake
if you buy of us.
J.T,WALL&CO.
•
so
1
igatEEEENEEINIUMEI 
Easily Understood
No Special Days Herd
Every Day Alike!
Lamp Chimneys, 3c, 4c Jr 5c
Glass Butter Dishes - - 10c
Full size Broom • - 12t
Leather Dusters - 07c
Dippers .  03c
Matches, 6 boxes - - 05c
Keg Carpet Tacks - 02c
Wash Pans -
Curry Combs -
- 04c
- 04c
Teaspoons - • Two tor Olc
Needle Books - - - 030
Baby Ribbon, a yard - Ole
Ladiss';Handkerchiefs - 02c
Men's Handkerchiefs - 04c
Ms a Pleasure to Show Goods and Quote Prices.
JOE P P'POOL'S
DEPARTMENT STORE.
Cor. 9th and Vir S . Government weat
her report received daily.
Quarterly Report
—or TH Z—
Farmers and
Merchants Bank
OF PEMBROKE, KT., AT THE CLOSE 
OF
Misname ON TH E Err DAY OF
De:0Eal BER, MOO:
REOWECES.
Loans and Discounts (Less
Directors1
Lonna to dl•ectors, officers
not Inc toed-
Loans to officers
Overdrafts. unsecured.
Due titan Ns t Ranks MOM 10
Due from elate Banks and
Rankers
Rankine house and lot
Specie   1.1222 iS
nrreney Lam 0
l;xchanee for elearinp W
Other items carried as cash.
Furl:Rue and Ostia
Revenue stamps
Total
losing to
084 486 11
ce
2.- 07 ea
NC 4,
LIABILITIES.
December 31st, 1900. • it.' tilite't
.eCitheenrs and vomiter..
interest ta not paw,
im'auprvitiaultStock paid in, In cash. $15,8 000nm 016
Bills redisoounted
Lisp alto wheat Check(on which 65.7S)
ores 1..971 00
S,760 in
11AS 66
tat
86 41
S1 .8,646 110
.01 •opkinsville. Ky• ,
—A7 L')ME OF BUSINESS—
RESOURCES •
Loans and Discounts  - .... .4147,218 2.3
Overdrafts  1.747 -s
U. 1.4.11.inds insecure otronlatloa  10.11 4 CC(Ii her Bond. ., ......   ./17,600
Revenue Stamps.  A. 5
c„.sh and Sight Exchange  87.402
Teta
Capital Stock
surplus Fund
LIABILITIES,
7 Account.
',divided Profits
Circulation...... 
I We Iv State Dimas sod Bankers
I tie-Mends Unpaid. 
Lucid. nd this OW, L44ki
Individual Depoel on which
no interest is paid .
00
 
5505,500 82
 MUM ne•
  lo.onn
1.SM /45
f4,4 014 to
2 Jen in
4.780 I'S
Ms In
2,000 ou
.1711.48'. 24
Total 11811.1100 SI
TILOS W. LOIN Oeektar
Si 65
SAS 78
116.1116 OU
Total.  Salaam 66
STATIC OF KnwTuCRY.
COUNTT OF aleiTI AN.
R. W DO ve it P,rsfAent.
D.JAM D recto.r.
4.4. Loa HOOTT, Director.
R. T.CHILION. Director.
mut-wet-teed and and sworn to before Ole by
R. v.. Downer the ltd day of Jannury, 11101.
se:
R. W. Down- r. Fresh eut of Farmers
and Merchants Bank, a hank located and
doing bud,,' is in the tow n of Pembroke, in
said county, being duly sworn, says that the
foregoing report is in all respects • t, us
statement of the condition of said hank, at
the Close of businees on the Si t day of Dec
I50, to the best of hi* knowledge and belief ,•
and further says that the business of seld
bank has b-en transacted at the location
named, and no.. eleewhere; and Viet the
above report is made In complitanee with an
official  lee received from the Secretary
of Btate designating the Slat dny Dee.. DM.
DR the day on which such report shall be
Made.
A
QUARTERLY REPORT
—OF THE—
Bank of Hopkinsville
AT THE CLOSZ OF BUSINESS
December 31st, moo.
REsOuRCEIL
Loans and Discounts, Jim loans
to directors YOOverdrafts Unsecu
BanktakingkeHrsouse &AO AAA. ..... 8111.42." : 
red.
Due from National Banks $iSii.40,824 .11:
Due from
e iron Trust 
Banks and 
aad WOW
OtberStocks and Beads- .
Other real estate...
tcnuhrerernicteYnis earned as Oellb- Lie 
torEzetuange theartasi. Mat 
AIS
111
scamp Amount ile
411111.71* 22
L1ABILIT1110.
Capital Stook j obi • agi II ea
paid In, In cash, 1 sew IWO filliur on a
murpius Fund Items m
U ',divide i oral, ,i1 .... SE all
Deposits subject to cheek
inn whb h interest Is
not paid.. tre.rm hp
Due Natio al Banks . LOS. Si
Due in .te banks and
Rank. r. 5,555 44 5,551 55
Dividends tinpaid noes
Lily mead No. 71 tins day 4.6/80 IS
ss:
E. McPherson, Cashier of 'hank of Hap.
naville. a bank located and doing_ business
at NO. M. Main at, in the city of Hopkins-
ville in said county, being duly ser0111. MPH
that the foregoing report Is In all rearediba
true statement of the tondition Oda
Rank, at the close of business on the Shrift,
of Dret•Olber isti,.to the beet of his ...me
and belief ; and further says that the
rows of said bank has been transacted at the
location owned, and not elsewhere; and that
the above report is made in omit phases with
an official notice received Irons the risers-
tary of Mato designating the mat day of
Decemner, 1505 as the day ea waieli man
report shall be made.
J. it. siloPunneed,Onsikkor.
HUSKY C. OAST, DIreetor.
W. T. Vow Lee.. Hireelew.
C. H. Beau. Weenie.
PSuha,'rl bed and sworn to before baby J.
McPherson, the 1st cloy of January, lad.3.1'. fta.sint.
Notary MOW th
SW2./211U
STATE or KaNTDOEY,
COUNTY or CH kieTIAN
z'c ;.•
- • -
SP.L.
p.
•
•
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HE NEW ERA
SUPPLEflENT.
- PI' tiLliallieD, 81--g
tri Era Printing & 1%1)61111C°
NUNTER WOOD, President.
.-New Era BidlelInIF2 Seventh
wiser Ma&u.IisklwiflS, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
asetorees at the postanice ia if op:instill,
as seeond-eiess man myosin
Friday,: Jan. 4, 1901.
APPRAISERS APPOINTED.
L. F. Adktneoe, L. L, Elgin and J. 0.
Cook have been appointed appraisers of
the assigned stook of A P Harness.
AMY TIE NUPTIAL KNOTS.
item. A iron Wallas', a baptist preach-
er. was Monday granted license to toot
emn ze the rite of matrimony in Otani-
Um county.
CHILD'S DEATH.
Little Dale Knight, the seem-year
old daughter of Mr. W. E Knight, she
resides in ens (testy vioinisy, died Sun
day of a oomplecation cf diseases.
• •••
••- _
VICTIM OF CONSUMPTiON.
•••••• •
Mies Bliss Sptia, who lived with her
parret 4 four miles west of the city. died
Friday of consureattenn She was twen
ty-two years old. Funeral services were
heid Sunday.
Dr1711.1THES REAPPOINTED.
On motion of Sheriff J J. Barnes, the
following deputy sheriffe were re-ap-
potuted for the year i90i : H. H. (Jo -
lay, Lucien E. Berne., Ohm. J Barnes,
and 0. 0. West. They qualified by tak-
ing the oath of cifi e.
FORM PAR TrftESHIP.
Dr J B J4011000 and Dr. R L
Wooaard have formed a partners lip,
Which goes into • ff,let today, to practice
meoicnne. Their offices will be over the
Oily
NEW CENTURY WELCOMED.
From Tuesday's daily.
With shrieks of whistles and blare of
bells, the New Year and the Twentieth
Oectury were ushered in last midnight.
Stich noistes were never before beard in
Hopkineville. Fireworks were touched
off in snotty parts of the city, pistols tr-
eittlend giant crackers exploded
Appropriate services were held at see
eral of the churches. Several facia/
watch peruse were held.
DOUsie WeopiPN).
— —
°bevies Roberts tied Was Nannte
Br yaitheed the lanai's brother, Jos-pb
Bryant, and Miss Sallie Stegall. &quart
ell of young South °bristle° people,
slimed te Tennessee and were married
at Noah s Spring by the Rev J B.
EA.is, pastor of the Methodist c• arch as
L stare te. The young people were seat-
ed in haggles in the public rood when
ties double erectile,/ took place.
MORRIS' STATEMENT.
Robert Morris, the slayer of Marton
Headdress, made a srsternevi In Clarks-
ville about the killing The Times-
Journal says:
**Morris was seen by • Times-Journal
repartee and et first declined to make
any st•tentent iu :sward to the matter.
Finally, in reply to queettoos he said
that he did the shooting in self-cefense
He said that Henderson came in the
door of the .tore with a veto! In each
hand and advanced on kin Morris
warnei him not to come on him, but be
continued to do so and then he (Morris)
shot striking Henderson in the left
brea,t M irris nye that Hendereon and
not himself put out the light, and also
that Henderson sinit Isis own band
Heuderson was drunk and Morris had
been drinking Knee. The store is about
fourteen feet long and Morrie was stand-
log near the back ef it. The shooting
was dope with a82 caliber Jeers-Johnson
pistol. Morris is about 18 years old and
is married '
Gov. Odell inaugurated.
(oobleorom to the New Era.)
ALBANY, Jan. 1 -Governor Odell
was Inaugurated today, and the crew
Eltate onions took their positions Vice
President Roosevelt will start for Colo-
rado immediately, to bunt mountain
hone.
New Year's Day 
PccullarmasndASill noovuelra r
the World
The observance of the first day of the
year as a day of festivity has been at all
tones a widespread custom among civil-
Awl peoples, according to the calendar
of different nations. The Jews have
kept it on the firth of Tint, from a ten
ote antiquity to the present day, oel,_•
tinting it is the anniversary of 
tos-
Adam mad the beginning cot
r ho c 21411hewsk their 
toolestastio-
al year, since the eXodns, begins with
the twenty-flfth of March or there&
bouts
The Romans also made the first day
of the years holiday in honor of eltti0P.
to whom they offered aactitices on
twelve altars, typical of tie twelve
mouths of the year. They also strove
to be very good on that day, believing
as the last day went so would the would
she whole year. Relatives interchang-
ed presents, and in the time of the em-
won these were made the recipients
Of • share, until it finally became an
oppressive burden.
--
The Druida blessed and distributed
the sacred mistletoe at New Year. The
nazone observed it wtth festtvith a ano
gifts. With the Ohinese it is a three
days festival and includes a yearly set-
stetnent of accounts.
From the Romans it spread through-
out Christendom and though the ob-
servant* tras beton:e somewhat neglect
ed it still pre/voile SOS considerable ex
tent
In England in as late as 1692 the no-
ni were wont to "send to the king a
purse with geld iii it every DOW year's
side"
Advantage Is taken of the day by the
unmarried in some counties to ascertain
nowniany years will elapse ere the
bonds of towrimony are fried upon
them by swinging a ring faesened to a
hair, so that the ring tapping the eide
%
of a teacup, will strike Et! the number
of years The grounds of tea and cot
fee in cups are also need in cups to tell
the years
-- -
The custom of visiting and of sending
present.. and cards on New Year's day
.s so ancient that the historian of social
conditions does not record a time when
in some form it did not exist. The prao
lice of lasing visiting cards h a been
known amotig the Obtusee for thew-
stele of years The Chinese New Yeer'e
card is a curiosity to the Occidental, for
its in) talc characters set forth not °lily
the mime, but all the titled of the own-
er, and as every Chinaman who is auy
body at all has a &sin or two, the card
assumes the form and something of the
dimensions of a wall map.
Throughout all Earope the wasni
cop, ta one form or another, is a femurs
of the day In old times one cup oi
gigantic size peeved the entire company
and when a man rose and took the hag•
vessel in both hands to drink to the
guests, a trained friend rose with him,
and with drawn sword stood by his aid
lest he should be traitorously stabbe
while drinking
— -
In France the New Year's day corre-
sponds pretty closely in its social obser •
vance to our Cloristante. In Russia, at
every country house, there are process
ions and fess's in honor of tbe day.
bones, cows, sheep and hogs being gal
ly dressed in garlands and led to the
'sandlot...3's house. An ethential part on
the programme Ii that the animals seal
ne taken into the dining room, but whet
the landlord doe* norecere to haves pies
sparsatent spoiled byiels human and
beastly procession, he ffta up a large
room on the ground floor wish tablet.
and beaches.
In many parts of the United State
Is Ms become a day d'evoted to ladle.'
receptions and gentlemen's New Year'.
calls
LARGE CROWD WAS PLEASED.
From Tuesday's daily.
A large and well pleased crowd greet-
ed the opening performance of the Nil-
Lams Lyceum Company at Hollancne
opera boom Iasi night '-Wild Rose'
with preseuted.
The company 19 well balanced and tee
Leading roles are in competent hands.
The specialties last night were received
with great favor mad repeatedly encor-
ed.
The WillisMIMIPBM• versatile family
and the etengelinalte bore will doubtlesse,
entree eery sutionsful.
Tonight the tallibee melodrama "The
Great Diamond/Robbery" will be the
bill. Specialtilletteill be introduced be-
terms every soli soaking the pert nen
sun oositinuoulls
THE INTERNATIONAL
When an announcement is made that
sourettieg out or the ordinary opera
house attractiosill coming to Hopkins-
yene the oitisenlegeniNeene. So ask all
kinds of eineettaille Concerning it. The
truth is that an unusually high grade
ormunsation is booked for our c•sty to
appear in Hollenn's Opera Howe on
Monday, Jan 7th, and to say that it
will be an evens long to be remembered
but mildly *sprees... it
Grand Opera is rarely beard outdid's
of the largo tiles, end when a *maps-
ay of grand operatic artists comes this
way, all are more or lees interested.
The International Grand Operatic
Oompany is a sterling organisation
which has traveled extensively in both
Zurtme and this mom ry, and is com-
posed of capable artists wt o bays given
a areas musical treat to many %Niue
ands
MAKES AN ASSIGNMEN I .
George W Alive'. Assets Considerably
Larger Thai Ills Liabilities.
A deed of assignment was tiled Mon•
day by Geo W. Allen, the well kuown
South Christian merchant. Calvin AI
sea is named ea arneignee. The assets
°Ducat of two Meeks of goods in Mr.
Allen' stores at Howell and Garretee-
burp, and are valued in the aggregate
at itiont $4,000 The liabilities amount
to $2 500. Mr. Alien was not able to
meet certain Mlle, which he was being
pressed to settle, and in order that all
his creditors might be paid in full he
assigned He will likely pay out dollar
for dollar.
Qthility and not quantity makes DP-
I:11M's Little Early Ribero such valuable
little liver pills. R. O. Hardwick
FOR RENT.
Offii. mom; apply to M. D. Kelly.
dtf
From a good Repot:teleran source the
w ember° Messenger has received the
ollowing statement of the money sent
to the R' publican committee of the va-
riot s counties of the Second coegret
'tonal district for use on lent eleotioi,
day : °entries, $1.800; Heniereoso, $750;
tlans,•oek, $30); Hopkins, $590; McLean'
$1100; Colon, 1500; Webster, $500; Da
vie's, $1,600; Iota, $5,650
'I bee Democrats look at these figure.
and realize that not a cent was sent to
she Democratic committee of the same
rsonuties, they may oon late them-
selves on the remsrkab'•iØery then
won in the Second dieing-
Friends of Otronit Judge I H Good-
night have given it out that the 'opals!
Simpson county jurist will be a candi-
date for United States senator This se-
notincemeat caused some pureriee to tb.
friends of Messrs. Wheeler and Smith.
the Western Kentesoky candidates, Dui
the /mends of ex Gov MoOreary are 'e-
choed to feel elated over it, as the,
think it di•icies tke opposition to him.
With Judge cianeidoey, thiie
will give a' Ibilliidate each from the
First, Third, Fourth, Seventh and
Eighth district. The printed rumor Gov.
Beckham would enter the maatortai
race is not credited.
The Republica: a have mem to be sore
at the trade they made with this Biown
men to Caldwell county. As a result of
the fusion their 1118Prily Win reduced
from 471 to 157, and It•is apparent that
there is a Brown
one of the couu•y offices
can leaders openly
the world, of it.
men aspiring to every I
The Republo i
they got Iassert 'het
DR. WILSON'S LECTuRE,
January 16th, is the date for Dr. Ho-
mer F. Wileuu'e lecture, "Sparks From
the Anvil."
I Platte County (Mo.) Argos:
"In the evening be delivered his te-
mente lecture in sich a perfectly artistic
cultured, and dramatic manner as only
a Beecher and a select few ef his age
can do I have been fortunate in seeing
and hearing all those who have been so
knowledged as the 'truly great' for the
and cultured of platform orators. A 
on Virginia street
Apply tn,John Young.
l For th
e year of 
at forty years, and must accord Mr
Wilson a place among' the most pe, feet
perfectly modulated, mellow, and rich
voice; Noe and eyes as expressive as
Jefferson's, Beechen., or Mary Ander-
son's; a classic pose, and an elocutionist
Of the real and proper school "
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Long will
entertain a limited number of friends
tonight in honor of the Misses Gant. of
Kansas ( ity.
+ 7
idles Alice &obey will entertain the
As You Like Is (Nub Wednesday after-
noon at three o'clock. Is is to be a hor-
ror party and each gums has been re-
quested in some way to signify her
special horror.
+ + t
The Magazine Club will meet with
Mre. Ira L. Smith every Thursday af-
ternoon in January at 2:30 o'clock, at
tier home on 16th street.
t 1
The Bachelor Maids will meet this af-
ternoon with Miss Pat Mercer at Mel-
rose.
+ +
Miss Alice West entertelned •ght
it the hems of Mr. W. T. V . han on
't Seventh street. "Grandma's gar-
en," • flower (sonnet, :was a pleasant
feature e the evening. The prize, a
.nuch f Tome, use won by Mr Hugh
Wood. The cot s eation prize was won
oy Nick Mannino. Refer' hments were
served at II :3,) o'clock. ThOlie present
were Mi-s s Bet Ware, Jean McKee,
loruelia Wallis, 5.1.aggie Elite, A.ave
Faxon, Elva tiooser and Mabel Green
deters Rollin Tries, Hugh Nelson.
tingle Wood, Nick Edmund', Louie
dills. Brown Whitlow. Ellis McKee,
cierbert Fruit, Ellis McKee and Leslie
Garnett.
ti's
Handsome itreitatiors have been re-
lieved by friends in this city, to the
eedding of Miss Jessie Fey Howe. Her
marriage to Thomas Clark Thompson of
Atlanta, will take plasm at the Vine
4treet Christian church, Nashville,
Tenn , at 6:30 on Jan 9. The wedding
party will ocentet of six usheis-John
end Bertram Howe and Samuel (Nark,
o: Nashville, Lone Fuqua, of _thee city,
Sypert Henry, of Washington. Harry
kuderson, of Atlanta. The bee' man is
ro be Walter Emerson Howe and the
oiatrou of honor will be Mr.. Samuel
ti. Seiner. The bride will be given away
oy her father, James M. Howe.
+
'The wedding of Mies Nannie Dudley
Filcher and. Ream E. Folk will take
place at the First Baptist convects in
Nashville, Wednesday, Feb. 6ile. Bens-
on*e arrangements are befog wade and
the event will bet one of the largest nap.
slat affairs of the season.
S t +
There was a delightful dance at tbe
asylum teat night, wtini was attended
by several Hopkine•tile young people
The new year was tripped in to the mu
no of Ward'a Grob mon.
eiTgi EEO A 11.1011 FIND
•,I was troubled for several years with
(-brook, indigestion and nervous debili-
ty," writes F J Greeter, o Lincatter.
N. H , "no remedy helped me until I
began using E,eltrie Diners, which did
me more good than all the medicine I
ever used. They have also kept nie
We in excellent health for years. She
says Electric bitters are just soleadio
for female trouble's: that they are •
wrand tonic and invigorator for weak.
run down women. No other medicine
eau take its powe in our family." Try
them. Only 50o fisentfactton gusrao-
reed by Anderson dt Fowler. J 0,
Cook, L.L. Elgin, 0 K. Wyly, drumlins'
WINTBR SHOES-Warm and cam-
orteble fee,. We make 'ern to fit any
tees, The lei twortmenship and Mis-
t actionguera eed
JEFF MORRIS,
Over Clark's.
YIELD PI-R ACRE.
The United Staten report on she 1900
grain crop which was made public the
tatter part of last week, pluses the yield
per sore at it 99 heel's% and the total
yeti at 522,229 606 bushels The aver.
age condition of the growing crop was
placed at 27.1 percent. of the normal.
while in Tennessee the 'inmate is Si
per cent.
The production of corn in 1900 is one-.
united at 2,105 102,516 bushes; tents
129,126,989 Vetoes; barley. f•ft 915 833;
rye, 23,995.927 ; bunk wheat, 9.! 66 966 ;
potatoes, 81o,926,897; hay, 50,110,9,6
tons
The corn crop of 1900 was one of the
largest ever gathered, while the oat
crop has only once been exeeed, d. On
the other hand the barley and rye crop;
are the smallest with one exception in
each case, since 1887
For Rent.
lien, two nice rooms
one a corner room.
If
FOR RENT
My six-room cottage on Jemp's ave-
nue. Fitted with water and eleetricity,
d tf W. A. P'Poon.
"BOBS" COMING
By • vote of nine Sithree the Irvin- His Welcome Will Be a
Botto will was allowed to stanety-the Brilliant Affair.
jury which has been listening Wilke
testimony fer the last three weeks. All
the codicil., ereept• the one resffirestag
the will, were kilted, This decision IDOL OF THE PEOPLE
elves Mrs. Cloth.' B. Beeto$415000 and
W. M Botto, her son, a life iiiiirest in
$111,000. Mrs. Botto also% OF sone. Will Take Charge of IM•
eighth interest in the residuary sisal...
—0—
In a fight in Harlan coa•ty Edmund
Day stabbed lealtiad.t
---o-
Lvroy Porter, of Bowling Greer, has
returned from Sinthern Liu•slaus
where he pare hewed 1,800 scree of cot-
ton and clue land.
-o-
The reward of $100 recently offered by
the Prinoeson Bora of Underwriters
for the apprehenoon of fleabags has
been increesed to 8400
-0-
An effort is being read• mama the
Onristians of Middlesboro tamers • nos
piton for the benefit of the poorer clam
of mounteen people. Tie- members of
the Nortisern Matbodiesecharon ere back
of the movement.
-o--
The Baptist fitastaary at Loenion will
be op ee.d today It is reported that the
directors are So induce J thu D ROokee
feller to donate stew thousand ciottars
to make some needed improvement's-so
the buildings.
-o-
The new flasdasky Hotel, as Central
City, which hae jest been completed at
a cost of $10,000 will be thrown open to
the public this evening.
- o -
George Long, a young newspaper
man living at Ramellville, was found in
a eerime ("mention at • saloon in Cen-
tral City. It was found that he had
been poisoned by strychniaeor arseuto.
whether taken with thicietal intent is
not known. It itithoesbt-tte-will nom
er.
-o-
Oadmws Kelley, whets nuder indicit-
ment in the federal mart as. Owearbore
son charge of eonuterfeitim W onager -
ed in Humphrey 
coun y,! 
YOUD,1•198,
while furnishing tnuete feet "'dance.
,
-o-
Capitalista-have purchneet thousands
of sores of lend Ire Bdmonson county
since the prospect fier a:unread through
that sect inn has recently become so very
bright. The county :s extremely Hob
in coal, iron and sspiratt. It has been
estimated that there is encieth coal
within twenty miles around Bee Spring
so supply the world for a hundred years.
THE KUGLER MNDICATE.
The NOW York Oredtt Review says:
Our a:tention was attracted a few days
ago to an *Mete in one of the daily pe-
ppers ettaeiting one of New York'3
most creditable. niers:wattle institutions
namely, the Kugler Sand 1$ cent Mere
'enduing 9 Went itreptrett4 She article
is best known to its anther • • •
There have been few bodiless instill'
noels in the pass few years which have
made the remarkable shown:1g that tee
Kugler 5 and 19 cent steresynclicate are
able to prove by its books and balance
stieess.
It is is.. than six months ago that we
were called an to teaks • report of their
financial condition, which found in
fle• rcondition..nrIng condition. 
t 
Shim that
e
time they have added ilfrelerbranches to
those then in 4001`eil DI ramie, order
The one recently opened at 281 Grand
street, thisetty,and in which they carry
$20 000 worth otitheoki oecapthe 18,000
feet of fi en spans Instead of belt"
what Site oeirepaper article implood,
this company is one . fli le-red and man•
aged by men of us que••looed integrity.
11' D•NZLah THE WOALD.
No clipeov.-ry in Ineancitte he. stet
created one quarter of th.I excitement
that bre been ossised by Dr ing's New
Discovery for Oonsinosptioas Demmer. t
104 St have been on hopeless etc/time of
Ooneuurptinn, Pneumonia, Hemorrhage,
. Pleurisy and leronesitts, thots rids of
wnom it has. restored to perfent health.
For Coughs, °olds, Asthma, Croup,
Hay Fever, Hoarseness and vs hoophig-
cough it is the quick. et, sorest core in
Ord-world It is sell by Anderson It
Fowler. J. 0 Cook. L, L. Elgin, 0. R.
Wyly, who guarantee eaheneetton or
refund the mo ley. Large boniest 60o
and $1 00 Trial bottles free. '
--
-.--
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DECIDED DECREASE)./
,
The January deettierdsili ilillIFP
Appeals is jnat oat elmeter IS, dell
appearances and 28 Oommoaiwilalth ap-
pearatioes and continued oases together.
This makes a total of about 775 appear-
&goes for the year 1900, as against 1.016
appearances for 1899, or a d . of;rop&
nearly 260 from loM year mill Obi Milne
or Ma years ilemedlatelypIlleeedias
portant Work at
War Office:
:Special to NewiErs. j
LONDON, Jan. 2 Lord Roberts Is
espeoted to reach Southampton today
or tomorrow. He will receive a meg
nificent welcome. Nosbing Is-tee good'
for Bobs. He ii stillthe idol of his W-
riters He will take charge of the War
Office immediately, relieving teem Eta-
elyn Weed, who took charge tempo:art
ly when Lord Wolseley stepped down
and out.
The arraugemerrs for the renteptioa of
the oominander-inobid have been cogs
pieced by the, watt and ite Was Office,
and is well be • stately eff sir. Roy sit;
will offer mitres welcome at °Morin
and will oot.daot him Nom Paddington
to Beciringham Palace througn streets
lined by 16,000 troops No foreign rev-
cringe (wild be reoetved with greater
distinction
The Q seen, the Prince of Wales and
the Dabs of York join In this tribute of
the crown to its most loyal servant, and
the Intioneon and ba.gitee will be at-
tended by the most dimiuentatted m n
in the kingdom. The country,
loves 'Bob."• even as his own eoloiere,
will look on with pnde, wheeher he TO•
petrel or not a dukedom or an eerloom
or the bete ribbon of the Garter, iftt
will be brought frcm the Relent to Back-
log Palace in greaser state then eitoer
Marlborough after Blenhetne or Welling-
ton site, Waterloo.
presort* NOM.
From Tuesday's daily.
Mt. A. Z Whittemore, is in Bawling
Green
I Mr. Will Applegate; er , of Owens-
boro, is in the city.
, Mr. J B. Allensworth has gone to
Peducan on Dimino&
Miss Katie Orenehrai of Osehs. is
visiting Mies Quick
Mr. and Mrs. 0 H. Hush have t Ira.
ed from a vent to Poptar Bash, Ma
Mr. Alf Entries and wtfe have return-
ed from a visit to Spring!' sid, Tenn
Mies-s Emma Lee and Addis Price
are visiting natures as liropson, Tenn.
Mies Kasherine Dinneen is tbe guest
of Miss Mamie Stannehan in Clarkeyille
Mrs Jam.. B. Anderson and daugh-
ter Margaret west to Nashville yester-
day.
Miss Ratcliffe, of Pritteeton, will ar-
rive in the °sty tomorrow to visit Miss
Kerby.
Miss Clara Mai Howe, of Nesbitt le,
is Mang te uigot to visit Moss Annie
Tood K,41/T.
Mr., R E McOlansh en legs yesterday
for tlaptinsville on a vieit to relative.,
-Hendereou Gleaner.
Dr. 1111•1 Mrs E A i baseen, of Este
iugton, who bete been eisitingreiatiem
in tnet lily, left yes erdry morning :or
Nashville.
Mr Arthur Leaner lets yeirt-rday for
L n' rile to a, nept • p.•ei'ion in the
when. s h niware s abashment of
Yr 13 Rattrap & Oo
KOTZL AZAIVAL.S.
LATHAM : Webb Bell, 0 H Layne,
City ; Will Ponard, Jew A 'fboaom Wm
Ewing, Nonivilie, TODD: Edgar 1111001•1•
laud, 'Wm V .isDsr.-13, E W Herein), et
Jamie, Wes Wiesen kientiserou, My; J (1
Belo, Will hilty, 111) Boarltiod, W
Paco, Lou genie, Ky J H Deed ,iger,
MIddlneiru, Mon ; Joe Meares, New
orb; .1 A lit a, Onicago, Iii; ft B Hews
ell, K. nnedy, Ky.
PHOENIX -0 H bieverly. Chicago;
E U Waidue, W B Chi e, J More, J E
teloOo• ate City; V H W,iliaas, John
Salad, Nashville; U M Hole Madison-
yule; A Leub art), W T 0o.ruosuil. Ky
&wiener ; V it Mejor, Beverly ; J hia• oy
W M (Rood, Radler*: F EUr.-en.Urioer.
Holland's °gra House)
The Williams Lyceum
Comedy Company.
One Solid Week in Raper
tory Beginning
MONDAY, DEC. 31ST.
pp- 2. poems I Saturday Mantra*, Night.-
ly Change of Program \
18--Agtorik,118
io—Speciarity Artists--io
Prices—b, 20 and 3o CU.
N. B -Ladies fie. lirse night if se.
clompanied by one KO ticket reserved
before 7 p. m. Dee, 11.
THE 0.111FTURY.
In fission the clef lasseess in lite Jan-
uary Oentury attaches to a complete
emu -ingenious and dabate-pooroking,
pr Wets M Relit ell- " A Dolmen ef Ooo-
scienoe " Other stories Sargent L.
desalt's .The Mae Who Went with she
Pisoe"-• plan Otu onnectiout ; Oharies
Onvernits's The M aro\ of Pregr s.,"
• SOU of A f re- Annerteans ; and "1 base's
Only One Noo York," the first of a m-
etes of "Some Amerman Abroad," by
the young humorist. Charles Hassell
Loomis Pieties tweeds& the airy pre-
cincts of "In Lighter Vein" in the form
a second Policeman F.yabo awry-
' Objertt So Promotion." Miss Row
kle's young French noble, Mr. Garland's
*Wm:entail, Lone' oonettrue in their oa-
enters of adventwre, and Robert T Hill,
the grealesglet, in -attuning the °Koons
•if the Rio Grande," shows that one can
be his own adventurer, if only be have
-.awaits- and strength eseashk. This tale
he tells Is a reeerdof reeterre exploration.
REVIEW OF RliVIIWO.
The January number of the Airretioan
litenthly Review of Reviews has great
eeriest,' and extreordsnagyabenasmand
ONSIPIIDOOS IS heypeurrie bine several
important and carefully written articles
about people, prominens• ameaws mitten
is to he menelented a very brilliant re-
vteew of President Gilman's administra-
tion at the Johns Hephim Untwaratiy,
omertbmed by Dr Nieholer Murray
Butler, of Columbia University, the
foremost aettaurity Oe esitioaftemill•work
tbe Batted *Wee. There bra notch
of Mark Twain, apropos of his return
to the United Seabee, whittle giverattery
tiouventewe renew and summary of his
long literary life.
This number of tit • Renew' - filn of
timely portraits and general Mastro-
tioos,-laid seems to coatataalsoar-140 or
Ifs) pictures. The whew's, dopartessot,
entitled 'The Progress of' She World,"
Is an exc,-ptionally well sounded rot-
ator of pubic arson at beam and
shroud, anti the "Lennie% Artistes of
the Monte," coed-eased from salirr pert-
• preeeet moor topics of special
in moot
McOLU RE' 3 it AG A Zi NE
The fimion in the Jeremy lase of
Mc° eve's nre.g4sine is of shot beer A
award installment of Rodyard Kip•
ling's clew novel "Kiss" appears, with
by Mi Rilsrta Lose Weeks
and Mrs J Lockwood Kipling toe
• .rt stories mover a -wide reap* wall Are
iolarstr4ed, "Mtn Oalleddeo," is a
tale of '8Cotch adventbre in a histaric
asthma. by Mr. William Mabee& Raise.
"The Rookie- of Morsere,' by Mr. *Mi-
me Wilos.x, tells of patriotism in the
Pniiippines. "The Revenge of she
!Pose," by Josiah Pont and 11P1il15s
I Walton, II a wbizmically told marts
sive of event. in that soderwarid WASH
mysterious wan Mr IFiyot Montle as
well. A clever study of Oblosigo types
is made ler Mies Edith West la "Least-
Salle ie. sod is "The Obettnsiant Pith
tic." Mr Will f34yne minedes love sad
politics in a delightful comedy.
SOUTHERN RAIL-
WOAD'3 OUTLET
(Special to New Bet )
LOUI sVInLE, Ky., Jan. 1.-Bilee
8 eat tern RAM way takes possioselion eft a
veludbte outlet today in sakieg over the
Louisville, Evansville and St Louts
Railroad, oonsmonly oslledlbeMrLlne
which was bcoeht at public sale in ib-
yew bet few $4010,000
The Tin CaniCosubisto.
I sPeci •L TO NSW NIA I
PITT8BURG, Jas. 1-Th. Tie Oka
Oemblite his been oryitaired. It is
controlled by the American Tin Pleas
c mossy
SOLID 00 NFORT la weaned oar
hunt mod- shoat. Deem is and ale. lir
•ner roeisearp, You own stop thane
loughs inn colds this winter weather it
you will let us make your shoes
JEFF *engine
chetah. witt- Over Clerk's,
..111111••
Have your Fall' Suit
and Overcoat put In shape
for cool weather by Dun-
can lhe I maim-, opposite
New Lra Office. 103.4
Deal you wont to
OWN MR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loma Assontaelob of &Pp-
Manillas Ky., willetaild yen.
house oa sag nomotily pep.
meats. Par particulars apply to
Henry C. Oant. - Pros
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S-
fta Of THE
19TH CENTURY.
The Year 1900 In the
Record of Time.
WAR AND PEACE
The World Powers Un-
der Arms.
THE OBITUARY LIST.
A Ikummary of the Year's Notable
Wrests From J y to Des-em-
ber-Storms, Disasters, Fires end
Shipwrecks- Political, Sporting,
likesUaneous and Personal items.
Tbe kit year of the nineteenth cen-
tury bas been one of unusual interest
la international affairs. Great Britain
began the year with a succession of
military disasters in South Africa. For
• time it seemed possible for the Boers-
to maIntat1 their independence in
spits et the heavy odds against them,
bat toward the close of February the
capture of General Cronje with his
army turned the tide, and from that
time on the British gained steadily
epee their clever foe until the union
jack was raised over Johannesburg
and Pretoria. President Krugees flight
from point to point in the Transvaal
and his final departure for Europe
ware takes as Indicating that the Boer
reseeteace was at an end. But the
burghers if the Orange Free State and
the Transvaal Dutch continued to dis-
pels British supremacy by armed re-
dames. Before completing her cou-
plets Great Britain announced the
warimation of the territory of the Boef
republics without eliciting a protest
from other nations, although the people
of many countries. especially France,
had expeapeed strong sympathy with
the Boer cause. The progress of the
war in South Africa, owing to its pe-
culiar character, was closely studied
by military men.
The assassination of King Humbert
if Italy gave ground for fear that that
country was on the eve of a social revo-
Wks, but the event passed without
local disturbance.
Ia September the miners of the an-
thracite cosi fields in Pennsylvania
struck for higher rates and the modi-
fication of certain rules Imposed by the
operators. The struggle promised to
become one of the bitterest in the his-
tory of labor troubles in America, but
aided after 39 days' duration In • vic-
tory for the miners.
The destruction by fire of the histor-
ic Theatre Francais was • loss to dra-
matic art felt by the whole world. A
marine disaster of an unusually dis-
tressing character Was the burning at
their docks of the North German
Lleyd'e ocean steamer' Smile Breateo
sad Main and the lose of 302 persons
by Sr. and drowning. In a mine ex-
plosion at Schofield. Utah. 400 lives
were loot and in an explosion of chem-
icals, followed by fire. In down town
New York 43 were killed and over 100
injured. Tbe record of fires and greet
calamities during the year was not
Among the notable deaths of the year
to be recounted are Count kluravleff,
the forecourt statesman of Russia; John
Sherman, formerly a powerful party
leader; Professor Max Muller. the dis-
tingsktied English philologist: R. D.
Blasekmere. the English novella:
Charles Dudley Warner, a noted Amer-
lean author: John Clark Rldpath. the
blobirian; Frank Bicknell Carpenter.
as artist who woo distinction as a
painter of portraits, notably that of
Lincoln. and Munkacsy, the Hungarian
painter.
The total eclipse of the sun In May
irks an tuitislutl astronomic-1i eveut
sad attracted the attention of *den-
Mots the world over.
' Tbe year 1900 closed the twelfth cen-
sus period, and the returns were made
to cover the date of June 1.
Tbe population of the 43 states of the
Mame Alaska. Hawaii and the Indians
ea reservations la 76.195220 as againct
41111.0411.756 in 1890. The total Increase
Is Inhabitants in the last decade is 13.-
13111.464.
The erases bulletin for cities give*
the population of the 159 cities having
21.000 inhabitants or more in 190U.
The 159 cities combined have a popu-
lation in 1900 of 19.004.625 as eompar- is.
ed with a population for the Mine Cit-
ies of 14.855.489 in 181)0 and of 9.933.-
1127 in 1880.
The absolute Increasee in the popula-
tion of these cities from 1890 to 1900
was 4.839,1311. or 82.420 less than the
absolute Increase from 1880 to 181k.
when It was 4.921.5(12. The percent-
age of increase In populatkin of the
MO cities from 1800 to 1900 was 32.5 as
agelmet 49.5 from ifileti to 1890. A trifle'
less than one-fourth of the population
of the whole country dwell In 151) cit-
ies baying 25.000 inhabitants or over.
There are In round numbers 5)100.-
000 narrate farms In the United States
and territories and about Ote).000 man-
ufacturing institutions. an Increase in
ten years of 150.000 plants. The in-
crease of manufactories In the west
The centrum sbows that In Rhode Is-1
and south has been remarkable.
lead there are less than two acres of
area to each inhabitant and in New
Tort and Pennsylvania about four
Believes sad arse Ls Grippe.
The merited rangiest/a for mirage
piles, sores and skin diseases aequired
by D•Wigg'll Wheat Head Salve has led
to the mating of worthies. counterfeits.
Be sure in get only DeWitt's Salve.-R.
0. Hardwielt
acres to each inhabitant. Nevada,
with an area more than twice as large
as New York or PeunAylvania, has
tem acres to one inhabitant
Early in the year the missionaries In
China began to report lo -al disturb-
ances. In May the antlforeign society
known as the Boxers marched toward
Peking. The legation guard was In,
creased, and in June an international
(ore. sent from Taku to the relief of
tbe legations captured Tien-tsin, but
was turned back from Peking by a su-
perior force of Chinese, including im-
perial troops. The chancellor of the
Japanese legation was ambushed and
killed on June 11. and the German [TOD-
htfer. Baron von Ketteier, was killed in
the streets on the lath. The foreign
warships, excepting those of the Unit-
ed Stntes, bombarded the Chinese forts
at 'faith on the 17th of June, and a
state- of active warfare lasted for two
months. In various parts of China
missionaries were massacred. The
Chinese government professed to be
powerless and requested the legations
to leave Peking. This the ministers re-
fused to do. and after hard fighting at
Tien-tshe as well as on the road to
Peking, tbe;allies entered the capital
Aug. 15 to find the legations under
siege and the Chinese court In flight.
Peace CotOrnisslonere were appointed
by China and the allied powers, the
latter being instructed to secure the
punishment of the leaders of the out-
rages of June and July. a money in-
demnity and guarantees for the pres-
ervation of order In the future.
J A NU AR Y.
Obituary: Oen. Zeruse k. Blink C. S. a., eye
tired. in Washington.
Earthquake • 6 villages destroyed and hula-
*reds of bees lost in the Ruesian Transcau-
eters
I. Ohltmety: Dr. William A. Hammond. formerly
surgeon general U. & army. In Washington;
aged 71. John Albert, celled the "Arneric.ut
Stradivailes." in Philadelphia; aged 91.
Fire: The Merchants and Planters' warehouse
burned in Richmond: Mem 5400.000.
& South African War: Boer &Hawk as the Brit.
ish lines. Ladysmith; beery fighting and cas-
ualties and repulse of the Boers
7. Rev. Dr. dward McGlynn. noted Catholic
priest and orator. at Newbere, N. Y.: aged 62.
5. Obituary: Alfred E. Burr, veteran editor of
the Hartford Times. In Hartford; teed 86.
11. Pero:eel: A loving cup made of 72.000 dimes
presented to Admiral Dewey in Washington.
Fire: In New York city, dwelling of Joseph R.
Pnlitaer. proprietor of The world; lam VA.
000.
Sporting: Terry McGovern won the world',
festberweight championship, defeating George
Dixon in 8 rounds.
10 Obituary: Gen. Dabney Herndon Maury, noted
Confederate veteran. at Peoria. tie; aged 71.
11. Fire: In Denver, the F. N. Dana Iron works
damaged $100.0011.
It Ohituary: Or, James Martineau. the &Stile
weighed Unitarian divine: aged 96.
14, Gen. George It Sharpe. soled Federal vet-
eran. at Kingston. N. Y.; aged 72.
IL Shipwreck: The ell tank steamer Helgoland
went down at It. klary's. N. r.. with bee
crew of SO.
Obituary! &mere W. Regimens. noted English
war correspondent, at Lady-smith. South Al-
Oita; aged 30.
I?. Smith' African War: The left wing of Gess
Roller's army crossed the Tugela weft of Co-
lens. to turn the Boer position west of Lady-
smith; the result was the battle at kiosk Kop.
10. Obituery: John Ruskin, the Doted English au-
thor and critic, near London; aged hi..
IL eLit.. tm 
aged 
75.Ob uary: Richard Doddreige Bleelonerele the
Emends novelist. at Losorforth. 1;yg-
i
IlL South Anima War: British attack at @pion
Kole is the night; the position captured.
Obituary: Dorman B. Eaton, noted as a civil
service reformiee In New York city; aged 77.
M. Fire: U blocks of dwelliags burned at Hono-
lulu; 4.600 people made homeless.
IL South African War: Gen. Buller retired Me
army south of the Tugela after abandoning
his lodgment on @Moo top; the Bruials 'set
with hurry tom
91 Obituary: L V. Smalley, well knows author
and writer. at St Peel; aged 49.
&Mali parliament met.
80. William Goebel. rentirdant for the governor-
ship of Kentucky, memally wounded in the
capitol gramma at Frankfort by an aseassin's
bullet; the remit of a bitter political contest.
FEBRUARY.
L Fires: At Youngstown, 0.; 2 stares destroyed.
with a lose of 5500.000. The Dickinson Arms
Co. at Little Reck burned out, with a tom of
1150.0011 At Dayton. 0., a block of humane
buildings burned, with a lose of 11600.000.
Obituary: The Marquis of Queensberry. noted au-
thority on boxing. in London; aged 56.
IL Explosion: Fire started by an explosion Is the
factory of the Hopkins k Allen Arms 'o. at
Norwich. Conn., caused • logs of 51.000.000.
Obituary: Gee. W. W. Averell, Doted Federal
cavalry leader during the civil war. at Bath,
N. Y.; aged IS. William Goebel. Denim-retie
claimant for the governorship of Kentucky. of
wounds received on Jan. 30.
4. Fire: S blocks burned in the retail district of
St. Louis; loss about 11,000,000.
S. South African War: B011er's army crowd the
Tugela northward; fighting at Potgieter's
drift
Obituary: CaL W. IL Gilder, arctic explorer
and jounislist. at Morristown. N. J.; aged 62.
S. Fire: At Little Rock; loss. 5250.001
South African War:- Heavy lighting on the Tu-
gela line.
7. Obituary: Charles Francis Feb. known se
the "armless" painter, at Brussels; aged 70.
L South African War: Bulkr's army recrossed
the Tugela •uthward after sharp lighting.
Accident: S killed in • wreck on the Chicago
and Northwesters at Ford River, Mich.
Fire: At Fecanate, loss of $250,000 by
the burning of a woodenware plant_
IS. Roland B. Molineux found guilty of murder
In the ern degree.
12. South African War: Gen. Roberts' column en-
tered tbe Orange Free State and began the
movement for flanking the Boer line on the
Madder river.
IA etre: The Pittsburg Clam Co.'!" Went dam-
aged to The extent ut *SWARM
it South African War: The siege of Kimberley
mixed by the advance of Roberts column; re,
treat eastwasd of Oen. Cronies force.
Obituary: Gen. Edward C. Williams. • conspic-
uous veteran of the Mexican and civil wars, at
Chapman, P. Aim. Dupont, celebreted
American photographer, In New York city;
aged 51.
South African War: Beginning of 4 dere
hea .y fight rag on the Budder river between
Roberts' torte sad the Boers under Cetinje.
Obituary: Edwin Forrest Mayo, the actor, at
Quebec.
110. Obituary: William H. Beard, famous painter
of animals. In New Yore city; aged 76
D. Memory: Waitaki*, bead chief of the Slew
'hones, at the Wind River refer-ration; aged
91. Alexasider Hudnut. famous Broodway
druggist is the old Herald building. at
Brighton. England. Leslie K. Keeley. inventor
of the "Keeiey cure." at Los Angeles; aged fa.
IL "Facie lies" Rice, the veteran American cir-
cus closes, at Long Branch. aged 77.
1111, Fires: Is Philadelphia tbe burning of the
Novelty Straw works calmed a loos of 11600.000.
The Metropolitan hotel and a business biock
burned at Birmingham. Ala.; loss. 111010.0011
Border Troubles: In • battle with Vaquis at
Guaymas the Mexican troops lost tri men.
Ii At-ordeal: A family of killed la • collision
btowems • carnage and • train on the Lehigh
Valley sear Rochester.
M. Obituary: William Butterfield. celebrated Kare-
lian architect. in London. aged WI
Ilk Fire! At Risotto, • suburb of Oswego, N. ;
In Mr0.000.
V. Gen. Cron* earrendered his army to Leol
Roberts at Paardeberg after • stubborn de-
fense of 5 days' dutch:re; about hula Born
serenowl wed.
TRUSt 'NOSE WHO HAVE TRIED
I suffered froin instant:lot the wor,4
Wed and never hoped for cure, but Ely's
Cream Balm seems to do even th it
Oscar Ostrom. 45 Warren Ave ,Ohicago,
The Balm reached me safely and the
Shipwreck: II dratinted In the foundering o
f a
barge of Narragansett Pier,
Fire: IDepartmeat store and ether propert
ies
bums] at Newark. N. J.; tom, $600,000.
ISAflCL
L me: Loa of 11400.000 in the business district
of If ,•ingstowu,
South liftman War: Geo. Boiler's advance reacb-
ed Ladysmith, the Boers retreating.
& Mies Accident: 12$ men buried by as explo-
sion at the Red Ash aim, New River. W. Va.;
heavy loss of life.
1. rho: In Philadelphia; loss. 1300,000 by the
Waft of Shoneman's dry goods store.
& Tires: The historical Theatre Franca* in
Paris. totally destroyed. At lead, & D., 40
buildings Domed, with a loss of $500,000.
S. Explosion: 4 men killed at the Smith Powder
worts, Pompton, N. J.
Shipwreck: 27 sailors lost by the inking of the
Brittsh steamer Curter in Dover strait.
Obituary: Hoa. E. J. Phelps, ex-minister to
Great Britain sod a Doted scholar, at New
Haven; seed 76.
12. Fires: At Omaha; look #160.000. At Clarks.
silk, Tssin.. the could) courthouse loused':
loon, 111115,000.
South African War: The British government a,-
noun. mopes. to destroy the independ-
illeb of 
o 
Dutch republics.
dent: 16 Italians burned to death In • fire-
trap at Newark. N. J.
14. Fires: At Davenport, la.; loss of $150,000. At
buhanspolis a clothing factory burned; loam
also.000. At Miamisburg. 0., a tobacco ware-
- home destroyed. with • loss of $150.000.
Political: The financial bill Burned by the wad-
(lent.
South Africa, War: Roberts* army occupied
Bloemfontein, capital of the Orange Free
State.
Obituary: Dr. Samuel Hayes Penningtea, oldest
graduate of Princeton university, at Newark,
N. J.; aged 94. Rev. Thomas Kinnicut Beecher,
Doted C ongregatIonal minister, half brother of
Henry Ward Beecber, at Elmira. N. T.; aged
71
Fire: Hotel and opera house block burned at
Mohawk. N. Y.; loom $100,000.
Obituary: (len. Sir William 5. A. Lockhart,
commander of the British forces in India, at
Calcutta; aged 59.
IL Fire: At Port Gibson. Min.; loss. $100,000 by
the burning of a cotton compress.
Obituary: Andrew Bolter, noted entomologist,
In Chicago; aged 80.
19. Otituary: John A. Bingham, statesman and
jurist. at Cadiz, 0.; aged 85.
5. Fire: In Philadelphia; loom of 1100,000 by the
burning of Moore's wire factory.
U. Gen. Sir Edward Womicate of Buller's army
died in Moot hospital. N•tal, of wounds m-
artini on Jan. 24 while leading the attack at
Spies lop.
5. Fire: At Fort Plain, It. T.; loss of 8100000
by the burning of Clinton Liberal institute.
It Obituary: Rabbi Isaac Wise. Hebrew teacher
and heder of note, in Cincinnati; aged 81
Field Mareisl Donald Stewart of the British.
army. at Algiers; aged 77.
27. Obituary: Gen. Met Joubert. commander SI
the Boer army. at Pretoria: aged 6-1-
96. Obituary: Count Benedetti. French embasea-
dor at Berlin during the war excitement in
PrO. in Paris; aged to.
SO. Fire: vise Columbia theater burned he Chi-
moo; lose. 1200.001
Obituary: Archibald Forbes. noted English we.
corremoncient and author. in London, aged 62.
South African War: Gem Louis Botha, Boer hero
of Spion hop, appointed general is chief te
aucated Gen. Joubert.
APRIL.
S. Plre: At Newport. Ark.; lois. 1500,000
South African War: Boers repulmd • British
sortie at Ilefeking.
Obituary: Dr. fit. George Miran, noted Catholic
scientist. to London; aged 73.
Obituary: Joseph Louis Franeols Bertrand,
noted French writer and scientist. in Paris;
aged 78.
South African War: Col. Broadwood's command
entrapped at Thabanchu and 7 guns taken by
the Boers; casualties. 170. Col. die Villebois
Mareuill, the able French ally of the Boers,
killed in &Mime at Boshof. II companies of
British railway guards captured by the Boers
at Bethaut.
h Obituary: Oman Pasha. hero of Plevria at
Constantinople; aged about 06.
Fires: In Kansas City the Convention hall and
other buildings destroyed; loss, 11400.000 Is
Oranare, N. J.; loam, 11100,000.
The Prince of Wales fired.upon is Brunets by
Belgisa.
S. Fires: The physical laboratory of Lehigh uni-
versity at Bethlehem. Pa., burned; look 1800,-
001 At Ballston Spa. IC Y.; loss, 1200,000.
7. Obituary: Frederick Edwis Church, noted
American painter, in New York city; aged 74.
& Puri in eitioniess nontea dry goods ion
bussed, loss. 6600.000.
h Fire: In Brooklyn flames swept over 9 acres
of ground and destroyed property valued at
sano.000.
to. Obituary: Commodore W. K. Mayo. U. IL N.,
retired, in Washington; aged 7L
U. Pans exposition of 1900 opened to the public.
IS. Filipino War: In • tight between Gen. Bell's
troops and natives 80 bola:nen were killed.
19. Obituary: Jean Faltruire, mud French sculp-
tor. in Paris; aged OD.
21. obituary: rite Rey. Charles Beecher, brother
of Henry Ward Beecher, at Haverhill, Masa.;
aged 86. Alphonse N. Edwards, noted tutu-
ralist. at Paris; aged 64-
14. Political: The ornate refused to seat M. S.
Quay, appointed by tha governor of Pennsyl-
vania.
N. Fire: At Ottawa and Hull. Canada. 2.000
buil•fings burnid; look 115,001100e
South African War: Wepeoer relieved. the
Boers under De Wet retreating northward.
Explosion: At Johannesburg, South Africa, Beg-
bas smokeless powder magazine destroyed;
10 killed, 1,0 injured.
I& South Airiest President Kruger issued a
proclamation ordering all British subjects to
leave the Tomersal.
• KAY.
I. Obituary: Munkacm. the celebrated Hungarian
painter, at Bonn. Gennep): aged $6.
Explosion: Newly 400 deaths in • mining catas
trophe at Schofield. Utah.
4. Shipwreck: 10 lives lost by the wrecking of
tbe British steamship Virginia off Hatteras.
IL Personal: Gra Otis relieved from the com-
mend in the Philippines by Gen. MacArthur.
S. Obituary: Ex-Secretary of War William B.
Endicott. In Boston; aged 71.
Fire: Os the Mallory line piers, New York city;
loss. 51,000.001
7. South African War: Roberts' troops crowd
the Vaal and Vet rivers; President Kruger
summoned all the Transvaal Boers to arms.
Fire*: Piers and sheds of the Jersey Storage Co-
at Constable Hook buneed; look $600,000.
Furniture factory and 40 boom burned at At-
lanta; loss. 1130.000.
It Political; Bryan and Tows, nominated by the
Populists at the Sioux Falls cooveetioe; Bar-
ker and Donnelly nominated at Cincinnati by
the Middle of the Road Populist.
IL South Africa: President likeye abandooed
Kroonstad and established the capital of the
Orange Free State •t Lindley.
II South African War: Kroonetad. the second
capital of the Orange Free State, occupied by
British troops.
Fire: In Camden, N. J.; lank 1175.0e0.
IL Personal: Senator William A. Clark of Montaaa
announced his resignation from the Renate.
18. Fire: In the business center at Greenwich.
Conn.; look $400,000.
IS. South African War: Relief of Illafeking by the
British after • siege of 217 days.'
IL Filipino War: I companies at natives, oe-
cers and men, surrendered at Tartu.
IL Obituary: Francis Bicknell Carpenter, noted
American pottralt artist and tamed for his
musiveng us ase neemereueet pamciamanon. is
New York city; aged 70.
South African War: • squadron of Bethune's
mounted intantry embusiied in Natal; casual-
ties. III.
St Financial: Price, McCormick & Oa, exchange
brokers, failed for $12.000,000.
16. Convention: Annual meeting of the Society
of the *any of the Potomac at Frederkka-
burg, Va.
Obituary: Renee Giuseppe Puente. the femme
opera baritone; aged 80.
11. South African War: Roberts' army began the
invasion of Transvaal territory in force.
China- The Bolters, or rebels, began their march
toward Peking.
18. Total eclipse of the sun.
IS. Accident: 9 killed and 10 injured by the col-
lapse of a footbridge at the Paris exposition.
effect is surprising. My son says the Stops the cough and cures the
first applioation gave decided relief. in 12 hours w Ith,,at usomeating
Respectfully, Mrs. Franklin Freeman, .45 cents
Dover, N H.
The Balm does Lot irritate or canoe
'glomming. Sold by druggists at 50 centv
or mailed by Ely Brothers. 56 Warren
St , Now 1 ork.
CASH
cold
Prine
foe acceptable Ideas.
State If patented.
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8.. China: American, British. centre,
Ruselan and Japanese troops tandem
the legations in Peking.
IL Convention: 10th annual reunion of t, Unit-
ed Confederate Veterans, at Loutirville;
South African War: Johannesberg d by
British troops and the flag of EiicIan4psiacd
ever the public buildings.
JENE.
S. Obituary: Clarence Cook, noted art elide and
writer, in New York city; aged 72.
6. Chiba: Dowager empress ordered the foreign
once sot to suppress the Boxers." Mini-ti
Conger notified Washington of the hsa.tvity
of the Chinese government.
Convention: General Federation of Wo n's
Clubs met in Chi
clS. Chins: FightingaNkku bet American
marines and Boxers.
Obituary: Rev. Dr. RlcbardT Storrs. famous
Congregational pastor, in Brooklyn; aged Si.
Stephen Crane, novelist and correspondent, in
the Black Forest. Germany; aged 80.
& British gag hoisted over Pretoria.
7. South African War: Boers destroyed a:. entire
WHIM battalion at RoodwaL
S. China: President McKinley appealed to by
inisaionarms in China for p-otection.
Penionel: Maj. Gen, Nelson A. Miles, U. & A.,
commissioned lieutenant general.
Filipino Aar: Gee. Pio del Misr, noted Fili-
pino leader, captured.
S. China: Tung-Chou, Dear Peking, burned by
Boxers; ter nuasionaries noircered.
10. Fatal Riot: At St. Lou!.; 6 killed and several
injured in a strike riot.
11. South African War: Battle between Bete.
and Roberta near Pretoria,
China: International forces attacked Tien-tin;
Sagiyarna. Japanese chancellor if legation at
Peking. killed by the Boxers.
U. Obituary: Belle Boyd. once a Doted worthern
spy, at Kilbourne, WU.; aged 67. Lucretia
Peabody Hale. Doted writer, in Boston; agei
SO.
IL South Africa: President Kruger transferred the
seat of the Tranavaal governmmt to Alikmaar.
China: Foreign troops forbidden to. enter Pe-
king.
I& Obituary: Prieto de Joinville, ton of King
Louis Philippe of France. who for a time
served in the Army of the Potomac during
the civil war, is Paris; aged 81
Sporting: Coley Mack woe the Suburban
Handicap.
17. China: Chinese farts at Taku. being ordered to
surrender to sIllea, opened fire on allied fleet;
Russian. British, French, German and Japanese
ships replied; Admiral Kempff refused to join
is the order to surrender or the bombardment;
surrender of the forts; wild nots in Peking.
IS. China: Gee. MacArthur ordered to send troops
and Admiral Keropff directed to act concur-
rently with other nations for the protection of
American int-rests; fierce von Ketteler. Ger-
man minister at Peking, killed by Chinese
mob.
Personal: Glee. Joseph Wheeler of the volunteers
cormnoned brigadier general la the regular
•
army.
el. Political: McKinley and Roosevelt nominated
at Philadelphia by acclamation.
Chins: Maj. Waller's marines ambushed on the
road to Tien-tsin; American consulate at
Tien-tie destroyed; allied troops reached
Taku.
Filipino War: President McKinley proclaimed
immunity for the past and liberty of action in
the future for the Filipino.
Count Muralieff, timed Russian statesman, min-
ister of foreign affairs. at Is, Petersburg;
5- 54.
U. China: The allies, 2,000 strong, implored
Tier tin.
Railroad Accident: 60 killed in • waehoot On
the Southern railway at McDonough. Ga.
24. Railroad Accident: 4 killed and many injured
on the Chicago and Northwestern at Depere.
WI.
5. Chins: Minister Wu, at Washington, asked for
an armistice. which was refused.
It Personal: Gen, Adna N. Chaffee appoioted to
command the American troops in the allied
army of China.
17. Filipino War: Pio del Mar and $ other satins
leaders held as prisoners of war, took the oath
of allegiance and were released.
China: The international relief column under
Admiral Seymour returned to Tien-min after
making a desperate fight to reach Peking;
casualties. 12 killed and SS wounded.
SI Sporting: Yale defeated Harvard is the annual
boat race at New London, Conn.
The U. & battleship Oregon went ashore on Pin-
nacle rock, off the coast of China, Droll] of
Chef's.
110. Steamship Master: The North German Lloyds
steamers Seale, Bremen and Main burned at
the Hoboken docks; deaths. 102, and property
lom about $10,000.000.
Obituary: Rearafidmiral John Philip. who com-
manded the Tear at Santiago, in Brooklyn;
aged 60.
Sporting: Pennsylvania won the intercollegiate
rowing regatta at Poughteeprie.
China: Battle at 'men-tam; 7,000 Chinese slain;
British Admiral Seymour wounded; foreign
ministers in Peking ordered to leave, but re-
tooled; Chin Chow Ana, ked by Boxers and
mimics destroyed; sternal at Tlen-tein cap-
tured by allies.
rJ
51CLY.
L Chins: Chime@ renewed their attacks on the
allies at Ties-tin.
L China: Heavy bombardment of the native city
of Ties-tin by the allies.
5. China: United States defined its policy is
China to be the restoration of order.
4. China: Two attacks on nen-tido.
Accidents: 16 killed and It injured in • trolley
crash at Tacoma. 7 children killed by dyna-
mite torpedoes In Philadelphia.
I. Political: William Jeanine* Bryan no- ninated
foe president by Ore Democratic satiatial con-
vention at Kansas City.
Obituary: Dr. Henry Bernard, famous educator,
at Hartford; aged IS.
& Chins: Japanese captured the Chinese arsenal
at 'men tin,
11 South African War: Boers captured 2 guns
and 200 Scots Greys and Lincolnshire men at
Nantes nek.
LI. China: Allies repulsed at Tim -tab; the Amer-
ican commander, Col. ff. II. Liscurn. killed.
14. Chios: Native walled city captured by allies
and burned.
111. Fires: Principal business portion of Prescott,
A. l'.burnesl. isle over $1,000.000. • $100.000
blaze at Newcastle, Cal.
18, Convention: Reunion of the blue and the
grey at Atlanta.
SI China: Rout of the Chinese by the Russians
on the Arno:. China spelled to Japan. France
and the United States to intercede with the
powers.
Shipwreck: 40 drowned by the inking of the
steamer Florence on Yukon river
South Striate War: Sharp Spiting at several
points Is the Transvaal.
1111, Shipwreck: The Cunard liner Campania cut
down the Britlab bark Embletoo in the Irish
channel; the captain and 10 of the crew of the
Embleton drowned.
a Obituary: Lucius P. Cbittenden. former reg
beer of the treasury, at Burlington. aged
76.
19. South Afticas War: The Boer general Prinsloo
surrendered unconditionally, turning over
LOCO men of his command,
King Humbert of Italy assassinated at Monza by
Angelo Breed de Prato.
I& Obituary: Alfred Ernest Albert. duke of Edits
burgh sod duke of Mize-Coburg and Gotha.
second son of Prince Albert and Queen Vic-
toria. at Coburg; aged fel
St Obituary: John Clark Ridpath. author and
historian. in New York city; aged Mt
AUGUST.
II China: The allies advanced from 'lien-tin to
Peking.
6. Obituary: Gan. Jacob Dolma Cox. civil war
veteran and historian, at Mallseita.
aged 72.
Fire: At Ashland, mei lam 11.000.000 is the
lumber district
S. Cline: Stubborn Sehting at Klemm between
the allies and Chinese.
S. China: Allies captured Yangtsun on the mar, h
toward Peking.
10 Obituary: Lord Russell, chief justice of Eng-
land. in London; aged 67.
Sporting: Fit/Nimmons defeated Rollin In 6
rounds to New York city.
IL Shipwreck: 56 drowned by the inking of the
French destroyer Framee off Cape Vincent.
IL Acridene: 16 passengers killed by collision of
an omnibus with a train st Sletington. Pa.
Is. Obituary: Collis P. Huntington, railroad nag
sate. In the Adirondack*: aged 71.
Pepsin preparations often fail to re-
lieve indigestion because they can digest
only albommoua footle There is one
Preparation that diettots an eiskire of
food and that to Kodol Dyow-psis Cure
It cores the worse cases of indigestion
and gives instant relief, for it digests
what you eat. R. 0. Hardwick(
Such little pills as DoWitt's Little
Early Risers are very felony taken and
they are wonderfully Et ettve in clean-
ing the liver and bowels. R. 0. Hard-
wick.
'Zia: Peidne entered by the allies after •bo141-
- '
Accifiet4tikInlidaeathe in a oolliaion on the Grand
Rapids Indiana ft., R. at Pi.rson, Mich.
IS. 10biti r: John James Ingalls, ex-U. S. sena-
tor f Kansas. at Las Vroas. N. M . atri i 67.
d419. Fire: t Alexandria, Ind., the plant of the
Kelly x Co. burned; loss, $O01.000.
IL eeci t: 7 killed la • rear end collision on
the Harlem R. R. at Emilio bt•tion. N. Y.
23. Obiginfry: Gen. Cloven% noted leader of the
Paris rolaniUne and veteran of the American
culll oar, in Toulon; aged 77. .
IS. Obituary: Frederick Wilhelm Nietzsche, noted
German philosopher. at Weimar; aged 66. ,
V. Convention: The 34th national encampment of
the Grand Army of the Republic met in Chi•
esiro.
30. si...rtietr. i 0Mo-a defeated McCoy in 5 moods
at Madison Square Garden.
SEPTEMBER.
I. Accident: 15 kited and 40 injured in • evl-
lieion cm the Reading R. R. at HatBeld eta•
Om, Pa.
& Obituary: Arthur Sewall, vice presidential
- 
cendidate on the regular Democratic ticket in
POh. at Bath. Me., aged 66.
& Herrn ane Disaster! A Wert Indian windstorm
devastated Galveston; about 7.0.0 deaths and
property lova of $25.000,000.
9. Obituary: Gen. Innis N. Palmer, U. S. A., re-
tired. a veteran of the Mexican and the civil
wars. at Chevy Chase. Md.; aged 76.
12. Fire: At Narragansett Pier; loss over $400.000.
IA. Obituary: Rear Admiral Montgomery Stetted.
U. S. N., • veteran of the civil war, at Weft-
ernville, N Y.; aged 64.
17. Labor troubles: A strike involvine 140.001
members of the United Mine Worker.. aeeocia-
lion was begun in the anthracite district of
Pennsylvania.
SO. Fire: At Spring Lake, N. J.; loam $350.000.
Obituary: Gem John Alexander MrClentand,
noted western leader is the civil war at
Springfield. Ills.; aged IS. "
U. Fire: Nuncio Min/ wiped out.
Obituary: Dr. Lewis Albert Sayre, eminent sur-
geon, in New York city; aged SO.
IL Obituary: Marshal Martinis Campos, noted
military leader In Spain and former captain
general of Cuba. it Zama
IL Gen. John M. Palmer, noted soldier, lawyer
and statesman of 1111'101a, at Springfield; aged
83.
China: American troops ordered withdrawn from
Peking.
OCTOBER.
1. Personal: Lord Roberts appointed commander
in chief of the British army to succeed Lord
Violorley.
S. Tornado: At Blwabic, Minn.: 10 killed and
property valued at nearly 11500,000 destroyed.
7. Accident: 40 pilgrims killed by the collapse
of • floor at the St. Nikander monastery,
Porkholf. Romig.
9. Obituary: The Marquis of Bute, owe of the
richest men in the United Kingdom. at Wm
fries limier. Scotland; aged 57.
16. China: The refortnen under Sun Vat Nen rap
toyed the town of tie Shan. on RAM river:
200 imperial soldiers killed.
Fire: Port Limon. Costa Rica, nearly deetroyed;
loss about 12,000,000.
10. Fire: Hinnies k Co.'s packing house burned
at St. Paul, loss, $460,000; 4 firemen killed an.,
many injured.
Obituary: Charles Dudley Warner, the author,
at Hartford: aged 71.
Political: Gen. Wexler, former captain general
of Cuba. appointed captain general of Madrid.
is•President Knorr of the Transvaal republic
sailed from LotHinco Marquee for Europe.
12. Political: The Anglo-German alliance to main-
tain the integrity of China asmoanoed to the
posent.
Obituary: John Sherman. ex-mercury of state
and a leading Republicia statiomen, In Wash
Janos; aged 77.
m. Shipwreck: 24 sailors drowned by the lose of
the French steamer Faidberb• off the coast of
Frisco.
Ill South Africa: A force of 250 Boers surprised
and raptured Jecobadal, near Kimberley.
Miners' Strike: The strike or tlie anthracite coal
miners of Pennsylvania ended soh victory tor
the strikers.
I& Obituary: The Rt. Hon. Friedrich Max Mullet,
professor of philology at Oxford university, at
Oxford: aged 77.
IL Fire Catastrophe: An exploston and Bre de-
stroyed Tarrant k Co.'s drug warehouse In
New York: 43 killed and missing and over 100
Injured: property loos about $1.500.00.
Miscellaneous: Crush and panic In London dm
.ing a public welcome to the City Imperial
volunteers returning from South Africa; 10
people killed and 200 injured. Gen. ILDOI'l
forces engage De Wees burghers on Vaal
river. Earthquake in Venezuela killed 25
people am] destroyed 300 houses in Carers*.
Prince Christian Victor. grandson of Queen
Victoria, died at Pretoria.
It Obituary: Gen. D. M. From, veteran of the
Mextess and civil wars. at St. Louis; aged n.
Census of 1900: The census bureau announced
the result of the computations of the total
population of the United States and terri-
tories, except Porto Rico; in the 45 states of
the Union there were on June 1, 1900, 74.627.-
907 inhabitants as against 62.118.811 In DM..
as If/crease of 12.511.096; adding the popula-
tion of the territories, including Alaska, Ha-
wan and the Indiana on reeervetions, the
greed total ts 76.2176.220 s• against 63men,714
In IMO, making the total increase 13.225.461.
Si. Political: The state department announced
the indorsement by the United States of the
Ancliellerman agreement to preserve the in-
tegrity of China and maintain the "open
door." The troops of Montenegro and Amine-
Hungary engaged in battle over • boundary
disputa
NOVEMBER.
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IL Obituary: Ex-Mayor William I.. Strong, the
last mayor of old New York, in that city;
aged 71
Explorim: 20 miners killed In an explosion
which wrecked the Berriesburg coal mina, bet destroyed half • Britis
h convoy north-
West V 1 rgbita. west of Pretoria, kilned 16 
and wounding 23
'flue Cuban constitutional convert- of the guards.
lion opened is Bevana with chews for the Shipwreck: The schooner Mare
 A. Brown of
United States. Gloucester wreckad cm Haiapt
os Beach. IL IL;
Obituary: lama. Quhey Adams. grandson of the crew of 7 persons lost.
President John Adams, at Quincy, bun; aged Personal: Ex-Presideet Kruger anthusisaticane
57. greeted la Bollard.
S. lire: At Albany the Press•Knickerbocker-Ex- S. Financial Troubles:
 C. W. Borges I Co.,
prose burned out; me. $135,000. New York stockbrokers, samigeed, with Baleli•
Politics!: McKinley sad Roosevelt elected by ties placed at $200,000.
the Largest electoral vote on record; follow-tag is Political: British parliament ope
ned with Sere,
a summary by states of the result: attacks on (lumber lais's war policy. 
The
Afrikaoder congress, anti-British in tone, met
at Worcester, Cape Town..
Convention: The American redivides et Lobo(
met in annual couvestion at Louisville.
Obituary: Henry Rummell, composer at popular
songs, at Metering, England; aged M.
1 S. Fire: The Sexton block Is Canton. 0., 
Wm-
.- 4 ed; lose, $301,000.
U 9. Shipwreck: lives ion in sinking of the
e barge Charles Foster during • storm as Lake
Erie.
IL Fire: Prospect hall burned is Brooklyn; low
over 18800.090.
China: The allies routed • heavy force of Boxers
at Wow% on the, road between Ilesotia said
Peking.
Obituary: Charles Pack. one of the forsdele
of the Chicago Academy of Design and a pis-
neer artist of Chicago. at Woodlawn, Ill..
Ann.sermary: Celebration of the centennial of
the removal of the national capital to Wash•
ineton begun in that city.
II& China: Incendiary placards denouncing tor-
- S open posted to Hongkong.
111 Political: The Dorris amendment to the Ray-
Paunoefote canal treaty paned the Senate.
4 e- Shipwreck: 200 passengers drowned by the cast-
le •-• sizing of a reseal on West river, soar
China.
11 South African War: Sharp fight at Nootteedscht,
west of Pretoria. between the British under
Gen. Cleniems and Delarey's force of Boers.
Conveotiom The American Forestry moods-
1111 Don beid its annual coreventios in Washing•
• ton.
Storm: A terriBe wind and rain storm swept
over California; telegraphic communication
with San Francisco cut off by electrical
turtranot.
Fire: State Normal s. Noel at Fredonia, N. Y.,
4 burned; - 7 deaths
sa. Obituary: Oso a id Ottemicrfer. editor the
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New York 
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North Dakota 
(Thici 55
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Pout la Carolina 
Routh NAM,  11
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Virginia
iii•shirertme 
Wert l'irookla
V.
nyounng
It
IS
 me 
Westlet: Vint cold wave of Os eraser;
freezing weather Is southern Kamm and km
with, Arkansas- sad Tennessee.
Fire: Biloxi, Kim, visited by Baines whirl' de-
stroyed BOO buildings and left 7.000 people
homeless; loss. 4800.000.
S. Accident: By the explosion of mut in the Buck
Mountain mine, Mahanoy City, Pa.. 1 miner
was killed awl 26 injured, revered fatally.
liteellaneous: Jerry Lynch, the last snreivor of
the crew of the Confedcrate cruiser Alabama,
died in Atlanta. Great destruction of life and
shipping by a typhoon at Hongkong.
10. Obituary: R. 0. Dun, head of the American
Mercantile :agency. in New V. e. city; aged 74.
South African War: The Brit. forces under
Gen. Smith-Dories engaged the Boers undyi
De Wet 60 sacias northwest of Kroonsiedt and
captured 8 guns; Boer loss, 23 allied,
worded and 100 prisoners.
Shipwrecks- The whoopee Myra B. Weal et-
wrecked on ilandkercuief ow Krglaud
octet, 4 sailors and Tim
steamer Montimilo ermeath. N. ;
36 sailors and passengers drowned.
Sportins: Yale ticon.si 2.; to 0 for the Carnet,
Indiana in the annual football game at New
Rases.
Accident: 8 killed and 15 injured in • collimates
between an express and • eaburban traia at
Cboisy-le-Roi. France
11. Fire: 4 persons burned to death and ono
Injured, S of them fatally, in a Are at the
Gifford House, Poplar Blues, Mo.
Obituary: Henry Villard, the noted financier. at
Thorwood Park, on the Hudson; aged 66.
Marcus Daly, tbultimillionaire mum owner sail
turf patron of Montana, in New York city;
aged tiO.
The Paris exhibition closed.
U. Financial Troubles: William L. Strong 111
wieeireale dry goods house In New York.
placed is the hands of • receiver; liabilities
variously estimated at from 51„0041,000 to II,'
000,000. Grant Bros., stockbroker, is New
York, failed, with liabilities placed at 1200,000.
Conventions: The 14th annual committal of
American agricultural colleges met In New
Haven, The 20th annual anion of the Prat-
meet Episcopal camel' congress began in
Providence.
16. Accident: 13 peascrogers killed and 20 injured
by the derailing of an express near Bayonne,
France; among the killed was the Peruvian
minister to the French COW*, Same Cilineearo-
Shipwreck: The U. B. auxiliary cruiser Yosemite
wrecked off the island of Guam, "ear Gm Phil
ippioes; 6 sailors drowned.
15. Personal: Attempt epos the life of Emperor
William at ItteaLau.
Accident: 4 killed and 4 earloasly injured Is •
heed on collision at Raynelitoe. Pa.
17. Fire. The Amines portion of Phillip*.
Va., swept by flames; loss, $1.000,000.
Sporting. Yale scored le to Princeton'aS in
annual football contest at Princeton.
Miscellaneous: Martin Irma, lormerly prominent
In the came of labor, died at Ilnecieville. Tea
Capt. Joseph A. 0. Yeomen, who suroiredulll
shadowed Jefienos Dada os his eight from
Richmond and astured his capture, died at
Washington Court Hoeft 0.
It Fatal Fire: 7 deaths in the burning or the Me-
Goeigal House at °away*, Pa.
Accident: • mottos of ore docks on the Black-
well canal is Buffalo fell. killing $ persons
and causing a lass of 1160,000
Financial Troubles: A. C. Hooper I Co., stock-
brokers in New York, billed, with illabtlitles of
8400.000.
M. Financial Troubles: The Wiemyer fallk On of
Paterson, N. J., failed, with liabilities of
1500.000.
Convention: The 4th annual convention of the
National Association of State Dairy and Food
Departments met at Milwaukee.
Obituary: Rear Admiral Roger N. Stembel, U.
S. N., retired, is New York city; aged 90.
Charles H. Hoyt, the popular playwright, at
Charlestown. N. It.; aged 40.
Storm: A tornado swept over Missiesippi. Ala-
bama and Tennessee; 64 persons killed, is
eluding 60 at Columbia, Tenn., and IR injured.
fl. Storm: Remarkable rain of and in Colorado;
lose at Colorado Springs, t100,000.
Shipwreck: 26 lives lost in the wrecking of the
steamer Bt. Olaf on Bout* Lawn rocks, in the
Lawrence.
a Obituary: Sir Arthur Sullivan, composer 40
"Pinafore" and other popular comic operas,
In London; aged 68.
Financial Troubles: Chester B Lawrence, Jr.,
stockbroker, In New York. felled. with Usbili
Hoe placed at 11200,0e0.
24. Sporting: Yale scored 28 to Harvard 0 in the
annual football game it New Haven.
Personal: Ex-President Kruger seceived Is Paris
with public demonstratioes of welcome.
It Shipwreck: The schooner Maumee Valley lest
on Point Pelee. Lake Erie; 8 sailors drowned.
IT. Obituary: Robert F.. A. Dort, editor and pub-
Heber of the New York Ball and Express. In
New York city: aged 66. Com/tines IL Davis,
U. S. senator from Minnesota. in St_ Paul;
aged 62.
I& South African War: Dewetadorp, Orange Free
State, captured by the Boers; I guns and 400
British prisoners taken.
29. Accidents: 19 persons killed and 73 injured by
the collapse of a roof is San Francisco. M
killed and many injured in a collision on the
Mexican Central IL R. seer lemon. Mexico.
Obituary: Rear Admiral Frederick Belisle U.
S. N., in Washington: aged IL
DECEMBER.
1. Fire: In Fulton. Ky.; loss, $250,000
L Obituary: Ex-Gov. James W. McClurg of
Missouri, at Labium., that Mate; aged 88.
I Accident: 11 killed and 11 injured he an en-
ploaion of the Chicago and Northeastern a. R.
heating plant in Chicago.
Political necood ssesina of the 50th congress
opened.
6. Accident: S workmen killed and 20 injured by
• collision cm the /Mothers Pactiga seer
Suisun. Cal.
6. Obituary: Abby gage Richardson •meericas
author and dramatist, Is Rome; aged M.
South African War: 5,000 Boers under Gen. De
w.
the
.... New Yorker meats Zeitung, is New York
S ... city: been 74
- 
Sporting: The 6 day cycle rare In New York
  
11 - city ended. iiith McFarland col the Arnerican
-
- teem shoed, closely followed by Pierce, the
T. •••• TM 130 Canadian; distance covered. 2,128 miles 7 laps.
Popular vote for McKinley. 7.11118,24111; for Bryan, a Shipwreck: German seboolattip 
irritated at
6,116.3e7. McKinley's plurality. 847.6-79. an in. Malaga; may cadets drowsed.
c‘raee of 246,025 over his plurality in 1814.
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AN EASY GOING BE
thbotosgraptstnit a Big Grimily
Yellowstone Peal& .
said to my cowboy friend, ymi
know this beer?" •
He replied: "Waal, I porton db.
That'.4 tiw old grizzly. He's theft-
gest iu the park. He
minds his ow n business, but
scared o' flotilla an today, you
been scraephe Iie's liable
ugly."
woutd like to take his pictu
said I, -and if you will help me I
willing to take some chances on It.
"All right.- said he. with a
"rn stand by on the horse, an if
charges you I'll charge him, an I It
knock ItIni down once, but I can't d
It twice. You better have your tnt
picked out."
The grizzly came on, and I snap
him at 40 yards, then again at
yards, and still he came quietly to-
ward me. I eat down on the garbage
and made ready-18 yards-18 yards-
12 yards-8 yards, and still be came,
'While the pitch of Johnny's protes
kept rising proportionately. Finall
at five yards he stopped and swung
his huge bearded head to one side to
see what was making that aggravat-
ing row In the tree top, giving me a
profile view, and I snapped the camera.
At the click he turned on me with a
thunderous g-r-o-w-l. and I eat still
and trembling, wondering if my last
moment bad come. For a iteCODd he
glared at me. and I could note Ike lit-
tle green electric lamp In each a his
eyes. Then he slowly turned and pick-
ed up a large tomato can.
"Goodness," I thought, 'Is he going
to throw that at me?" But be delib-
erately licked it out, dropped It and
took another, paying thenceforth no
heed whatever either to me or to John-
ny, evidently considering us equally
beneath hia notice-E. Seton-Thomp-
son in Scribnees.
the
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TOOK CENTURIEVTO BUILD,
Cniogne Cathedral Was Its Process ret
Erection =1 Years.
While the first stone of Cologne ca-
thedral was laid on Aug. 15. 1248, and
the body of the edifice was not opened
until Ang. 15, 1848, 600 years later to
the very day, it was not, however, un-
til Aug. 15, 1880. that the splendid
otructure was finally reported complet-
ed, having thus occupied in building
the record time of exactly 832 years.
The castle of Kingsgoberg, which
stande at the southern extremity of
Juilaud. took 204 years from the laying
of the foundation stone to the rigging
of its master's banner on its highest
Cagstaff. Its foundation stone was the
skilli of its builder's bitterest enemy.
Three months after its laying Count
Jhoraing, the builder of the castle, was
killed, lilt eiin was then In swaddling
clothes. Ile del not continue his fa-
ther's wink until aged 24.
On his twente-lifth birthday he was
thrown into prison by the son of the
man whose skull lay In the earth of
Kingsgotterg's totlntltititta atone. In
this manner master after master of
Kingsgoberg was stopped putting an-
other stone toward the completion of
the founder's work till civilization in-
tervenaL
Restormel castle, in Cornwall. took
90 years to build, of which period ex-
actly one-third was occupied in exca-
vating the foundations, The solid rock
upon which it stands is almost as hard
as Iron. Indeed Restormel means in
Cornish "the palace of the iron rock."
Milan cathedral was begun in 1388
and finished uuder Napoleon In 1805,
419 years.
The Dnomo, at Florence, was com-
menced by Armilto In the year 1294,
the last block of marble being pieced
in position in the facade in presence of
the king on May 12. 1887, a period of
593 years.-Stray Stories.
Meat and Burr.
James Rent, whose famous "Com-
mentaries on American Law" is class-
ed with Blackstone as the greatest
textbook on law, was a great admirer
of Alexander Hamilton. and when the
great Federalist was killed by Aaron
Burr In a duel be became the implaca-
ble enemy of the bitter. One day long
afterward when In New York the
judge saw Burr on the opposite side
of Nassau street He went across the
street as fast as his years would per-
mit and, brandishing his cane in Burr's
face, shouted:
"You're a scoundrel, air, • scoandrel.
a iteoundrel!"
Burr proved equal to the emergency.
He raised his hat and bowed to 
the
ground and then said in his calmest
profeesional tone, "Tbe opinions of the
learned chancellor are always entitled
to the highest consideration."-A
rgo-
Dant.
Workings the Head of the family.
It's a wise boy who knows how to
work his father, and in this precious age
most boys are wItie. Louis' father works
in Omaha, but Louis himself lives with
his grandma In western Nebraska.
tilos most boys do. Louis writes to 11111
fond father only when he wants money
or mmetbing new In wearing apparel.
Leer week he wrote, enumerating a
number of article* be needed. Am
ong
other things he wrote:
"Menge send me some stockings. You
better send bicycle stockings beca
use
they last longer than the other 
kind.
Are you going to send me a bicycle on
my birthday to wear with my 
bicycle
stockings "-Omaha World-Herald.
The Obstaele,
Oldlismme- YmIng man, have an
Ideal. Have an ideal, I nay, and bu
g it
to your bottom at all times and 
places.
Youngdogge-She wou't let me.-Har-
per's Bazar.
Tito Better Hays.
A nuts man Is often better for the
long pull than the brilliant man. The
latter tisolito and is gone, awhile the
other stands by you.
CASTOR IA
For Infarca and CLildren.
The kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
ei3aatw • of
The most soothing, healing and antis-
epee application ever d.•Ised is De-
Witt's Witch Horst Salve. It relieves
at onoe and cores piles, sores, eczema.
and skin diseases. Beware of imitation.
R 0. Hardwick.
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THIS COUNTY
Some Interesting .Notes
About Our Population.
Increase is 11.3-Facts And
Figures Of Much in-
terest.
;.'"-•:P4W-/--- •
The WPM ballade Weed by Men*
of Oesase Merriam. mows thee (*re-
ties oeseity's ismeges in population
fso1*s.1S00 $,844 or 11.3 per
east.
I. giving the senses of the min* cdv-
11 divisions of We massy, comparison
wawa t• made in detaU as the minty
stem stet twee has been redistricted.
The population of Oartet4an from 1800
M 100 follows:
11100. 1.318; 11111, 11 010; 1830, 10,489;
1890. If OW 11140, 16,687; 1830, 19.11110;
1880. $1847; 1870, 95 $117 ; 1880, $1,781;
IOW. 34, i 18; 1900, 37,963.
Tee follistrueg cable is take* from the
heillens by W 0. Haut. chief statistic-
ian:
1900 1890
Magitogrial district 1,
North Hopei/Levine. ex
shish, ut pars of Hey-
kieswillit cosy .... . 1.4411
Itashestial *MEM S.
Sem! ex-
destve se part et Hop-
i:Minnie city 1.(111
Magenarial district S. '.1)
Pembroke, inolediug
parts of Fairview and
Pembroke 4,0115
Fairview Iowa (part of) W
Tenn for Purview
Sawa la aseshortal
NtM 8, in Ohne**
smutty, sad ningisterlal
Matron $. Todd meaty 61
tilialitok• Iowa hart
et) 
Tidal for Pesabreke
Isers. ia mainteriel
dead*, ast14  lid
Nailossetai diaries 4 
Losiview, Isalsdiai
panel Piebr•kl *vs 5.93
Pumbieks emu (pm
$64
1St
488
igssiderlel district S. Le-
gged% Inehatling La-
fayette town  - 3.811
Lafeetaits Mira  199 $16
6 
lieraiss. Weeding
Grainy bows .... 4; 1.179
Gamy tows   14.1
Mfignestial distriet 7 
8,W/eters lastagiag
part st OWN. ems- 1009
Craws Imre (part of). 116
Total for Orono. rows,
In magisterial tErriali
7 and 8 
  WS 4118
Biagi* -rat Mantels 8,
Orotton, ineInding part
if °soften town  4.930
Osten sewn (pars of) 153
eity.in snag-
• Istarld *dried 1 ead 1 7,380 5,833
Ward 1  494
Ward S  437
Ward $   LOU
Ward 4  613
Ward 6  1,963
WardS  1.005
Wind 7 -  708
MARri2D III CLARKSVILLE.
Mr-IL Remedy and Mrs. MM-
tiY Boyd, et this any. were saseried
Tuesday at the reindeers et Mr. Rooks
1.Olastaville Rev. T 0. Ragsdale
sedated.
PeltliONALS.
Taursasy•siCatly.
Mr. Phil V. Marna. et Selma. Ale., is
In she coy.
Nit. Gesrela Rambleg wtetveted to
wheel at Reessilviiie today.
Karl Dietrich returned so school at
Lesingtes, yesterday.
Mr. Hugh Weed left yesterday for
lostnaton, after a week's vets to role-
tires.
Mn. James H Aadasstia, sad daugh-
Mr Margaret, have maimed from Nash-
ville.
Mr. Albeit Dabney, of Oadis, pared
Ilkesush tee shy yesterday is route so
the Inas. College as Lc =ogles
Miss Louise Basement. of Clarksville.
Tess., is expected in the cety tonight to
ithat friends for several days.
kits Hildreth Hamilton, of Cossoil
Bluffs. Ia., is vietting rilatives sad
Meade is the Fairview neighborhood.
Dr. Gras. of B 'wits, Orem, the vet-
erinary stintattn, will be in the any, at
Layse's smile Monday. Jan 7.
Mae HaMis Stieh, who has been visit
tag reissives and fneude In Hopkinavil is.
has returned home -Hendersno Gleaner
Mrs. Adele a and Si's. Lscy Barnett.
of Livingston scanty, were nets today
lel* *arouse to ilopk insv ilie. -Pad wen
News.
• I ••'•
Mrs 0. IL Wells has rented her real.
duos te 1. 0. /Anson who will onatinue
So keep boarders.
Mrs. A H. Cook, who has been spend-
ing toe holidays cob her sewer, Mrs T
• Passer. of Bo //hug (Ireen, has re-
Inixored home
Mr and Mr.. grunt Arnold, who have
bees vieutag Mr and Mrs. R. 0 Hard-
viol at Elopkinevilie, resarJed home
ye eerday . -0 weiaaboro Messenger
Mr Arthur Hooingsworth and wife,
hive returned from a er• st.rn bridal
Sour. They .9-ns severai days thOhicsgo
visiting Mrs. Boitingswortie'ssister,Mre.
Thomas limed,.
ROTSL ARRIVALS.
•
LATHAM: W lii 'Why, W H Water,
11 Dwsey. L uterine; Jeff Harlan, F
1 eilises-o, Evansville, U I Miller, 0
H Layne. • J Modingeworth and wife,
°my ; Ohms D sly, Cincinnati; .1 G elan,
Olds!. K.; I N M, any, I T
ninenside;W Hawthorne, Montgom-
ery, Aia; (.4 N Owasso, begington;
al elaNsis. idaenington; J r Alpme-
Werth. 0 D Snub, Olarkeville; OP
Weide, 11 MOO, his; • Miller, New
Task.
'PHOENIX-8 H Claggettli Bryan,111 
Wes Rome uus, Mro O'Neal, A °Toole's,
P Barnes?, Oily; Mr. D Kolb, 8 Taro-
ts, H Bowies, Paducah; W J Shinn, In-
danapoli- ; U Kolb, Huntsville; j A ma
Oats, L B Borders, Lcut.,cida ; tf Roe
111,111600itle; P Johoson, Ednyville ; Y
We, 8univan, Kr; Robert Harness,
Hasd.statto ; J 0 Moore, Oily.
Gish* Garner's Wild Gales Lint-
sme S ewes riteentasis n and u-ruralgia.
WHEW 7I1S MI. At dellegiele.
TRADE BOARD BROKE RECORD HORROR PARTY CONGRESS
Held Annual 'Election Of Large Collections [lade By Greatly Enjoyed By All
Officers Wednesday. Chief Matthews. the Guests.
Three Inspectors---Coin- 101 Arrests Last Month Unique Entertainment
mittees Appointed-- And $833.61 Assessed Weanesday Afternoon
Rules Revised. In Fines. At Mayor Dabney's. NEW NAVY DErlANDED
RESUMES
Business Will Be Pushed
Vigorously.
The mensal meeting of the ilspleui-
vIlle Tobago* Board.of Trade was bell
Wednesday. OM sirs and latpeaters
vet re shined and considerable basin as
of impresses was nauseated The
meetieg was held in the Flack building
and the site ndance was large
The following fficers were *le t •d
MeT UAITS.11, President
3, it. IGOLarrox, Vice President.
W. H. nano •, Secretary.
Is was deotd-ci that only three inspec-
tors would be needed, and the election
resalted as follows:
F. M. &v-AU,
N A BARIUM.
D. F. ElLinitsor.
Messrs. Byars and Barnett were re
elected on the st ballot, the former
receiving iiiteen votes out of sixteen,
and the latter twelve. The remiss teen
Mr. fi. 41. Backner and Mr. Smithson
was close, the latter tieing elected on
Ohief of Police Matthew, has oom-
pissed a report of the work of his de-
pannsent darter the mouth of Deoeni-
bar. 1900 It will be out milted Finlay
;tight to the city council.
Caps Matthews oollected $480.80 on
new and old floes last month. This la
said to be the largeat eollectlou ever
made in the office.
There were 101 arrests in December
and total amount of fines asseseed b-log
$b3301. Of this uusuut $24550 was
paid in ash. Fiore aggregainie /329 00
were worked Oat In the work boti-e,aud
$92 wee remitted. Outstanding flues
amount to 3187 50.
• Bs; of the arouses for which arrests
were made to lows:
Disorderly conduct  22
Drunk  ..., 14
Loitering 
. 6
Destroying pet petty,..1
Carrying concealed deadly weapons..
the seventh WIGS. The inspectors will Breen of peace
serve two )011111. Petty larceny 
The following monmittees were ap
ted
AUNTS all N COMXITTIS.
• !lacer.
H. IC Cooper.
APPEAL COMMITTER.
T N. 'weigh
James West.
Howell 'Tandy.
O S. Jarrett.
Rules and by-laws were revised re-
gardiog perking and lospeotion which
will result in much benefit if adhered to
by the trade.
Broker, M D. Boale's report, Issued
today, folio*
Tat stades ye sr of 1900 Is peel. sad
wee sarosiboas the year, Arm io strong
bus nail to ADM, resulting favorably
So the trade as a whole, leaving only s
limited quantity os sale. And the new
year stens with fair to bright prooptate
f* Sb. emirs mason. Small stocka of
old and only dabs crop, • not an aver-
age." to supply the large tooresadog de-
mend, whick,Kerstucky dark tobaccos,
oily, fill. The season opened the 2nd,
with very small breaks of kga and am-
aeon leaf, which brought good prime
relatively I to 2 cents higher than be-
ginning of last seasion. Lugo. 8 to 41;
leaf, 8 to To; ell oommon grades,
--
sallittraL IMPORT.
Imo
asetepte for past month . 150
leeeipts for Year .. 14111
Sales tor past month 46
Sale* for Year 11*11
shipments for moans. • 964
Shipments for Year ... 11415
Stock on Sale
Stock Sold • . • - SOO
Stock on Hand . ...... II•24
The following prices are quoted on
old tobacco:
LUGS
Oommon   4 5044 75
Medium .  ........  475 (05 25
Good 5 16(l5 75
LSAT
Common   6 0047 50
Medium.    7 booP:f 00
Good   9 00411 00
SUIT FOR DIVORCE.
Addle Green has brought suit for di-
vorce from Nick Green. She allege.
&betides's:ens and cruel tr•Asuiess. Bee
woo married in January 1890. She says
her husband deserted her In Serember
1900
THE GAME LAW.
The game law expired on the 81ot of
December, HMO, and anyone cringed to
possession of &partridge, quail or pheas-
ant between the date mentioned and the
15th of November next may be fined in
any sum not leer than five dollars nor
more than twenty-fire dollars for each
bird, upon coaviction.
The informer i.e roses of this kind I.
to receive 50 per cent, of the fine.
SIR ARTHUR'S FRIEND.
Tim Lady te Wilma the Great Cam.
poses Meemeathea a Legacy.
Mrs. Pierre, Lorillard Ronald& the
American lady to whom the late Sir
Arthur Sullivan bequeathed a legacy
and the original score of "The Lost
Morel." has been a resident of Lon-
don for 30 years and was one of the
great composer's dearest friends. It
was Mrs. Ronalde who brought about
a reconciliation between Sir Arthur
and his collaborator, W. S. Gilbert
ORR rent LORILLARD RO"ALDO.
The IWO freDIUS441 had quarreled, and
the whole world was in grief. Sirs.
Ronald. soundly lectured both men
separately and then brought them to-
gether at bet dinner table. They shook
hands, became reconciled and at once
began work on a new comic opera. It
was this act of kindness which induced
the musician to make such generous
provision for the brilliant American In
his will. Mrs. Ronald, bas not lived
with her hoehand, Pierre Lorillard Ron-
Ws. for 31 years. She is now Cl) and
her spouse nearly 80. He has lived
alone In his mansion at Newton. Comm.,
and only recently filed a suit for di-
vorce to prevent Mrs. Ronald, inherit-
big her shoire of Ws estate. It was her
Prospect of a pennliees old age that In-
duced Sullivan to Rid her. Mrs. Ron-
ald. was formerly Mary Francis Carter
of Boseqn.
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Christian County Teachers' Asso-
ciation will meet Saturday, Jenoary 19,
at Pembroke. The program will arpear
in next Week's ital.. of the NEW Ewe.
FOR RENT-My residence on South
Virginia street.
dto J1. J. B. Rooms&
Using profane language 
8n-pect. 
Maintaining nuisance 
Driving with improper character 
Fast driving 
81monne in oily flats.,...
Selling liquor on Sunday 
Using indamut language 
Distuz bin* public worseip 
Gaming
Seduction 
booting fireworks on teen 
Selling pistol without Wrenn 
Fornication 
Blocking R. R. cresting 
4
17
1
5
1
1
6
8
9
1
1
1
/NM
Tom! •  . •  101
1119111810=VVOOlibiftPret:WeiftlelKai
AMUSEMENTS.
es
GRAND OTSRA.
Nast Monday evening the Internation-
al Grand Operatic Company will be
here, and the event will be the talk of
She town for a long time to come. The
program will wristlet of "Oavaleria RUA-
Ocala" and "Fans'," which will be
riven in traditional costumes and stage
eft 
-eta complete. Such a musical treat
Se promised, will doobtles draw a large
audience.
No lover of orra should fail to hear
tem oons)any. which is composed of
some of the finest artile in the World.
Primo are very ressonable,"consistent
with snob a high-grade attraction.
Beats are on sale at the Postal Tele-
graph offini
DR. WILSON'S LECTUEE.
The brilliaoteTexas orator, Dr. Homer
T. Wilson, will deliver hie great lecture
"Sp.rks from the Anvil" at the opera
heose Jan. 16 Rob -et J. Bordette stye
of Dr. Wilson:
i•lie is a man, and a man who has
something to say that Othermen want to
bear, which they moot hear. And these
are the convictions batik of the words
that give them power, a certain tender
nese in the vcioe that gives them music,
end the man behind the lecture that
gives it sincerity Tha•'s Homer/T. Wil
son, of Kentucky. No wonder people
go to hear him."
IT D•ZZLROTHR WORLD.
No discovery in medicine has ever
tweeted one quarter of the excitement
that bps been caused by Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption. Its severeet
own have been on hopeless victims of
Oonsumptioni Pneumonia, liemorsilage,
Pleurisy and Bronchitio, there -ads of
whom it has restored to perfect health
. For Clough., Colds, Asthma. Croup,
Hay Fever, Hoarseness and whooping-
cough it is the qnickest, sweet core in
the world. Is is acrid by Anderson &
Fowler. J. 0. Cook, L. L. Elgin, 0 K.
Wyly, who guarantee satistactioe or
refund the money Large bottles 50e
and $1 00 Trial bottles free.
v...,ea Women, rural:inter to Rein.
11: • Freri6 until recently the
head of the peat New York publishing
1101116, has now retired from Its man-
note by Alms Dupnat.
MRS FRANK LIISEIR.
agement, according to Rome accounts
by compulsion. and will devote her life
to leisure !mil authorship.
*.se rouge e• 
• thought your wife was going to
join our physical culture class this
year. Mr Smythers?"
"She did intend to. but we've got a
girl who bas been over froth Sweden
only six weeks. and my wife has to
talk to her by making signa."-Chleago
Times-Herald.
Take away my lint letter, take away
my second letter, take away all my let-
ters, and I am still the same. What
am I? The postman.
I The rose was an emblem of Immor-
talky among the Syrians. and the Chi-
: nese planned It over graves.
Positively relieves the cough and
Muni the worst sold in twelve hours.
From Thursday's daily.
The hileeter Gant, of Haar • Oity,who
have been the recipients of so much to-
ols! &Ottawa, and were the guessa of
honor at the New Year's remptton its •
en by Mr. and Mrs. T W. Loop, were
again the honorees of a aelightfal affair
given yeeterday afternoon by Misr Alien
Boobey at the residence of May or F. W.
Dailey
It Was a horror party, and guessing the
pet:Mier and original designs that repre-
sented the individual horror of each
guest, caused a great deal of pleasure,
and required much penetration. Miss
Mary Barbour captured the prise for
she most original and beet (tarried out
horror. The dining room wrs beauti-
fully decorated in pink and white, the
colors of the As Yon Like It Club, of
which hits. Scobey is a member. lie-
hotous refreshments were served.
Those present were: Misses Letticia
Feirleigh, Mary Wiliam, Bees Gant,
Emma Gant, Belle Moore, Edith Eon!.
ware, Nan Long, Mettle Long, Willie
Rust, Mrry Flack, Mary Harbour, Leine
Stiteo, Bess Russell: Mesdames 0 K.
Wyly. Preston Thomas, Herbert Mc-
Pherson, Tone Underwood, Berta Gent,
Alf Eokles, Walker Wood, Henry Aber-
neihy, F M. Brown
11,•••••••••••••••.^"."0Beverly Bells.
Hark ! open the gals,
The winter demon bean a doleful sound
The Named tones of death-The year is
dead.
How hard to die now sp
And *Pigmented?
Time, grey and grim,
Sits silent, weevils' the Marini& of ages
No wall uprises from the outvotes!
bears
For the dead year.
Henry Whitnian Faxon
Yes,tbe year has wrought its mission.
For some it brought festivity and joy;
to others heartaches, empty space and
tears. Over these we lay a pall of ten-
derest memory, whose heavy white
folds, only, are between us and loved
ones.
-The Christmas holidays have been
redolenkof joy ushered in by the enter-
tainment cl the pupils of Miss Ketie
Townes at Beverly Aoademy.with about
fifty pupils, from the tiny child to those
of larger growth. Miss Townes bad
them so admirably trained, as to give
an enterniment surprising in character
and 111104.811, each pupil giving !trainees
arable credit to her as teacher, discip-
'Darien, and a young lady of wonderful
x cows ability. The music and rect.
tames were well rend .red, and the
plays aid representations well done.
The interludes were made pleasant by
good mu-ie, netably from the Misses
Mei and Fulton Mt j3r, and Miss
Anna Fleming.
The piano used was of surpassing
sweetness, and was kindly proffered
and tent out by Meagre. airmen and
Gaither, of Ninth Street, llopkiusville
We hope Beverly may show apprecia-
tion if neeoiog anything in music line,
for the exueeding courtesy of these geo-
demon to this entire community. Bey
erly sends greeting and good wishes,
that the new year and contrary may
bring to them a full fruition of success
-The district term will boon oicse
and iii. only fair that Miss Townes'
pay term shall bring her a godly num-
ber of pupl:s. We cannot hope to re-
tain a good teacher to teach merely the
five mouths free school. And this is
Ike mysterious secret of deficient and
on-thorough pupils. Penny-wise and
pound foolieh parents draw the line of
edu_iation to a financial point. These
parente received in antebellum days, a
liberal education. Every year and
branch of their education represented
dollars and cents, and not in slatted
a,nonn•s, for only in recent yews, have
free schools been patronized by the bet-
ter class of people.
Now they deny to to their own what
their fathers so lavishly bestowed, and
give to dear children, only the opportn-
nines that the county gives-(.hall I
say ii?) to the negro.
Shame on the man who can, without
s rapt., lee his children have only the
education that the county affords!
There is another faction to whom,
even a professor of Isle, or "a wise
man of Greece" could not long give
satisfaction, b-cause their childreu have
to be governed, forgetting that "order
was heaven's fret law" and that the
school room is the credie of nations who
must submit to the power. that be.
-The parties at J. L and W E 'Me-
grim W. P. Bad, s, Irving Csyoe's were
pleasant occasions.
-Dr. Stone's marriage elicits oon-
gratulatiot s and good wishes hem his
legion of friends
-B. A. W enlock has been gilts sick
-Esq. Thouiss Majrr announces as a
candidate for iheriff.
Oonetitutioeally • D-moorat, we ab-
hor Republictenises in any form. Yet,
if the Sheriff of Chriatiao County most
be Republican, Mr. Major would flit the
office ititedigeotiy, and as oreditetly as
one of former days, Mr l'y Brown, Oh e
traatei Republicen and Democrat oath
equal courtegy, net pettioa upon mina
trY P000le the indignity of negro con-
stables, one to which no true Kntuclean
or Sou•h-rner will sal:omit without pro-
test.
-Goed wishes and New Year's gree4.
ing for "Tna Nave ERA" now and ever.
Beverly,
Jan 1, 1901
LETTER TO ENDEAVORERS.
Dr W. S. Deploy, president of the
Kentucky Ohristisn Endre/mom union,
has issued a letter to the member, of the
union all over the mate, in whiah he
urges npon them to make this, the first
year in the new century, the best of
their lives. He urges special MIMI, to
bring in,good reports to the next Mate
meeting at °platens nest spring.
The Booz Inquiry.
Special to New Era.)
PHILADELPHIA, Jan 8.-The spec
ial Hon.° if Representatives committee
to inve-tigate the reported hazing of the
late Cadet Boos, of West Point Military
Academy, will meet here tonight and Gr u s:
residence of the cadet, Sibegin the in- 9 Ita
quiry Saturday or Sunday. They will
go to West Point and continue the in
quiry on Jan. 7th.
Boyle To Be Hanged.
[Special to NewiEra.)
NEWPORT, NEWS, Va., Jim
rlillions For Water Ways
--President Zelaya Is
Expected.
'SPECIAL TO NNW SRA]
WASHING1ON, Jan 8 -Ootgreee
resumed business today, the members of
both Borate and house returning in good
spirits.
It is understood that bustles. will be
pushed vigorously.
Now that the holidays are over the
rivers seed harbors corn &Ottee will posh
the bill that annually circulate. millions
throughout the country by all the arte-
ries of commerce. The Father of Wa-
terer, as usual, will have a golden Ermine
to help it. turgid watere in washing a
channel at the southwest pass, bat the
ten million dollars will be distributed
over ten years. A million will he spent
OD a leek mad etararbelow Oi n asi-on
the Ohion. while Oleveland MAW*
Lake Erie comes in for four million and
poor Galveston one million. The dig-
ging of a chanuei for the biggest class of
steamships in New York harbor will
take millions also, but that rerresents
more commerce than all the rest of the
appropriations put together. As to the
oonvetolon of the Desplaines and Iiiiuois
rivers into a navtgalle waterway, the
committee think it will take $80.000 000.
Prksident Zelaya of Nicaragua, and
part of his cabinet are expected to visit
Washington some time this winter chile
congress is in session. Their visit is
supposed to be in cootsectlou with She
proposed Nicaraguan renal multi ,
As emigre's assembles today ills 00n-
fronted by the demands for a new navy.
The naval increase program for 1901 in
solve. the construction of thirty. {we
v, stela of 151,800 tons displacement,
which is more than double that laid
down in any preceding year, Authori-
ty is asked for three 15,000-ton battle
ships, two 15,000-ton armored cruisers.
six 2.000-ton gunboats, rex 800-ton gun-
boats, ten 200-ton gunboat.', three 15,000
ton colliers, one 7,000-ton repair ship
and one, 7,000 ton marine transport
the new fighting *Mpg are more forrol-
(table than any (f the same category yet
designed, With the seventeer now
building or authorized, and with the piz
battleshipa and two armored cruisers al
reeds in commis ion, they will give an
offensive force of thirty ships.
STRIKER A RICH FIND
"I wee Moab ed for soveral years with
chronic indiereation and nerveue debili-
ty," writes F. J Green, o. Leuoaster.
N. H "no remedy helped me until I
began using Electric Bitters, which did
me more good than all the medicine I
ever used. They 'have also kept my
wife in excellent health for years. She
says Electric bitters are just solendid
for female troubles: that they are a
grand tonic and invigorator for weak,
run down women. No other medicine
nan take ite Voce in our family." Try
them. Only 50c. Satisfaction guaran-
teed by Anderson & Fowler, J 0,
Cook, L.L. Elgin, O.K. Wyly, druggists
THE BOHEMIAN.
The Bohemian, a magseneof original
fletion has made a deeided hit. Its
name is a fair index of ate character; it
is permeated throughout with the true
Bohemian flavor.
The January number begins with "La
Dense Macabre," a picturesque eclogue,
by Everit Bogert Terhnne. Other note
Oleefeateres are. "Fr Leve of a P I In-
Pew" a romantic ItOta'ILD tale, by F
Ernest Holman: "Frank Inoenee," a
seriking4 original story by the well-
known author, Edward Payson Jack
son; "The Grief of Three," a tale of Bo
hernial Paris, by Oman Pyle; and "The
Mate Asbean" by Soott Irving Litchfield
.111.
RAILWAY BUILDING.
- -
Number Of Miles Built In Kentucky As
Compared With Oilier States.
Daring the year 190), 4 9...2 wiles of
new railroad were constructed in the
Uuited Stases On &moues of the noch
price of rails the amouut of construction
was not as large as expected at she be-
gineieg of the y• ar. In Kentucky only
thirty•three miles were oonstruned.
Fifteen southern Statee stow an ad led
mileage of 1.718 miles. Texas lead, all
other States with 318 mils& of new mod
and Pennsylvania comes second with
277 miles. The longest stretch of track
waa built by the St Louts and San Fran
cisco, 142 miles. The Linisville and
Naelaviiie built ninety miles, tee Ohre&
peske and 0,110 WO, the B. v 0 8. W
thirty five miles N-erly all of the big
syste.ne spent large sums in reducing
grades and building new bridges
Coal Famine.
(opecial to New Era )
OHEYNNS, Wyo. Jan 8 -A coal
famine is immirient.
Already suffeling is great.
PROVISION
Mrs. Davidson With-
draws -Divorce Suit.
rlutual Friends of Couple
Have Caused a Rec-
onciliation.
John Davidson and his wife, former-
ly Mrs. T. L. Gant,cavereoomeled their
differences and She divorce snit filed by
Mrs. Davidson will be withdrawn. Mrs.
Davidson, who has been living with her
Goole, Mr. I. R. Spillman. in IMO iii,,
j iined her husband on Monday,
The nit of Mrs. Davidson for divorce,
filed here several weeks ago. was the
tint known by the public of their mar-
riage, which was secretly performed in
Indiana last May. In the petition it was
alleged that the marriage ciertilloate gave
the name of Davis, when in reality Da-
vidson was the man to whom Mrs. Gant
was married, and that Davidson had re-
fused to acknowledge her as his wife.
The divotoe suit brought stoat tile
habeas corpus proceeding instituted by
T. L Gant, of Hopkineville, for the pm
-elision of his six year-on:lion. which hi.
former wife refused to give op The
case was tried before Special Judge
Morrison and he divided YIRm. o t
child between the parents, but Mrs
Davidson has since refused to surrender
the boy under this agreement.
Mutual friends, it is understood,
brought about the reconciliation between
Davidson and his wife, which has no
bearing on the matter of the Gant case.
-Owensboro dispatch in Courier Jour-
nal.
NEW ASSESSMENT.
After hewing further argument of
the representative, of the distillers for
a reduction from $10 to $5 per barrel of
the valuation of whisky for taxation,
OA state board of valuation at noon yes.
terday reduced tee vainallon to Vt,
this is $1 more than the rosatemeut of
last year.
& COMPANY.
wilOLESAlE
NETIAl 
GrOCerSO
OP COURT HOUSE
OAR VING
SETS.
I have bought at ha'
price a lot of
CARVING SETS,
Knife,
Fork
and
Sharp'n'r
of 75 different patter*
of drummers' samplea.
Will sell them at
Will Be New Treaty
With China.
ROBERTS WELCOMED.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, D. 0.. Jan. 8.-The
new treaty with China, it is announced
on the blithest authority is certain to
OJIAMLI an "open door" provision.
In "Bob's" Honor.
(Cablegram to the New Era)
LONDON, Eng , Jim 8-Earl Roberts
arrived here today and a great demon-
stration in his honor is taking places.
Great Snow Storm.
(epee's/ to New Era.)
ASHLANG, Oregon, Jan. 3.
-The
worst snow storm in years has just end-
ed. It raged two days without °easing.
WIAIWWWWW•WileMiWiy
CUT PRICES
On Ladies' Separate
Skirts, Cloaks
& Jackets.
See our line of ELEGANT GENTS' UNDER-
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS,;WINTER
-WEIGHT, AT--
39C a Garment.
, See Display in Show Window. '
T. M. JONES.
Main street, Hopkineeille, Hy.
WIYMPARM,
MThrtffrfttriffrittir????Wiftltrffffrttittint
Of the Prices of Our Entire Stock of Ladies'
and Mises' Jackets, Automobiles,
English Backs, Etc., Above_jio,00. This
Will Give You Our handsome
$11.00 GARMENTS AT $ 8.80
$12.50
$15.00
$16.00
/ $17.50
SI
if
66
60
I
" $10.00
$12.00
$12.80
$14.00
66
66
The above is any easy proposition with houses that mark
their goods in hieroglyphics and have "askin' "and "takin' "
prices, but with a store that has but one price and thast marked
in plain figures, 2o per cent, means a great deal.
It Means What It Says.
J.H.Andcrson&Co
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
iattitututtitituttituttutatuutititittutitiusta
oossssss6sssssssssssesssso
$11ew ideas.
$Betytiful D esigps
IN
‘1')
For the Holiday Season. No "Pen Picture" could do them jus-
Mufflers
AND
Neckwear,
tice. We will be glad to show them to you.
We Have Lots Of Other eoods Suitable For
Christmas presents.
Such as GLOVES, HANDKERCHIEFS,
UMBRELLAS, HOSIERY, HATS, SHOES, ETC.
:THE BASS SHOE COMPANY.
Wallace Warileld, Alex Cox,
Manager Shoe Department. Manager Furnishings Department.
.SSSSSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSS SSSSSW
grargractiv ;m4“,
bthe eti. Watts.* 44/E snrk:oot . *.
proceed tomorrow to Bristol, the late
GO TOGETHER 'OPEN DOOR
. 
•
Half Price.
ALSO
BREACH LOADING
We have purchased the J. H. Dagg Planing
Kill and Building Plant and
Respectfully
SOLICIT RUB BUSINESS
On Building Materials of All Kinds or to
xrc)
The very best work and prompt service guaranteed.
41161*
•
Mill h Bolt rilog compuir
tomorrow morning. He was convicted
Alma Hamilt3n on June 2, 1892, 1a a
William 0. Boyle, will be hanged here re us youNG. 
(Incorporated)
m„
of murder in the first degree for killiog
drunken Al of jealowy, 
Street, Hopinarrill• BySixtb fel* *di ralagniNaltelh •
0*.wpgf amp spin
During the Holidays, at
it
1-4 off. • •
•
•
•
•"-Doeitt9e -
•
I 
..•
'
-
• 
-
•••.4ei
-
• cf,;,..y •
• • •
• .,"-Itz!tiri _
Illnassemeasense
OPEN DOOR
AU Who Would Be
Useful.
VSLUE OF SYTWATHY.
Talmage Calls Attention
To Power Of Little
Things.
Weenteirivet, Dec. $0.-In this dis-
agree Dr. Takao abows an open
Other for Way ems wlas desires to be me
-
%Iilluittalsit blow a little th
ing
melda sash' doughty. The text is
tierorlis arr. 11 (revised version). 'A
WNW fitly spoken is like apples of 
gold
Illalmikets of silver."
4111111gess basket beaded with fruit Is
IOU the text What is or-
thintslabid "pictures" ought to
1111111111111. HAN is a silver oetwork
thelf/Aistiss IS Mad golden ap-
. 
is renaista. Teo know
Row moo MON 
glow through the
of a basket of silver betwork.
have seen each a basket of tra
it
of .ay a table. It whet
s the tippe-
t* DB WA as repass the vision. S
al-
vas evidently toad of apples 
be-
le me of speaks of t
hem.
he writes in glowing terms
 of
ssates sad Age and pages an
d
he mete* to &.,a milmet u
lemeilin811111110 in apples. Wing
Sr • ettlipill et them when be says
phew, •Olinettirt me with ap-
lb, abmallia of
=
at. "A weed ley spoken is like
of gold to baskets of silver."
Si see, the wine man eulogises just
weed. Plenty of recognition bas
boss for peat orations-Cicero's
ofCanine, the philippics
Damsallimmin. the are days' e
rgo-
et Ildmessil Burke against 
War-
adwarl Irving's &s-
tir Mir and libraries full
eaterance-bat my text ex-
am! pewee et owe word when
 It re-
flas to 'a weed ally spoken."
tido may messa single 
word, or a
uppA collection of words
-socnethistg
Inn ann oder toone breath, 
something
• =
ye, can compact into me se
a-
"'A word lily spokes"-as es-
eseerhgleg werd, a kind word, a t
imely
munk a oympathetie word, as a
ppro-
.,* VW& I esa past r
ight down
Male .1-i damn* and gad 
be.
rills 'diet and boat doom m
en whose
Isuperal and sternal destinies hav
e
bum decided by a weed.
A Word el PeAtitet17.
I tell you what is a great nimbi In iv-
my mots history. It is the time whet
s
Ile toseaselng an occupation or prorat
-
ing& Me Is opposed by men in middl
e
elk became they do not want say Mr,
and by some of the aged because
dear bolas crowded off and their
being takes by younger men
sass severe and unfair ex-
et _yam lawyers by old
POW *eters by old doe-
et piliteihialiture by aid side-
Behr of the eld msrehants
Abbot the mos merellbais.Tvow-
hmenlis aid Wales slits are
bin= of wow trowels so4 now
 kato-
tad sow maim Moo It is so dit-
to get introdneed. How long a
has many • physiden bad his
before be got • call for his
and the attorney before be got
Into wants to risk the Ufe of
to a young physician who
Bu dgdama only last spring and
11111Mr sot know measles from war-
er le Me the obtaining of a Ter-
MAO to an attorney who
years ago read the dna page
?
to the mute ioarebant to cam-
With his next door bargain maker.
lea afford to undersell some
leseasos he ems more than make
tir the groat as other things or
OM NW arse times sad had mor
e
money atter each fathomt am is that
urE111111. teof a itedlikeed when
SIM Ms twine as many mai in 
that
Ns• hi bard those and oceans-
an tlds very moment
of men who are just start-
ler themselves, and they need
• t-not lore harangue, not
from profound book, not a
gait a paragrapb. but a word, oste
tittly spoken.
• wax does sot that old seerebant, who
lebma ID years is loseinees, go into
smsrehants "tore and say,
•He mode only that one
although. if coarse. you will 11-
It by telling your own experi-
bow fang you waited for me-
wed bow the fret two years
money. and bow the next year,
you did better. Muses in your
swamped the surplus with
hilin Why does not that old
or boo that young lawyer's ot-
dew be has broken down in
ble lest plea before a jury and
weed with only .two syllables,
r if. needs only that one
although, of course. you will O-
tt by taking him bow you
down in an of your first can.
lea bashed at by court and bar
, and bow Diemen broke down
, dart and bow hundreds ot thik,
eseetuntal lawyers at the start
boors. Why de not the success-
Apia fre right away and tdi those
aro darting what they went
and how their notes got pro-
what unfortunate purchases
kende and bow they were sine-
bat kept right on until they
the pellets milestone? Even
who pretend to favor the new W-
and say they wish him well pot
In his way.
• Leen se oeersse.
are so many men wbo have all
• of usefulness and power
Si-courage. If you can only
Cod glee the= that, you give
nverytblag. In Mestriting that
loped dhow Sem that every main
ever asteueled .to anything had
struggle Show him whet skip.
or
sok
Nur
You
want to
get Well. Who
doesn't ? But
you are discour-
aged. You've tried
medicines that prom-
ised much but didn't
keep their promises. If
you want to get well
try the medicme that
makes people well,
DitsPIERCeS
GOLDEN MEDICAL
DISCOVERY.
For diseases of the stomach
Mid ewes of digesiâos and
faddifille. this me: casts
y entailing am.
east. of all
use gerrelL
"Iot serum beef myto writes
Mabaelicrir arrre.
=
of eer seam( v welt I 
MLA Is tut Inalth foe
1....yeess. Had ears anma. same kande cold
reemosieg I sae eta-
sag Mures ameipmete
. sendiezipaissevim
get weltis yea I Am.&
omit new he oteut
hem news As boutes of
Pc Nene% Addeo
Modkel nienewery,
sad fey Matte
is sew good."
'V=
ateopkile Mks.
Nolo It petootod.
TI PATENT
Or/
PROssaistlarAs -
folbsdadlilstuls
thstlimsdo amdBowels of
- - 
-
viii umt
_ 
.
Prostates Digestion.Cheerfut-
mess andWst.Costains Milermar listerell.
'NARCOTIC.
AanfrefsallkAMMIZ/VONor
sopa:. Jai-
,
' Just •
•
• • .14.•
•
A perfect Remedy ro r Contra-
Tion Sour Stomach. Diarrbora
Worms .Convulsioos.Feverish-
nese end LOSS OF SLEEP.
TaeSimie Signature of
eigi4 92M-
ITI'W 'YORK.
'
LEXACT COPY or woo rrco.
WI 04101/11•4110
V. were 'Olin Arm 
.
CASTOR!
For Infants and Children..
The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTOR!
Decatur bad to fight, and wha
t a moun-
tain lianalbal had to climb, 
and what
a lame foot Walter Scot
t bad to walk
with, and that the greatest poet who
ever lived-Milton-1i as blind, that 
one
of the grandest musicians of all th
e
agee-Beetboren-was deaf and that
Stewart, Is some respects the greatest
merchant that America ever saw, be-
gan in his small store, dining on bread
and cheese behind the counter in a
snatched interregnum between custom-
er*, be opening the store and closing it,
sweeping it out with his own broom
and being his own errand boy. Show
tbeen that within ten minutes' walk
there are stores, shops and factories
and homes where u brave deeds have
been do& as those of Leonidas at
Thermopylae, as that of Horatins at the
bridge, as that of Colin Campbell at
Ralsklave. Ten them what Napoleon
said to his staff officer when that offi
-
cer declared a certain military attempt
to be Impossible. "Impossible"' said
tbe great commander. "Impossible is
the adjective of fools!"
Show them also that what is true in
worldly directions Is more true In sp
ir-
itual directions. Call the roll of proph-
ets, apostles and martyrs and private
Christians from the time the world be-
gan and ask them to mention doe man
or woman greatly good or armful who
was not depreciated and flailed and
made a laughing stock. Racks and
prisons and whips and shipwrecks and
um of beheadment Old their worst,
yet the heroes were more than conquer
-
ors With such things you will Illus-
trate that word "courage," and they
will go out from your presents* to start
anew and right, challenging all earth
and bell to the combat
Sete the Fallen.
That word "courage," fitly spoken
with compressed Ups and stout grip of
the band and as Mangan flash of the
eye-well, the Angst apples that ever
thumped on the ground In an autumnal
orchard and were placed in the most
beautiful basket of silver network be-
fore keen appetites could not be more
attractive.
Furthermore, a comforting word fitly 
that train before it reaches the chasm!
spoken is a beautiful thing. No one speak 
Gently to the Erring.
but God could glee the inventory of There must be no 
Impatience in the-
sick beds and bereft Domes and broken wa
rning we girt. ()them We must real.
hearts. W. ought not to let a day Pam Ise that but 
for the kindness of God to
without • visit or a letter, or a mes- us we would hale bee
n in the mune
wee, or a prayer consolatory
. YOU rapids. That man going wreng may be
could call five tinting on your way to struggling with a tid
e of evil Inherited
the factory; you could leave a half from father and grandf
ather and great-
hour earlier in the afternoon and fill a grandfather. The presen
t templatiun
mission of solace; you could brighten may be the accumulated 
force of gen-
e sickroom with one chrysanthemum; erations and eentnrien. "N
o." you say;
you could put a postscript to a letter "his father was a good m
an. I knew
that would bring the joys of beaven to henn But did you know his erandfa-
a soul: You could send your carriage titer? Evil habit 
is apt to skip one
and give an afternoon airing to an in- generation, a foot recog
nized in the
valid is a neighboring street; you could
loan a book with some chapters most
adapted is some particular misfortune.
Go hems today and make out a List of
things yin can do that will show sym-
pathetic thoughtfulness for the hardly
Wend. How many dark places you
night Eknelnel How many tears you
could slep or, If already started, you
maid tripe away! Hew much Bite Je-
sus CIO* you might get to be! So
orneniketic was be with beggary, so
WOW was be for the fallen and so
Wined WA be at the sight of dropsy,
etilepsy, paralysis and ophthalmia
that, whether he saw it by the road-
side. or at the sea beach, or at the min-
eral baths of Bethesda, be offered re-
Cultivate genuine sympathy,
Cb=ge sympathy. You cannot sue-dramatize it False sympa-
thy Alexander Pope sketches in two
liang
halm her ese5 lieudterehief ebe Npread
labile the Seed d tears as, did all Med.
There are four or five words which
fitly spoken might soothe and emanci-
pate and rescue. Go to those from
wbees homes Christ has taken to him-
self • loved one and try 'the word "re-
union," not under wintry sky, butsin
everlasting spriligtide; not a land
where they can be struck with disease,
but where the inhabitant *ever says,
"I am sick:" not a reunion that can be
followed by separation. but In a place
"from which they shall go no more out
forever." For emancipation and sigh-
ing. Immortal health. Reunion or if
you like the word better anticipation.
There is nothing left for them in this
world. Try them with heaven. With I
a chapter from the great book open
one of the 12 gates. Give them one
note of seraphic harp, one flash from
the we of glass, oniesclatter of the
hoofs of the horses on which victors
Ada. That word reunion or anticipation
fitly spoken- Well, DO fruit heaped
op to silver baskets could equal It. Of
the 2.000 kinds of apples that have
blessed the world not one is so mellow
or se rich or so aromatic, but we take
the suggestion of the text and com-
pare that word of comfort fitly spoken
to apples of gold in baskets of silver.
ID•siBd lb. Ammo.
So also Is a word of warning. A ship
may gall out of harbor when the sea
bee not so much as a ripple, but what
a foolhardy ship company would they
be that made no provision for high
winds and wrathful seas. However
smoothly the voyage of life may begin
we will get rough weather before we
harbor on the other side, and we need
ever and anon to save some one utter-
ing in most decided tones the word
"Beware!" There are all the tempta-
tions to make this life everything an
d
to forget that as Inch of ground is lar-
ger as compared with our eternal exist-
ence. There are all the temptations of
the wine cup and the demijohn as this
or any other century has beard of.
There are all the temptations of pride
and avarice and base indulgence and
ungovernable temper. There ip no
word we all need oftener to bear than
the word "beware."
The trouble is that the warning word
is apt to come too late. We allow our
friends to be overcome in a fight with
some evil habit before we sound an
alarm. After a man is all on fire with
evil habit your word of warning will
have no more effect than would an ad-
DO TWIN FEET ACNE AND BUNN?
Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot-
/Esse, a powder for the feet It cures
the feel and makes tight or New Shoes
feel Easy. Cures Oorns, Bunion'. Swol-
len, ensardnit. Hart, Oallons, Sore and
Sweating rest Alien's foot-Ease re-
lieves all pain mod gives rest sad cam -
fist We hareem 80,000 geetiziontale.
Is cum IMO, pro wok. Try II TODAY
La &WNW aid oboe woo al 
*Mk
mot tree. AlikosoMkp
T.
I dress to a 'louse on Are asking it ta
stop burning, to more use than a seem
tug going out to help a ship after 
a litito
sunk to the bottom of the melee 't
ete
use in word if warning to that 
inebri-
ate whose wife wits ding
 from
wounds indicted by his oun hand. 
An
he held the hand ol his dying mi
le be
made this vow, -Miry, I wil
l never
take another glass of strong drink
-until
I take it from this hand which I M
R
bold." In WI awful way he kept GM
vow. for when the wife was in her cof-
fin he titled a glass with brandy, put
the glass into the dead band, then took
the glees tifitt of her hand anti drank
the liquid. Too late does any warning
come to such a one. But many a man
now high up in usefulness and honor
was stopped on the wrong road by a
kindly band put upon the shoulder and
a word fitly spoken. Alt. yes. fitly spo
-
ken-that is. at the right time, with 
to
right accentuation, with the right ern-
pbasis. A dictatorial way. a condenn
netory manner, a fault finding tone of
voice, a manner which seems to say,
"Look at me and do as I do," will o
nly
nutke matters worse. From 
re
proeal the inebriate will go out to tak
e
a drink sooner than he would have
taken It and the dissolute man a wors
e
plunge Into sin. The word of warning
must be charged and surcharged with
sympathy. You will practically say t
o
the man. "I animate you get Into you
r
present habit through overwork, and
you took stimulus to keep up and 
do
the *ork you must do," or. "I sup
pose
it was through Illness, and you toek a
n
Intoxicant first as a medicine." or,
"You are a hall fellow well met an
d
you took the liquid In sociability." 
or:
"You were the representative of a com-
mercial house that expected you t
o
treat customers. I understand it all If
I had been In the same circumst
ances,
I would probably be fast In the s
ame
thraldom." By some such alleviatin
g
introduction prepare the way for a "be-
ware!" that will halt your friend on the
wrong road as suddenly as any platoon
of soldiers was ever halted. Swing the
red lantern across that track and 
stop
Ten Commandments, which speak of
the third and fourth generation, but
say nothing of the second generation.
Or the man astray may have an un-
happy home, and that is enough to
wreck any one. We often speak of
Ulell Who destroy their homes, but do
not say anything about the fact that
there are thousands of wives In Ameri-
ca who by petulance anti fretting and
inconsitieration and lack of economy
and all manner of disagreeableness
drive their buebands into dissipation.
The reason that thousands of men
spend their evenings In clubhouses add
taverns Is because they cannot stand it
at home. 1 know men who are 30 year
martyrs In the fact that they are aw-
fully marl led. That marriage was not
made in heaven. Without asking di-
vine guidance they entered into an alli-
ance which ought never to have been
made. That Is what is the matter with
many men you and I know. They may
be very brave and heroic and say
nothing abotit IL but all the neighbors
ILUoW. Now, If the man going wrong
has such done-title misfortune be very
lenient anti excuttatory in your word of
Warning. The difference between you
and him may be that you would have
gone down faster than he is going
down If you had the game kind of con-
jugal wretehedneas.
Reel ies that, you had better be me
ciful in your word of warning, torfte
day may conic when you
some OW to be lenient and tnilY eedsatory
to you. Tlu're may isceoinewhere
ahead of you a tcgttion so mighty
that ante* you have sympathetic treat-
ment you may go under. "Oh, no,"
aaYe male one; 9 am too old for that."
Dow old are you? "Oh." you say, "I
have been so long In active business
life thael sin clear past the latitude of
danger." There Is a man In Ming Ming
penitentiary who was eonsidertel the
soul of bonor until he was ISO years of
age and then committed a dishonesty
that startled the entire commercial
world.
Divine •retiteret ere.
In mentioning fine arts people are apt
to speak of music and painting and
sculpture and architecture, bnt they
forget to mention the finest of all the
fine arts, the art of doing good, the art
of helping others, the art of saving
men. An art to be studied as you
study music, for it Is music in the fact
that It drives out moral discord and
substitutes eternal harmony. An art to
be studied like sculpture, for it Is sculp-
ture in the fact that it builds a man not
In cold statue, but In immortal shape
that veil last long after all pentellean
marble ais crumbled. An art to be
studied as you study architecture. for It
Is architecture in the fart that It build,
for him a house of tiod. eternal in the
heavens, itut an art that we cannot
fully learn unless Cod helps tee Our-
selves saved by grace divine. we can go
fortb to Piave others. anti with a tender-
ness and composition and fl pity that
we could not otherwise exercise we can
pronounce the warning word with mag-
nificent result. The Lord said to the
prophet Amos. "Amos. what see*
thou?" and he answered. "A besket of
summer fruit." But I do not think
Amos saw in that basket of summer
fruit anythine more Inviting and lute
doom thin many a saved man has seen
In the warning word of some hearty,
common sense Clirlatlan adviser, for a
ACCEPTS CALL. '
The Rev. Fred Whittenteaker, of
Audubon, Heodersen ceen ty, has as-
oepted a call to the pastorate of 
the
church near Sinking Fork in, Christian
county where he will remove in ft- e
near future.
Dish & Garner's Wild Goose Lint-
/UM corm rbosonsww and neuralg
ia.
TIIRRIO TN SPOT. At dropirklo.
word fitly spoken is "like apples of gold
in baskets of silver."
Sti *160 is a word of invitation potent
and beautifel• Vu ho ciin describe the
;111;u-int tut%11•I of thin word. BO retail
end yet so tretnendunte "Conte?" It Is
a short word, but its legume is as
log as eternity; not a wesquipedaliaD
serrating its !Orgy over many
eellahles, hut tuonealtable. Whether
i,,ealling in e nine direction or right di-
reetem ulaiiy hate found it irresistible.
That one word has tilled all the places
of disseatiou and dissoluteness. It Is
responsible for the abominations that
curse the earth. Inquire at the door of
prisons u hat brought the offender
there and at the door of almshouses
hat roughr ten pauper there and at
the door of the lost world what was the
e 
cuuse of the incarceration, and if the
Inmates spenk the truth they will say,
"The word 'come' brought Us here."
! Come and drink. • (time and gamble.
Conte and stn. Come and die. Pro-
nounce that word with one kind of in-
flection. and you can hear In It the toll-
ing of all the bells of conflagratio
n and
woe.
Tbe chief baker in prison In Ph.-
raid's time saw In dream something
quite different from apples of gold Is
baskets of sliver, for he said to Joseph,
"I was also in a dream, and. behold. I
bad three white baskets on my head,
and in the uppermost basket there was
all manner of baked meats for Pha-
raoh. and the birds did eat them out of
the baskets upon my bead." Joseph in-
terpreted the dream and said it meant
that the chief baker should be beheed-
ed. and the birds would eat his flesh.
fin many a man has In his owe bad
billets omens of evil that peek at blin
and foretell doom and death.
• Nighty Word.
lint Oh, the power of that word
"come" st lug) might uttered! We do
well ellen ‘.• send young men Into
schools and colleges and theological
senduaries and by nine years of in.
struction and drill hope to prepare
eleen to mould aright-that-weft and
enrapturing and heaven descended
.word "come." The gospel we believe
In is a gospel. of "come." That word
eptak all the churches. That word to
now liuilditig thrones for conquerors
and loirnIshed coronets for kings and
queens. That word is to sound so clean
ly and impressively and divinely that
the day la advancing when all nations
shall respond: "We come! We comer
And while the upper steeps toward
Cori and heaven will be thronged with
redeemed souls ascendleg there will
not be one solitary traveler on the road
of sin and death.
In the Kremlin at eloadow Is what is
called the "King of Bells," but It is a
ruined bell, and it has sung no sound
fur near WO years. It Is 07 feet In cir
crenference, and In height it is more
titan ten times the height of the aver
nee men, and it took a score of wen to
sit hg Its brazen tongue. It weighs
21.r ions. On the I9th of June, 1708. In
a gri at tire it fell and broke. It broke
at the part which was weakened by the
jewels which the ladles of Moscow
threw into the liquid metal at the cast-
ing. The voices of that bell are forev-
er hushed, it will never ring again ei-
ther at wedding or obsequy or corona-
tion. What majestic and overpowering
silence! Enthroned and everlasting
quiettide sine walke around It full of
wonder and historical reminiscence and
solemnity. tin It are figures In relief
representing czar and empress and
Christ and Mary and the evangelists.
But as I stood before it last summer I
bethought myself of a greater bell and
one still ringing. It Is the gospel bell
ages ago bung on the beam of the
onnet. It has vaster circumference and
with mightier 'tongue sounds across
seas and continents and awakens ech-
Oes timid Alpine and Himalayan an
d
Stem Nevadan ranges The jewels of
erection thrown Into It at its casting
by ransomed souls of earth and !maven
have not weakened it, but made it
stronger and more glorious. Evangel-
hits and apostles rang it and martyrs
lifted their hands through the dames
to glee It another mounding. It will
ring on until all nations bear It and
accept Its invitation. "Come, comer It
will not fall, as did that of Moscow.
NO storm esti stop it No earthquake
"an rock It down. When the fires of
the last tiny blase Into the heavens
amid the crash of mountains and the
groan of dying Sell,, its clear, reeound-
:ng voice will be heard calling to the
lnst Inhabitant of the burning planet,
"Come, Come....
Rut It requires now no great strength
to ring that bell. With this weak hand.
yesterday formed and tomorrow turned
to dust. I lay bold that gospel bell In In-
vitation to all to whom these words
shall come on whatever land or-what-
ever sec In high places or low. I ring
out the word, "Come, comer Come
and have your sorrows solaced. Come
aril have your wounds healed. Come
WWI have your blindness Illumined,
t'otite anti have your fatigues rested.
Come and have your soul saved. Do
you not leer the very last proclama-
tion from the heavens which the seer
of Pntinoe W3 !‘ commiseloned W make:
'The spirit and the bride say come, and
let him that heareth gay come, and let
him that is athirst come. And whoso-
ti will it Wm take the water of Ilfe
fria.lyr hear you not the chime
of ninny gospel bells In the invitation
MIA moment sounding from the heav-
ens, -come out from among them and
'le ye separate." saltb the Lord. "and
touch not the unclean thing. and I will
you and will be a father unto
you, and e shall be my sons and
deueliters " salt!" the Lord Almighty.
Cone and tilt down at the King's ban-
quet. Was there ever such a_brilllant
feast or so many royal guests? Here
are the chalices filled not from the
brewerlea of ft:1'th. but with the "new
wine of the eingdom." And here are
the ripe, purple clusters of Eschol. and
pass them around to all the banrmeters
-- "apples of gold in baskets of silver."
1Coorr'..tht. 1900. tesisigissere. n. T.1
The Red Cross
in the old dasi used to be on the
shields of the Knights. Now you
will find it on the We of
Johnson's Benedetto& Plaster,
which cares all the pains, aches
and distresses that can be got at
from the outside of the body. Even
the leaping agony of new'algia dies
away under it. touch. Yes and
muscular rheumatism, too. 4etter
than ointments or liniments. Its
friends are all who have used it.
JOHNSON • JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Clteauses, New Tort.
Illinois Central R. R.
Of Interest To
STOCKHOLDERS.
Free Transportation To Attend The
Special Meeting At Chicago.
Illinois Central itailroad Oompauy
Notice to eioskhoidere-
Puble• notice is hereby liven that a
special meeting of the stockholders of
tile Illinois Central Railroad Company
will be held as the company's officio in
Onivego, Illinois, on Saturday, January
e65.1001, at eleven o'clock in I fore-1,,. .
To permit personal atteodanoe at this
mowing, there will be Implied to elieb
bolder of one or more /Mares t.f the Cap
Ical Stock of the Illinois Central Rail.
road OoMpany, as reentered ma the
books of the oonipany, a tickeeenabling
him, or her, to travel free over the com-
pany'. lines from the station on the 11-
'11101N Central Railroad nearest to his or
her rein:tr.-red address to Chicago and
ntorn, such ticket to he good for the
j .orteir to (Thicago,only outing the four
days immediately preneeding, and the
day of the meeting, and for 'the return
j urisely from (imago only on the day
of the meeting, and the four days im-
mediately following, when reoperly
ceetwereigued and *attend during busi-
ness houre---tha• is to sir, between 9 a.
m and 5 p Ul -mu the °Me of the An
Mersin Secretary, Mr. W. G. Bruen, in
Chicago E soh application must stale
the full name and address of the Stock•
holder meetly as given in his or bar
certificate of rtnek tegether with the
number and date of such certificate No
more than one person will be carried
tree in respect to any One holding of
nook as tog leered on the books of the
CO, plry.
For ihe purposes of this meeting the
St it Tren.fer Books will be c'oeed at 8
p m. on Thursday, December
20, ipete and remain Mooed until the
mortis* of Monday, January 7. 1901•
A G. HACIESTAII,
ileentary.
Every woman loves to ththk el Mk
time when a soft lees body, all her
owe, will nestle in her bosom, fully
setkifying the yearning which lies in
the heart of every good weman. But
yet there is • black cloud hovering
about the pretty picture in her mind
which tills her with terror. The
dread of childbirth takes away much
of the Joy of motherhood. And yet It
need not be O. For sometime there
ham been upon the market, well-known
and recommended by physicians, a
liniment called
Mothers frICII1
which makes childbirths, simple sad
easy as nature Interwied it. It h a
strengthening, penetrating liniment
which the skin readily eerba. it
gives the muscles elasticity and vigor,
prevents sore breams, morning sick--
miss and the loss of the girth& figura.
An intelligent mother in Butler. Pa-,
sayst "War. Ito need Walk.,'. Trieste
again, I eronid obtain bottles if I bad
to pay $6 per bottle for It.'
Ost thettier's Prised et the dreg
store. $1 per bean.
TIK illth0f11.111 REGULATOR CO-.
Atlas," Ge.
Write forest tree Weetratethealt.. DAMbaby la likaa.
lio
1..
ArN..-21  siguitAki ..M
N. P. IIIIIPM•11, V. II. KNIGHT
infrer & Knight,
Real Eglette.
Ths semen of the year when people
want to buy real estate is at bond, and
we Invite those who want to buy or sell
to consult this mimeo.
We have asoellent funnies for con-
ducting the business and will advertise
property put into our hands free of
obarge, and will furnish prospective
customers oonveyanoe to look at prop-
erty without oast to them. Conte to me
us if you want to sell, it costs you noth-
ing if you fail.
176 acres of land with improvements
4 miles from HookinsvIlle ou Munson-
vttle road. (neap, $111t0
A beautiful home; two story brick
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath room
with bath tatures and all mooern owe
ventenoes; everything new and in Si
eellent repair; house piped for water
and gas, and wired for electricity; good
Jailor, cistern, stable and all other
neoessary outbuildings; nice shade trees.
['his property will be sold at a bargain
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell at low pt-toe or ex.
change for farming land in this section:
361 acres in Pasco county, 190 scree in
Pasco oonnty, 200 acres to Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro conn•
ty One of the above tract' is heavily
timbered with the fittest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further description. eta., see
us.
One of the most desirable houses In
the city for boudine house; centrally
located, convenient to business and de-
pota within one agnate of Main Si
Good farm of 160 acres, 9 miles from
Bennettetown, Ky. Good house 8
rooms, tenant bowie, good well, lames
tobacco barn, good frame stable 18:80
feet, 40 acres in One timber, good level
land and a cleanable farm convenient
to wheels and churches and on good
road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad streets, 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. Obeep and on rem
'enable terms
Stock of goods, store hoe* and resi-
dence for sale at good town on L. & N.
It. R First-class paying business, nice
mouton, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence 8
ro ms, water works and modern im-
provements, ten acres of nine ground
with residence, good reasons for selling
Reeidenoe, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house aed all necessary outbuilding*,
good cistern and orchard. Two acres of
land adjoining South Kentucky Ooliege,
$1,500. Will sell this place at low pnoe
axed on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on cor-
ner of 14th and Oampbell streets, fronts
82 te feet on Campbell street by 186 feet
to alley, house has 8 rooms and all no,
ceseary outbuildings, nice shade trees,
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
18 sores of ground, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry bouse, carriage
house, milk home, tee, everything in
good repair. Oomplete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good farm 223 sores, on Nashvilk
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and 11
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, 2
large new barns, stables and grainary.
This farm will he sold at a low price
and on easy Wenn
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
185 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco borne and other out buildings
price $6 per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
1st streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep Howie has six rooms,
good cistern, stable and necessary out-
baildiogs. l'or sale.
The Lindsay.' Mill property, embrao
mg a burr mill for grinding both corn
and wheat, two good residences, two
cisterns and all necessary oetbuildings
and SO acres of land, situated on Little
River, on a line between Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold at a low price and
on reasonable terms.
86 acres of floe land just outside toll-
gate on Palmyra road. $85 per acre,
tracts of land near Bennettstown.
shout 800 acres; Will be converted into
9 or 8 tracts. Sold on easy terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out-houses and
cistern, price $000.
Two good residence lots on Main Bt.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
Elegant lot 80x900 ft. on Jesup .ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms,
porches, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front treu, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 115 sores of land,
on good public road, in one of the beet
neighborhoods in South Christian, con-
venient so postoffice, schools' and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 6 rooms and hall, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
cow houses, 9 new oabins, smoke house,
hen house, baggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orobard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wo-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walnut
strut
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Prioe $600 per more.
Flue farm of ille5 sores in, neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great bargain.
155 acres of land near Olarkevilie
pike, 8 miles from Hopkinsvilis.
per sore. Very desireable.
Very desirable suburban xesidenos,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and in
itusd repair, about 7 urea of land, just
outlet the oily liens on one of the best
etrdeiegu'ice residence at Casky, Ky. Loo
of 10 perms, six room cottage and twt
room °Moe in yard ;good Kievan.' house,
large good Me imam, large stable and
carriage house and. all emissary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trem, never falling well, good cistern;
oonvenient to depot, school and church;
5 miles from Hopkinaville with good
pikAe tnweoaralsoryy theme:the:les odnistsaonnoeth.
• lso:tliotn7foorzma dkot oft:es .fi ,0 bed 
rooms
.
lockasitoetiwngiannrocmgd rofoour em:diponironghosoomroomonu.dkinettorsoorhsen; fl,moru
four bed name, two lumber rooms and
splendid dry oellar 18214 feet with brick
walls 
house, 
floor, 
house and 
seokrin, 
kindling 
oisteru n a,ocie ihrsz
mmeatt ouse
i
howls. TERMS-One third cash, bal-
ance in four equal lianas' pa
yment,.
6 per cent. Interest on deferre
d pay,
mentos.
An elegant farm of 150 sores 
on 001
Mill Road 4 miles from liepkinsville
;
will improved, good dwelling, 6 fooms
,
stables. --erstiery, corn and all linolnear
y
out bowies; first class land in Sal 
con-
dition.
Valuable store room on Mail sheet
One of the best business looasiege 
Mit)*
Warren II La."
MISS M'DANIEL I
Elected President of Ky.
Teachers' Association.
FIRST LADY HONORED.
1e1. McCartney Made
President of High
School Section.
(Spoon! to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Dee. 28.-The
annual meeting of the Kentooky Teach.
en' Association closed this afternoon.
The mailing was largely Weeded and
the exercise. were interesting and profit-
able.
The anneal election of °Mous closed
the session today.
Miss Katie McDaniel, of Hopkineville,
saperiotendent of of Christian county
schools, was elected president of the
association. She is the first lady ever
honored with the °Moe.
Mr. L. MoOartney. superintendent of
the Hopkinsville oily schools, was eleol
ed president of the High School section.
M r MoGartney this morning ad-
deemed the &mulatto°, tits subject be-
ing "Civics Applied."
••••••
Many penmen@ bays bad the experience
of Mr. Peter oherman, of North Strat-
ford. N B•• who says, "I suffered t
or-
ture from chronic indigestion, bat Model
Dyspepsia Ours made swell man of me"
It digests what you eat and is a certain
mire for dyspepsia and every form of
stomach trouble. It gives relief at 01:1011
even to the worst oases, and osn't help
but do you good. For sale by R 0
Hardwiok
FIFTY THOUSAND COPIES
Of Electlea Laws Will Sc Seel is The
Voters.
-
 -
Secretary of State Hill is preparing to
comply with the reeolution adopted at
the extra session of the General Assem-
bly providing for printing and distribu-
tion to the voters of the State of 50,000
copies of the election laws es amended.
With the moisten°. of Attorney Gener-
al Breckinridge, Secretary Hill will
compile the laws, elintitating the dead
matter and the pamphlet prepared will
°within all laws relating to elections
now in rifest.
Each member of the legislators will
receive any cops of the pamphlet and
the county clerk of each meaty will
have copes, on file in his aloe,
CASTOR' A
71(Yd laranlvieys
Deers the
away, et
DR. TUNICS A BENEDICT.
Married Miss Clara Shelby at Lexisgtell
Wedsesday.
From Friday's daily.
Dr. A. H. Tanks and Mies Olara
Shelby, of Lawrenoeburg, were married
In Laington Wednesday morning 111
the Phoenix Hotel by Rev. L J. Bp-
cot. They b did not elope but stmelly
wished a quiet wedding Dr. Tusks is
a successful young dentist of this city.
He and his bride will come here in a
few days to reside.
8 LOWS TO ATOMS.
The old idea that the body sometimes
needs a powerful, drastic, purgative pill
has been exploded; for Dr. King's New
Life Pills, which are perfenly harmless.
gently stimulate liver„and bowels to ex•
pel poisonous matter, cleanse the system
and absolutely cure Constipation and
Sick headache Only a& at Anderson
it Pow let's J. 0. Oook's L. L Elgin's,
0. K. Wyly's drag stores.
- 
SENT TO ASYLUM.
0. E. Hiles, of Fordeville,was bionght
before Judge Miller and adjudged a
lunatic and sent to the Hopkinuille
asylum in charge of L 0. Hilee, his
half brother, last Monday. -Hartford
Herald.
When the stomach is tired out it mutt
have a rest, but we can't live without
food. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure "digests
what you eat" no that you can eat all
the good food you want while it is re.-
sdoring the digestive organs to health
It is the only preparation that diesels all
kinds of food. Sold at Hardwick's.
Nasal
CATARRH
Is all its magas Uwe
Mould be cleanliness.
Ely's Cream Balm
cleanses,sontles and orals
the dlsee....-4 itiemh•ine•
It cores...14rib dad dr:, es
away a :rid la the heed
earl:1y.
Cream Halm la plare:1 tato as ansans, speeds
ever the membrane and It stearin& ItslistIs
isminte sae a curt fellows. Ii is lot NyIng-siesit
sot produce messing. Large it.., *seats at Dime
seas or by mail; Trial else. Metals ar malt
SLT DROTHILS8,116 Wariest Street, New Tab
PROFESSIONAL OARDS
Hussar Wood Bunter WiseJr
HUNTER WOOD dt SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, upstairs over
Planters Bank,
HOPE I 1" SVILLK : KZ/Mt:0E1f
Spode.] attention to
Cages in bankruptcy.
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham,
Dr. Lula E. Oldham....
. .
Osteopaths. .
Graduates AMMONS School of Osteo-
pathy, Kirksville, Me. All curable che-
mises (both acute and Minnie) success-
fully treated without the is. of drugs
or knife (Owner 10th and Olay Streets.
Oonsultation and examinatiolt hi*. Fe-
male disease@ a specialty. Them Wt.
R. F. McDANIEL, M. D.
ResantidelenBoentlding.
Physician and Surgeon,
TELEP°P1H0711111°°MilneD/ 
House.
 
 
$10
?Moe
PATENTS 41
AIWA AS TO PATENTAIIILITY FREESock "How to obtain l'a ts"
abarfPlensaissais. No *01
SAME OLD STORY.
Lewis Rockier Did NM CM' his Pistol q
Was Leaded.
Owls rilday's daily
14.11: 
Buckner, a lleored man who
live/ so Mrs- Montgomery Adams'
farm the Palmyra reed, accidentally
shot himself this ntherniag He started to
clean so old pistol which he thought
was unloaded. The *upon was dis-
charged and the ballet entered his leg.
Dr. Sargent was wet for and treated
tbe wound. Baskner's Injury is not
serious
Now is the Moe when 01'09D and lei g
troubles prove rapidly fatal. The only
harmless remedy tharprodnom immedi-
ate resent is One Almon Omagh Oars.
It is very pleasant to take and can be
relied apes to weakly ours coughs,
colds and all lung diseases It wUl pre
rent oonatzeptioa Sold by R. 0 Hard
wick.
muss. MOSE IVNO NAVE TRIES,
I NIMergd beta oasarrh of the worse
:11,11Mill homy hoped for care, bet Ely'sEdit swiss to do eves Oleo-
,
OseMtOsteess, 48 Warren • ve.,Obitsgo,
IlL
The Bile' reached me safely sad the
effect is satprising. My we nye the
first *glutton gave dallied relief.
Empeostally, Mrs. Trettalla Freeman,
Dorm, If H.
The Haim does sot irritaes or oases
seeesiog Sold by &worth.' at 50 earn
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 66 Warren
St , New 1 ork
0011 FELLOWS INSTALLATION,
The Princeton lodge, I. 0. 0 E., will
have a public Installation of allows next
Wednesday night le be conducted by
state tame, of the order. • banquet
will be given al the new Prinuton Ho-
tel afterward.
Help is needed as once when a person's
life II to clanger A neglected cough or
cold may soon become serious and should
be stopped at once. One Minute 0ough
Ours quickly cues coughs and colds and
the worst cases of croup, bronchitis,
agrips and other throat and lung troub-
les. Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
MAY BE POSTPONED,
rive of the Goebel murder coneptracty
oases, against W. H. Oniton, Green and
Whereon Golden. °banes Finley. W. S.
Taylor, are on the docket for the term
of the Franklin circuit wart which be-
eline January 7. It to nos likely tLaS any
of Mena will be tend.
I? Oat& one Tisi19L0111111.
The fame of Bsokihee Arnica Salve,
as the bus in the world, intends round
She earth. It's the one peeler's beater.
of Onto, Oates, Burns, Brews, Sonia,
Scalds, Belle, Ilium, Edam, Althea,
Pains, and all skis ereptiosa Only to-
tals pile ogre Ino a bog at Ander-
see & Ftherler's 1.0. (toot's, L. L. II-
ghee and 0. K. Wyly's drug @Ogees.
STATE COMMITTEE.
The liesnooratte Ewe Os steal °ma-
ntles* held a brief messing at Owlet/-
Ma Thursday. adjourning atter a @go-
atee of ten =lessee to meet at Frank-
fort January 17. The only &Men be-
yond this was the adoptioo Of a resolu-
tion offered by Oommisteeinan John W.
Vreeland, of the Fifth district, recom-
mending to Gov Beokbani the appoint-
ment of °barley B. Poynts. of May.-
yule, as the Democratic party's mem
her of the Stale Election Ocicandsideit.
DeWith's Little Early Risers ere djitn.
ty little pills, but they never fail be
cleanse the liver, remove °Wreathe@
and invigorate the system. Sold by B
0. Hardwick.
• GOOD THING.
German Syrup is the special prescrip-
tion of Dr. A. Beeches, a othebrated
German Physician, and is soknowledg-
to be one of the most fortunate die-
ee in medicine. It quit:tidy oars@
sits, Oolds, and all Lung troubles of
• severest nature, removing, as it
Noes, the cause of the affection and
leaving She parts in a Strong and heal-
thy soadition. It is acts espeelatee-
lel medicine, but has send the test if
years, giving satisfaction in every new.
•hith its rapidly increasing sale every
Mason confirms. Two million bottles
wild annually. Bosobm's German Syr-
up was introduced in the United Slates
In 1858, and is now sold is every Sown
and village in the civilised worLi. Three
doses will relieve any ordinary cough.
Priottilloo. Get Green's prise almanac.
For Ma by druggists th all civilised
countries.
HENRY BRAYER sues.
Watren Moore died suit at Henderson
&salmi Henry Krsver for damages in
the sem of $3,000. Moore wee injured
In Mitch last by the explosion of a boiler
at thadithillery of Keever.
DAY EXCURSION.RATES.
Fortbe Christmas and New tear hol
idays the Illinois ()antral R. IL will sell
roundlet') getout to all points on the
southern ham, to all points on the Bt.
Loots Division between Pitheads and
St. Loan, Cairo and Ashley isolustve,
and to ail whim on the Y. & M. V. R.
R., *rate of one and one-third fare.
Tickets will be sold on Dec. SS, to, 84,
95, 110,11:, and Jan. I, limitel so Janu-
ary 4th. for return.
SPECIAL I. C. SEEM,
The Illinois Central bag wet oat a me-
nu to stockholders relative to a speeded
meeting to be held in Ohioan.° on Jan.
16. offering them free transportation to
Obloago to attend this Meeting.
will be firmed to each bolder of
more shares of stook enabliag
There
one Or
him or
her to travel free over lb. company's
lines from the 'tenon on the Illinois
Outral Railroad neared to his or her
registered address to Chicago and re-
turn. An official notice of the meeting
appear@ in tide impression of the Maw
The most effective little liver pill
made are DeWitt's Little Early Risers.
They never gripe. So Id by R. O. Hard
wick.
PAcCALL'S MAGAZINE.
The ladies of Ohristian county are in-
formed that MoCiall's Magazine is the
handsomest home and fashion mtigasine
in existence. This oelebrated magasine
offers beautiful premiums to all who.
raise slabs. and illustrates the famous
Besse Patterns. The premiums
Offend are the handsomest in the world
Is 001111eins stories, literary articles and
kostkosely colored fashion plates. The
publishers wish one representative in
every IffelMINVIIIMI will send instruo
-
lions and tdieli111110 offers to any l
ady
who will mooddp li pew and send
her name ono Adria Si the Y
ocum
oompooy, 144 Wok LSO bros.. Now
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MONUMENTS,  TOMBSTONES,
All kinds of Cemetery Work
Is found at our shop at the LOWEST PIKES
Satisfaction in every particular. Your orders
earnestly solicited.
CALL AND GET PRICES. Tows Truk
W. ii. SHANKLIN.
Seventh and Virginia Sto Hopkinirdile, Hy.
IF you want the newi ofthe world written and pie
hired, the fitse%t art and the
bPst Iiterature 3 on mnst read
COLLIER'S
WEEKLY,
AMERICA'S FOREMOST
ILLUSTRA'rEDJOURNAL
Hall Caine's latest and greatest novel,
"The Eternal City," begins soon. Send
for free copy of the opening chapters.
Address Collier's Weekly. 555 West
Thirteenth Street, New York City.
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Cincinnati and Louisville to
HOT SPRINGS
Arkansas, Via Memphis
Through sleeping-car reeerrations can
sow be secured fr,in Cincinnati and 
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an's via toe Illinois °entre! to Hot :spr
ings
vla Memphis on its New Orleans Li
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